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host Of Till Haunts Halls Of Congress
Not Giving Up
SHREVEPORT, La. — Rev. J.
R. Retiedge, chairman of t h e
board of the United Christian
Movement said last week that
in "at least 10 days" the group
would again attempt to crack
Louisiana bus segregation laws.
Last Saturday five ministers
rode a bus, seated in the so -
called white section. They car-
tied Bibles and chanted songs.
they are ignoring threats of ar-
rest from the mayor and chief
of police.
FOUR CITED AT BANQUET
—Four Memphians, two wom-
en and two men, were honor-
ed at a banquet Flag Day
night which was sponsored by
the Lincoln League at Club Eb-
ony. More than 1.000 attended
the $1 a plate affair and the
proceeds will be used to boost
VOL. VI—No. 34
registration among Negroes.
In left photo Mrs. Capitola
Hawkins, mMher of Federal
Customs Court Judge Scovel
Richardson, who was honored
its "Mother of the Year" is
congratulated by Lt. George W.
Lee, right, Republican leader,
and Frank Scott, of the Lin-
If Rabble Rousers Convicted
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY; JUNE 22, 1957
coin League. Rev. -D. W.
Browning, in next photo. pre-
sented certificates to from left
Mrs. Vasco A. Smith, w h 0
seeks to enter Memphis State
college; Clark Porteous, Press.
Scimitar staff writer, for ob-
jective Community news re-
porting and I,. Alex Wilson,
Knoxville' Publk Schools Will
Have No Difficulty Integrating
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EDITOR'S NOTE: During the next two months the TriState
Defender will bring its readers a penetrating and revealing series
of articles on cities in the state of Tennessee where integration of pub-
lic schools is expected. This Is the first In a series of three articl
es on
the anticipated integration in Knoxville, by Pete Bradby. A trained
and experienced reporter, Mr. Bradby Is a graduate of Lincoln (Mo.)





KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Knoxville's Public Schools
will integrate smoothly, if outside agitation does not up-
set law-abiding citizens as the sad situation was in neigh-
boring Clinton.
A consensus in Knoxville is that the success of in-
tegration without incidence hingesi 
on the. fate of John Kasper and
15 Clinton residents who face tri-
al in Knoxville's
U. S. District









The same N. A.
A. C. P. lawyers.,
who represented parents in t h e
Clinton suit, filed a similar one
against Knoxville's City School
Board in January, 1957. The Board
Bradby
bosm
but again asked for more time cities already desegregated, and
 Gets Grant owas scheduled to answer May 22, amples set by th all and large
By EARL S.
(See
which makes it the fourth exten-
sion. If the case reaches the local
U. S. District Court, chances are
Judge Robert L. Taylor, who tried
the Clinton case, will be on the
bench.
BACKGROUND OF CITY
Among reasons for Knoxville's
hope for successful integration are
the historical background of the
city itself, geographical distribu-
tion of the 15 per cent Negro pop-
ulation, location of the city in state
and nation, work of various or-
ganizations to re-educate people,
leadership from educational insti-
tutions and persons in other im- L emoyne GradI am
pottant and strategic positions, ex-
finally, the state of affairs in the
present dual city school system
as revealed by its record.
Knoxvillians are proud that
East Tennessee joined the Union
forces during the Civil War. Lib-
eral sympathies, both whites and
Negroes believe, account f 0 r
abundant tolerance and little ten
See KNOXVILLE Page 2
sponsored Boys' State governor tea,s1.-Aveek at Tennessee
State University. Bucking lee hand-skaking, back-slap-
ping mock politicians, Melvin Brown won the gubernatorial
race and a trip to Washington, D. 
The youthful politicians gathered
last Sunday for the w2ek-iong en-
campment and make-believe state
politics, and quickly swung into
the rigors of hand-shaking. With
27 prep schoolers from Memphis,
a strong Bluff City Crump - like
machine - smooth electioneering
technique landed three Memphians
victory in the first election — the
mayor's race. Joe Young, Rad-
ford; Frank Warren, Venson; and
Sidney Brown, Barrom, copped the
mayor's race in their respective
mythical cities. Columbia's Alphon-
See LAD WINS Page 2
MISS 1.11.% B. SMITH
Study Physics
Miss Lila B. Smith, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Smith, cf
698 Boston, has been awarded a
$500 grant for graduate study by ,
the American Missionary Society
and an 2800 graduate assistant-
CLANTON, III ship by Howard university's 
phy-
sics department.
Miss Smith is a June graduate
NASHVILLE — A quarterback from Manassas High 
of LeMoyne college. She was a





major d o  
study
She 
for a master's degree in physics.
Miss Smith attended Melrose
High school here. She is a mem-
ber of the Mt. Moriah Baptist
church in Orange Mound, pastor-
ed by Rev. R. W. Norsworthy.
She is a member of Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha sorority, Alpha Kappa
Mu honor society, and Beta Kappa
Chi Scientific society.
Miss Smith said, "I appreciate
this opportunity to do graduate
work in physics and I shall do my
utmost to make a success of it."
had a decisive bearing on that
body's decision to kill a Southern
proposed amendment to the Civil
Rights Bill.
In the argument for and against
the jury trial amendment dealing
with enforcement of Civil Rights
laws, Rep. Marguerite S t it t
Church (R. Ill.) delivered a bitter
attack against the South and said
she would not vote for the amend-
ment because a Southern jury re-
fused to "punish" those responsi-
ble for the death of young Till, a
Chicago Negro youth slain in Mis-
sissippi two years ago..
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell (D.
N. Y.) pointed out to the House:
"When American citizens a r e
faced with juries in the southern
section of the U. S. we know that
a colored citizen cannot get equal
justice. A minority in this coun-
try has made up its mind that
under no circumstance is it go-
ing to allow colored citizens the
right to vote."
BOOMERANGED?
Observers in Washington f eel
that the Till case and the freeing
of two men in Montgomery recent-
ly of charges of bombing Negro
churches boomeranged last week,
at least, on the Southerners in
their fight to cripple the Civil
Rights bill with a jury trial amend-
ment.
Rep. Clare Hoffman (R. Mich.)
joined the Southerners in their at-
tack on the bill. She declared:
"I don't propose to go and criticize
any other section of the U. S. as
editor and general manager of
the Tr -State Defender, for his
hard-hitting editorials on local
conditions. In picture at right,
Lofton Bowers, third from left,
whose selling of about 100 ti(-
kets to the banquet earned him
a prize, is seen with (from
left) William F. Owen, who
Introduced as Postmaster
of the George W. Lee Station,
Lt. Le., and Rev. H. C. Bun.
ton, banquet speaker.. Photoi
lower right show stews from
both sides of the dance floor




The ghost of Emmett Louis Till being lawless. Thera i
s murder
stalked the halls of the U. S. House after murder In New 
York and
of Representatives last week and New Jersey and the
 "record is
full of beatings and murders that
have gone unpunished in Chica-
go," she said.
As expected, each member of
the Mississippi delegation in the
House suppotted the jury trial
amendment.
FDR'S SON
Rep. James Roosevelt (D Calif.)
son of the late President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, and whose district
includes a large percentage of
Negro voters asserted the amend-




The honorary degree of Doctor
of Letters was conferred upon C.
A. Kirkendoll, president of Lane
college, by Texas college, during
its annual Spring Convocation,
Dr. Kirkendoll, who has served
as president of Lane college, the
oldest of the five institutions sup-
ported by the Christian Methodist
Episcopal church, was cited for
"having honorably made contribu-
tions to total knowledge and ci-
vilization in a distinguished man-
ner."
Before assuming the presiden-
cy of Lane in July 1950, he serv-
ed as director of leadership edu-
See HONORS Page 2 .
White Students Aid To
College Misunderstood
WEST POINT, Miss. — Some
pro-segregationists in Mississippi
leveled their guns at Mary Holmes
junior college, of West Point, last.
week over a project which was.
thought to be a move in the di-
rection of integrating the college.
The institution Is sponsored - by
the Presbyterian church, USA. Se-
gregationists spoke out when it
was learned that Dr. John Patton,
pastor of University Presbyterian
church, of Lawrence, Kan., had
brought eight white Students, three
girls and five men, to Mary
Holmes to participas.! in a work
camp.
The students in the work camp
contribute their ..ime in repairing
ahd improving property of the
church. An official of Mary
Holmes, said this prospect was
important to the school. The
group of visitors completed their
second week of work at the college
last week.
Some West Point citizens, after
learning that whites were at the
Negro school, lodged a protest
with the Clay County Chamber of
Commerce.
In Hattiesburg, Miss., elders of
the Bay Street Presbyterian
church, (Southern) criticized Dr.
Patton and the eight white stu-
dents.
The elders described the project
See STUDENTS Page 2
Price 15c 
Plan To Register 100,000
Housing Clinic
The First Annual Housing Clin-
ic sponsored by the Memphis Ne
gro Cbamber of Commerce in
cooperation with the Peden:
Housing Administration will be
held June 26, beginning at 9 a.m.
at Unisersal Life Insurance co.
of 480 Linden. The expressways
and urban redevelopment will be
discussed.
Urge Pilgrimag e To
Local Voting Booths
By MOSES J. NEWSON
Each in his own way, several speakers laid it on the
line for the more than 1,000 at the honors banquet spon-
sored Friday night by the Lincoln League — "Conductors
on the freedom train and giving the boot to beggars and
choice seats to voters."
Proceeds from the banquet at
which four Memphians received
certificates of merit from the Lin-
coln League, will be used to in-
crease the number of Negroes




, An outstanding graduate of
Mississippi Industrial college, lo•
cated at Holly Springs, Miss.,
has taken over as president of
the well-known institution. T h e
hoard of trustees announced that
the new president Is Prof. Ed-
gar E. Rankin, jr., who served
as coach and athletic director of
the college for 14 years. Prof.
Rankin holds the MS degree
from Springfield college. He suc-
ceeds the late W. M. Frazier,
who served as prezy for 22
years.
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Lt. George W. Lee, veteran Re-
publican leader and master of cer-
emonies for the banquet, said the
current drive by the Lincoln
League and other groups, is to
push Negro registration back past
the 50,000 mark.
About 44,000 Negroes are among
the country's 173,000 qualified vot-
ers now. The figure dropped to
this level recently when some 38,-
000 (around 10,000 of them Ne-
groes) were trimmed from the
list for failure to vote in a gen-
eral election in th• last four years.
FOUR HONORED
Banquet honorees were:
Mrs. Capitola Hawkins, mother
of recently appointed Federal Cus-
toms Court Judge Scovel Richard:
son, as "Mother of the Year":
Mrs. Vasco A. Smith, who is seek-
ing to enter Memphis State col-
lege; Clark Porteous, Press-Scim-
itar staff writer, and L. Alex Wil-
son, editor and general manager
of the Tri-State Defendah
The citations were presented by
Rev, D. W. Browning.
Lt. Lee, presented by Rev. ION
See VOTING Page 2
Mrs. Elizabeth Bonner-Chandler,
of 1709 Fifteenth ave., South, Nash-
ville, Tenn., the mother of James
T. Chandler, sr., personnel dire&
tor of Universal Life Insurance co.,
Memphis, was buried on June I
at Greenwood Cemetery, Nash-
ville.
Elder 11, C. Poston and Elder
Blair T. Hunt, of Memphis, offie-
iated at the rites held at Davis!
Campbell Funeral Home in Nash.
ville.
Mrs. Chandler, who was In her
80's, died June 3 at Riverside
sanatorium. She was the sister of
the late M. W. Bonner, who sem-
ed as vice president and secre-
tary of Universal Life for mane
years.
The deceased was married to
See MOTHER Page 2
2,003 students less than last sum-
mer who registered for the Sum-
mer course at Memphis State Col-
2 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., June 22, 1957
netut IN A
NUTSHELL
Some 2003, At MSC, But No Negro
No Negroes were among the lege, despite Federal Court disci
Mons which give them the right
to do so. More students are ex-
pected to register for the second
session.
Ratify Amendment
ROGERS, Ark.—A constitution- era was ratified last week by the
/white administrative church talc, North Arkansas Conference of. the
al amendment that would allow
Methodist Church.
gradual integration of Negro and
Accuse Guard Of Drunkenness
C. E. O'Neil, a 66-year-old Shel-L and at a passing motorist who
by County Penal Farm guard, of refused to stop and pick him up.
2157 Germantown Road, was ac- Davis escaped, but only tempor-
cused last week by Sheriff's depu- arily. Deputies picked him up
ties W. L. Cargill and G. T. Mc- shortly after the escape and he
Daniel with being "staggering was placed in solitary confine.
drunk" last Friday when a Negro ment for, several days. Another
prisoner, Ralph Davis, 30, of 2238 Negro prisoner, James Lewis, told
Hernando Rd., wrested his pistol deputies O'Neil was drinking beer
from him and fired it at the guard while they worked in Fuller Park.
Wrestler Hits Aged Man
Well-known professional wrest-
ler Charles W. "Whitie" Hewitt,
was accused in City Court last
week of slugging 61-year-old Rose.
borough McCrocken, a Negro em-
ployee, of 909 Trask, with a two
by four plank. Hewitt was charg-
ed with assault and battery and
with disorderly conduct. He said
McCrocken was working for him
and "drew" a draw knife, a car-
penter's tool, when he (Hewitt)
reprimanded McCrocken for doing
bad work. Hewitt was fined $26.
Careless With Coal Oil
Marshall Parker Jr., 10, of 698
West Holmes Rd. was taken to
John Gaston Hospital, after he re-
ceived deep burns on his stomach,
face and feet when he threw kero-
sene (coal oil) on a kitchen stove.
iN
His mother, Mrs:Rosie Lee Park-
er, 28, told sheriff's deputies she
didn't notice that her son was
burned until she washed his face.
Skin peeled away. His condition
is reported "serious" at the hos-
pital.
ot Going To Be Rubber Stamp'
Mrs. C. Frank Scott, who was "I am not going to be a rubber
elected to the state Senate last stamp for anyone. I was elected
year 83 a member of the Citizens by the people and I'm toing to
for Progressive group, said last represent the people." She report-
week she would not be affiliated
with that group; again "unless it
is reorganized." She further said,
ed being ignored at a legislative
session in Nashville by Cr leaders
Claude Armour and David Harsh.
Gridders Off To Cherry Orchards
Coach E. A. Wynne of 1478 Wil-
son left by bus last week, ac-
companied by the 34 members of
the Hamilton High school football
squad who will keep in training
this Summer working as a unit
in the strawberry fields and cher-
ry orchards of Michigan.
Darts In Front Of Car — Killed
Mitchell Wood, 3-year-old son of home from the zoo with two young
Mrs. Earlene Wood of 674 NI- girl cousins, from whom he broke to create an emotional  man was killed by a car at 5 away. He was killed instantly. Po-
p.m. on afternoon, as he darted in nee said no charges would be plac-
the path of the vehicle in front of ed against C. W. Walker, the driv-
2809 Summer. He was returning Cr of 161 Rose Rd.
Knoxville
$50 Teacher Bonus Fades?
NASHVILLE — The monthly re-
port of the state Tax Department
seems to have dashed the hopes
of Tennessee public school teach-
ers for a $50 bonus on their sal-
aries this year. The report said
the state must get more than
$9,500,000 from the combined salesl
and tobacco taxes next month to
make the bonus 850. The bonus
emerged as a compromise meas-
ure during the fight over teachers
pay raises during the 1957 Legis-
lature. Last June, the taxes men-
tioned raised $8,942,527.
Lad Wins Till
(Continued From rage 1)
so Oliver, Buchanan, filled t h e
other city mayor's spot.
'NOT TIME FOR ROASTING'
"This is not a time for boast-
ing," Boys' State Governor Melvin
Brown admcnished in his inaugur-
al address, "instead it is a time
for humble prayer and thanksgiv-
ing." The Manassas High school
quarterback stressed deep httrnili-
ty as he took over the adminis-
tration of the fourth Boys' State
encampment at Tennessee State
university in an open air ceremo-
ny.
Brig. Gen. Joe Henry, State Ad-
jutant General, witnessed the cere-
mony as the main speaker. Intro-
duced by the university president,
A!. W. S. Davis, Gen. Henry ex-
hollkd the Boys' staters to use hon-
or as their motto; strive to im-
prove their lot; and to have the
courage of their Christian convic-
tions.
"Here you have been studying •
good citizenship;" Gen. Henry ex-
planted. striving ever to improve
yourself, your neighborhood, a n d
your community is the only real
measure of good citizenship
FILLS CABINET
Quick to fill his cabinet, Gov.
Brown said, "I believe that I have
found the best possible manpower
to fill the positions in your slate
kvernment," and named his com-
missioners:
Finance and Taxation, William
Owens; Conservation, Willis War-
ren; Correction. Alger V. Boswell,
Jr., (BOO of Tennessee State's vice
president); Education, John Tay-
lor; Employment Security, John-
ny Wright; Agriculture, Rooert At-
kins; Highways and Public Works,
Ralph Prather: Insurance a n d
Banking, Sidney Bowen; Labor,
Steve Taylor; Mental Health, Ken-
neth Brown; Public Health, Mil-
ton 'Jennie; Public Helfer', Wil-
lie Simpson; and Safety, Brooks
Howard.
Ending on a prayerful note, Gov.
Brown asked divine protection for
his youthful government. T h e
young politicians mimicked their
elders by burying the political hat-
(Continued trent page 1)
ment would "establish the most
evil of precedents which would
destroy justice in this country."
President Eisenhower's influence
Is seen u the factor which beat
down the opposition last week.
However, the big showdown was
to begin Monday, June/17, when
the bill was to cqme up for con-
sideration in the Sebate.
SUPERVISORS for the record
24 playgrounds to be used for
Negro children this season. The
playgrounds opened on June 11
and close on Aug. 23. They
are open flve days weekly.
Monday through Friday a n d
the staff meets on Saturday
mornings. Front row, left to
right; W. T. McDaniel, super.
visor in charge of Negro play.
grounds; Miss Annie Marie Al.
len, crafts and drama supef.
visor; Mrs. Elaine Campbell,
district supervisor; George
Clark, and Miss Majorie Sam-
uels, Beale Avenue; Charles
Lomax and Mrs. Mattie Smith,
Booth; Charles Patterson and
Carolyn Rhodes, L. E. Brown;
Leonard Jones and Miss Joan
Bramiett, Dixie Homes; James
Swearenger and Miss Hattie
Brittenum, Douglass. Second
row— William Knight and Miss
Anne Reddick, Robert Hoene
Playground; Lubra Chambers
and Miss Jessie Merriweather,
Hyde Park; John Johnson and
Miss Bettye Hunter, Kansas
Street; Frank Davis and Miss
Voting
(Continued From Page 1)
H. T. Brewster who directed the
musical part of the program, set
the tempo of speakers for the night
when he thanked the guests "for
this great outpouring" then offer-
ed this advice for freedom - seek-
ing citizens;
SEEK BALLOT BOX
"First, seek ye the ballot box
and other things will be added unto
thee."
Lt. Lee reeled bff examples of
white religious, civic, business and
other groups along with individ-
ual, who "after a lot of soul search-
ing are extending us a hand," and
suggested that "fear of stumbling,
fear of fear, is holding us back."
, Lt. Lee called upon local Negro
professional people to shoulder
more of the responsibilities in help-
ing their race uplift themselves.
"We have a right to expect lead-
ership from our doctors, teachers,
ministers and others," be declar-
ed.
In addition to remarks from the
honorees and some of the guests
who were presented by Lt. Lee,
two ministers who went to t h e
Prayer Pilgrimage in Washington,
D. C. spoke before Rev. H. C.
Bunton, pastor of Mt. Olive Ca-
thedral, closed out the speaking
atmosphere, with a dramatic plea for moreare not so effective where o n e ed • 
knows first hand that Negroes, like WOULD WELCOME OTHERSall peoples, must be measured for
individual worth.
"You only hate and distrust peo-
ple when you don't know them,"
a white Knoxvillian said. After a
quarter century here, he observ-
ed: "Changes have come in Knox-
ville, some legal, many volunta-
ry."
SEGREGATED SET-UPS
Yes, Knoxville has a Negro fire
station, Negro policemen, Negro
lawyers, Negro doctors, Negro
teachers, Negro industrial work-
erg. etc. But Negroes don't wan
that prefix, Negro, because it is It is not enough for the Negroa racial front to the real prob- to oppose, he must also find some-lem which is "socio - economic." thing to commend, the ministerAt the same time, this race stereo- said. He said "we must inch intotyping of a profession or voca- every opening and then prove thatlion does not recognize "equal hu- we can do the job."man dignity," which is the Ne- In the ballot the Negro will findgro's innermost demand. As a re- a stand of strength but "it willsult, many well qualified Negroes not be found in pool rooms, bar-find good paying jobs that stay bership, on street corners andunfilled, no matter how long, un- such habitues," Rev. Bunton said.tit white persons are available. LOCAL PILGRIMAGEThat is a close up picture of the "We have a local pilgrimage to"sixio-economic" squeeze play. make which I think may be great-Only a few white employers ad- er than that one to Washington,"mit that they won't hire a badly he said. "It is to the doors, toneeded Negro to bridge a gap be. the backways, wherever our peo-cause of outside pressures. The pie are, to get them to register.Chamber of Commerce executive "And the most important naafi-Said, '"Negroes and whites work mage we all must make is theside by side in many of our fee- one to Christ."tories," and he added tongue • Rev. L. A. Story and Rev. E.checked, "We would like to hire W. Williamson reported on the P11.snore Negro labor." The represen. grimage to Washington. They ex-ttrtive, in expressing his regrets pressed concern over the state offor the limited amount of infor. complacency in Memphis whilemation on Negroes in Knoxville's elsewhere the march for freedomcommercial and industrial works, gains momentum.noted, "We are trying to live this Mrs. Hawkins accepted her ci-thing down. . .not up!" tation on behalf of her son and
TRAINED PEOPLE LEAVE herself. His is the top judgeship
appointment the Republican Ad-
ministration has made,P • tic," a research bulletin, that HONOREES SPEAK"They may not go back to Mary. towns will get ahead where Ne- Mrs. Smith said she neverHolmes college m 50 years, he
said. gro population becomes a partici. thought filing application to enter
patina force in industry, business school would he so noteworthy
and culture. Mr. Porteous said he feels the
Percentage-wise, Negroes a r e Negro is on the 10-yard line in
contributing abundantly to these the struggle for full citizenship an
will have to carry the ball over the
goal himself and "the ballot box
is the best way."
ly should be necessary. The same l Mr. Wilson said that the Negrois true of white potentials train- in Memphis Has a great task ahead
ed on the local scene. Many of of him in the fight for dignity.them leave because of better pay-' 
ing jobs elsewhere. Negroes still erally owned and operated enter-aren't given the ones white leave prises — such as Oak Ridge's
Atomic Energy projects and TVA
— have helped many social prob-
lems correct themselves. Their
employes have made it possible
for mass sentiment to be express-
ed without individual danger.
Liberal ideas and ideals a r c
transplanted in this area by tholl•
sands of tourists annually. T h
Tourist Bureau, now in its 20th
year, reported recently that tour
bits were the largest single busi-
ness in the Knoxville area last
year. Certainly, ideas and idealschet at the Inaugural Ball attend- demic program and In improve- 'tested when numerous whites
go far when the dollar tigs along.ad by local teen-aged dancing part- ment and expansion of the physi- signed the published list clisapprov.
I cal plant. ing of lawlessness in Clinton. Fed-ners. (Continued Next Week)
(Continued from Page 1)
sion in the area today. That Knox-
ville is an industrial city might
also have been reason enough for
this city to be sympathetic with
the North.
THE POPULATION
Today, Knoxville's land area Is
26.4 square miles with a popula-
tion of 130,000, though it became
a city in 1791 with one house on
an Indian trail and less than one
square mile. In 1796, the territory
was granted statehood and Knox-
ville was capital until 1811. The
metropolitan area — all of Knox
county (where most of the Ne-
groes live), portions of Blount and
Anderson counties — has a total
population of 359,000.
Even with 475 manufacturing
plants employing 45,000 persons in
the metropolitan area, tourists
alone contributed more to the lo-
cal economy last year than any
other single enterprise. Located
almost in the center of the state
and nation, Knoxville has trans-
continental tourist routes in all di-
rections. Many provisions a r e
made for tourists. Yet the city is
a trade center of a 42-county area
in Tennessee, Kentucky. Virginia
and North Carolina. The city and
County have 390 wholesale firms
and 2,116 retail firms, reported the
Chamber of Commerce.
'ONE PEOPLE. TWO RACES'
"The inhabitants of the South
are geographically one people, but
ethnically two races," wrote Dr.
C. V. Roman in his book, "Amer-
ican Civilization and The Negro,"
ag years ago. Art the time he was
professor of surgery at Meharry
Medical college, Nashville, Tenn.
The philosophical medical schol-
ar added: "As to the ultimate fu-
ture of the races in this country,
no one knows what it will be;
and it is not profitable to specu-
late."
But now one dares to speculate,
for much has come to pass, and
more facts are available for chart-
ing a course. The density of the
Negro population (social research-
ers use this to determine ten-
sion in area.) in all Tennessee is
about 16 per cent and it's about
the same in Knoxville. The city's
Negroes, though few per centage-
wise, are living in practically all
areas of Knoxville.
BETTER UNDERSTANDING
Personal contact as neighbors
has helped both Negroes a n d
whites of low economic status to
unite through understanding. Thus,
persons of greater means can not
easily pit these ranks of society
against each Other for selfish
gains. Tall tales about each race
Students
(Continued From Page 1)
as "an obivious effort to leave the
impression that the church is in
favor of racial desegregation "
A citizen connected with the
school told the Tri-State Defender
that the work camp is a part of the
Presbyterian Church, USA, (North-
ern) program. Young people serve
wherever they are needed to help
improve church and school pro-
Honors
(Continued from page 1)
cation of the General Board o
Religious Education of the Chris-
tian Methodist Episcopal church,
a position he held for 10 years.
WAS YOUTH DIRECTOR
Prior to that he served for five
years as national director of youth
work of the CME church and rep-
resented the church at the World
Youth Council heldin Amsterdam,
Holland in 1937; He is also
secretary of the Board of Directors
of the United Negro College Fund,
and author of Improving The
Educational Program of the Local
Church.
During his administration Lane
college has enjoyed a. period of
fruitful growth, both in its sea-
It was asserted in the May is-
sue of "The Fund Por The Repub-
phases of Knoxville's progress.
Yet many more trained Negro res.
ideals leave the city than normal-
"We must work together until
we get 100,000 voters," he urged.
"This political disease (that over-
looks the rights of Negroes) can
be mastered at the ballot box."
Memphis State college, Rever-
end Bunton said, "would not heal.
tate to open its doors to Germans,
Japanese or others. . who have
slaughtered us on battlefields. .
but let two of the queens of our
race knock on the doors. . .The
Negro has reached the point he
can no longer he satisfied with
this kind of system."
behind.
Negroes are not alone either in
their exodus from segregated en-
vironments. Cities, records show,
are now losing talented white men
and women who don't want their
children to grow up in an atmos-
phere of "hate".
PERSONAL DANGER
Many white residents here have
always disliked segregation, but
the personal danger made it Im-
possible for them to speak up
and live peacefully. This was man-
If they were as alert and active
In the struggle as they should be
there would have been no cause
for his paper to call them on the
carpet for failing to vote, he said.
The prorgam also included a
march of Young Republicans,. led
by Orrin Pickett, president of the
Lincoln League Young Republi-
cans.
GUESTS PRESENTED %
Among those presented by Lt.
Lee were:
Newell N. Fowler, the League's
candidate for a seat on the Nation
at Labor Relations Board; Felton
distribution and routing officer,
top ranking Negro in the postal
field service; William F. Owen,
superintendent of Lee Station, and
his assistant, Theodore Jackson;
Robert Mebane, foreman of out-
going mails; Bowers Hickman,
out-going commander of Post 1,
American Legion, and W. K. Moo-
dy, a Young Republican national
committeeman.
Patriotic and spiritual music for
banquet was provided by groups
from Rev. Brewster's churches an
the Walker Memorial Christian
church, all under direction of Rev.
Brewster and Madame B. F. Mc-
Cleave,
LEAGUE OFFICERS
Bill Weathers is president of the
Lincoln League. W. R. Bradford
was coordinator for the banquet.
General chairmen were 0. T.
Westbrook, Rev, G. A. Evans, Mr.
Weathers, Mrs. Belle Pettigrew,
Mrs. Jeanette Flynn and Mrs. Ma-
ble White.
Mrs. Alva Patten was chairman
of the menu and service commit-
tee and co-worker on her com-
mittee included Mrs. Lucille Haw-
kins, Mrs. Willie Thomas, M r a.
Mahalia White, Mrs. Eloise Casein,
Mrs. Patsy Keyes, Mrs. Mattie
Day, Mrs. Ann Dawkins, Jack
Thomas, Mrs. Mildred Dillihunt,
Mrs. Edith Carroll, Mrs. Beulah
Sanifer and Mrs. Addle Mae Hor-
ton.
Mrs. Lola Lee was in charge
of decorations and Mrs. Elmer
Adams was chairman of the host-
ess committee.
There are about 30,000 forms of
bird life in the world.
Mother
(Continued From Page I)
the late Samuel Jones-Chandler,
and they were the parents of five
children, two sons and three daugh-
ters.
For 65 years, Mrs. Chandler was
active in the Christian church, of
Nashville. She served for a lengthy
period as treasurer of the Chris-
tian Women's Fellowship. S h e
was also a member of the March-
eneil Art club.
She was a native of Warren
County, Tenn. The last one of the
Bonner family to pass on, she was
the guiding spirit for members of
the family, all of whom have at-
tained success.
Survivors pf the deceased include
J. T. Chandler, • sr., son; Samuel
J. Chandler, son, of Nashville;
Miss Beatrice Chandler and Miss
Eunice Chandler, daughters, both
of Nashville; Miss Bessie Chand-
ler, daughter, of St. Louis; five
grandchildren; nine great grand.









1070 on your EN Alms
Dorothy Johnson, Kiondyke;
William Woodruff and Miss
Mary Mahon, LeMoyne; John
Wesley and Mrs. Edna Wash-
ington, Manassas; William
Ross, Castalla; Rodell Boyd
and Miss Gloria Mathis, Mel-
rose and Billy McCon and Miss
Charlotte Brooks, New Chicago.
Third row, same order; Her-
man O'Neil and Miss Minnie
Anderson, Orange Moan d;
Miss Margaret Hubbard a n d
James Black, Lincoln; Paul
Collins and Miss Barbara Jean
Bell, Foote Homes; James
Payton, L. E. Brown; Emmett
Simon, jr., Klondyke; Willie
Hawkins, Dunn school; R o
Pearsons and Miss Aline Sykes,
Rives-view; Miss Laura P u !-
Ham and George Warren,
Washington; Mrs. Joyce Black-
mon and Carleton Vease y,
Magnolia; William Roberttsoo,
Grant; Alphonso Smith a n d
Mrs. Thelma Conley, Patter-
son; and Miss Irene Askew and
James Jones, Lincoln. Direc-
tors not seen are Miss Bar.
bare Smith, Dunn school; Miss
Alma Coleman, Grant, and E.
T. Hunt, director of municipal
sports. (Withers Photo)
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557








We have highly skilled personnel with years of expe-
4 rience in all phases of offset printing. Let us plan your
job for you at no extra cost.
Remember us for that professional -printed job that you
will be proud of. We guarantee each job must be styled
appropriately for every occasion with special emphasis
ee accuracy and dependability.
—WE SPECIALIZE IN—
ANNOUNCEMENTS - HANDBILLS - PROGRAMS
CARDS - INVITATIONS - CIRCULARS - TICKETS
LETTERHEADS - BUSINESS CARDS
BUSINESS FORMS OF ALL KINDS


































































































































A time there was when if one of
our leaders a as forturoe enough to
obtain an interview with a top.. of-
ficial of our national government
said brother would usually come
out of the executive's office quiv-
ering with irrepressible enthusi-
asm over the implied or nebulous
promises about advancing t h e
cause of our race.
Well, that type of gullible lead-
ership is taking its place where
due, in the hall of relics.
Symbolic of the objective, clear.
thinking among progressive Negro
leaders today is Rev. Martin Lu-
ther King, jr. Last week, Rev.
King kept the appointment made
several months ago in Ghana Af-
rica, with Vice President Richard
on. In Washington, they spent
o hours together — King pin-
pointing the plight of the Negro
in the South today, and Nixon of-
fering "assurances" of the admin-
istration in the problem.
From all indications the most
significant statement made by
Mr. Nixon was the announcement'
that the President's Government
Committee on Contracts would hold
a meeting in the near future in politicians of a certain
Need Hard Fist Of Federal Law
We've received word from sever-
al sources that a number of white
citizens here who were so-called
loyal supporters of President Eis-
enhower have done an about-face.
They resent his support of the civil '
rights legislation before congress
and they are distressed by the
pressure from his office to pass
0
r
e bill without the crippling jury
al amendment wanted by South-
n solons and their bedfellows in
the North.
It is unfortunate but true that
the Southern Negro is dubious
about the extension of justice to
him by a jury of white peers.
The principle on which the jury
trial is based, is a cherished part
of our Constitution. But when the
principle does not function as so
designed, then it is as useless as
a wheel-less automobile.
' Montgomery didn't help the neg-
ative civil rights stand of Dixie
a southern city. This group is at-
tempting to eliminate bias against
workers.
Rev. King and millions of Ne-
groes want President Eisenhower
to come South and speak against
the unChristian treatment Ne-
groes are suffering. We would like
for Mr. Nixon to do the same.
So when Rev. King left Mr. Nix-
on's office, there was no due cause
to express elation over what had
resulted in maybe, "a step" in
the right direction.
Declared Rev. King: "Neither
party has done enough to achieve
civil rights."
Commenting on a question about
Mr. Nixon's sincerity Rev. King
said: "He talked that way."
That four-word statement re-
flects respect for Mr. Nixon and
of vital importance, caution born
of long experience.
Rev. King's reaction to the Nix-
on interview should serve as a
reminder to evaluate results in
similar situations with a penetrat-
ing, unemotional eye. We've had
enough hogwash, especially from
variety.
when two men were freed
ly on charges of bombing
churches. Mississippi didn
the South's position in its
in the infamous Till case.
When broadening enlightenment
enters the narrow thinking of
some whites in some sections of
the South maybe trial by jury
won't be the farce it is now in
some of those areas. It is not rea-
sonable to believe that persons
steeped in the master race theory
will change their concept of hu-
man dignity for all people with-
out regard to race, without enlight-






Detroit — Gasoline taxes, state
and federal, and other levies on
motor vehicles, will raise an esti-
mated $30 billion or more in revea,
nue the next 10 years.
Mrs. Murphy Retires
After 40-Year Career
Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, principal , she held for 16 years. She Is a
of Alonzo Locke school the past] member of the Elementary School
10- years and a veteran principal
\R 
the public schools of Shelby
unty and Memphis for the past
Principals NEA, The Tennessee
Education Congress, the West Ten-
nessee Teachers Congress, t h e
39 years, retired at the end of the Bluff City Teachers Association
past school year. and Principals Study group.
The faculty presented the retir-; In addition to her school work
mg principal a $109 bond 35 3 tok- Mrs. Murphy has found time to
en of their appreciation of h e r serve with distinction, in other or-
leadership as their principal.
Mrs. Murphy was born and rear-
ed in Memphis. She was educated
in the local public schools Howe
Institute, LeMoyne college, of tee, Church,School superintendent,
Memphis; Tuskegee Institute in president of the WH&FM Society,
Alabama and A & I Sts universi• is a life member of the Nation-
,
ty in Nashville. al Wil&Fail Society; a member
Mrs. Murphy led the citizens of of the National Board of Christian
Hyde Park in the purchase of the Education and served as delegate
first school and later was trans- on Religious Education which WPS
fared to Magnolia school where held in Toronto. Canada, 1950. She
she finished paying for the ground has been designated as a delegate
there. to alterd this same conference
FIRST AT ALONZO which meets in Tokyo, Japan, 1958.
She was at Alonzo Locke the YWCA LIFER
t 10 years, going there as first She is a life time member of
rincipal. During her leadership the YMCA and a member of the
there the school purchased over Board of Managers; a member of
400 books to start a library, pm, the Camping Committee, G i 
r 1
chased a movie projector, an Scouts; City Federation of Color-
opaque projector, a film strip pro- ed Women's clubs; Advisory board
jector, three record players, many of tlie Urban League; advisory
records, a duplicating machine, a committee of the Travelers Aid,
paper cutter and a bookmobile. etc.
In 1936 she was appointed by She is a past president of Ten-
the superintendent 33 sponsor of nessee Congress of Parents and
the Junior Red Cross for the Col- Teachers; past secretary of the
ored schools of Memphis, a post Tennessee Teachers Congres.
RETIRING PRINCIPAL of
Alonre Locke school, M r a
Mary E. Murphy, receives a
ganizations: she is a member of
the Warner Temple AME Zion
church which claimed most of her
attention. She has served as trus-
$100 Rend from facility mem-
bers from Prof. A. B. Owens.
an instructor at the sibool.
NEW MEMBERS — Here are
eight new members of the Al-
pha Kappa Mu honor Socie-
ty at Bennett college, Greens-
boro, N. C. Left to right
front: Delores Casimere, Gal-
veston, Texas; Carolyn In-
gram, Durham; Gloria Match,
Miami, Fla.; Delores Twitch's,
Greensboro; Fredrica Wash-
The Memphis Under-writers will
present their fourth anniversary
sermon, Sunday, June 23, at 3 p.m.
at the Metropolitan Baptist church,
McDowell and Walker ave. Elder
ington, Beaufort, S. C.; Veron-
ica Shipley, Baltimore, Md.,
Margarie Mays, Greensboro,




Mrs. Willie Mae Williams Crit-
tendon, a grrduate of Manassas
High school, class of '54, a junior
student at Tannessee A & I State
university, with a major in Busi-
ness Education, has recently ac-
cepted a position with the Urban
League, as stenographer
She is the wife of Cordy W.
Crittendon, who is a physical edu-
cation major at Tennessee State.
and is the mother of one-year-old
Pamela LeTrece. Mrs. Crittendon
was the first to receive the J.
Ashton Hayes award for high
scholarship at Tennessee State.
At Tennessee State, Mrs. Critten-
don was active with the Univer-
sity Counselors and worked with
the Student Christian Association.
She is a member of Alpha Psi
chapter Alpha Kappa Alpha soror-
ity.
She comes from one of at e in-
phis' well known families. Her par-
ents are Mr. end Mrs. John Ed
Williams, 823 Olympic st. She is
the older of three girls, one of
whom is attending Central State
Takes
League
MRS. W. M. CRITTENDON
college, W ilberforce, Ohio.
She is a member of the Friend-





Scholarship awards of m 0 r e
than $17,000 for the 1957-1958 school
year were announced by Dr. C.
A. Kirkendoll, president of the col-
lege.
These scholarships were award-
ed in the form of prizes, tuition
scholarships, work - aid scholar-
ships and grants-in-aid. Of this
group the largest per cent of the
total amour.t went to students who




Dr. Kirkendoll pointed out that
the granting of these scholarships
represents a continuation of a pro-
gram designed to bring to the col-
lege students with high scholastic
potential and excellence of talent
in music, the forensic arts and
athletics
The president expressed his sin-
cere appreciation to Jackson, Mad-
ison County and West Tennaissee
citizens for their excellent support
of the United Negro College Fund
Drive which is stilt in progress.
From tarts fund the college receives
$25,000 or more annually and is
expected to raise a little more
than $5,000 at the local level. These
genereus contributions have made
possible the large number of schol-
qualified by making high scores arships awarded.
•
Cruel; Sheds Him
A Southside socialite wife who charged her promi-
nent physician husband with cruelty, was granted a di-
vorce in Superior Court last week and was awarded an
$8,000 cash settlement.
She was Mrs. Sarah Love, wife of Dr. Jerome S. Love
of 1233 E. 50th st.
Superior Court Judge Harry G r
Hershenson granted the divorce
June 3, after Mrs. Love substan
listed that her husband recently
struck her several times. Under
terms of the decree Mrs. Love
was granted custody of thcir tv o
children, property and an $8,000
cash settlement.
The couple was married Aug. 6,
1947, in Chicago. They separated
in November of 1953. The petition
for divorce was filed Nov. 30, 1956.
Two children were born to the
union. They are Jerome Love 3rd,
8 and Andre Jackson Love, 6.
Under terms of the agreement,
Mrs. Love gets the children, $8,000
—$2,000 at one time and rest 101
be paid at $150 a month, and
property at 9104 S. Vincennes ave.
She has use of the property at
1233 E. 50th until the children are
21 years old. Dr. Love, hcwever,
is to keep up maintenance and pay
taxes on the house.
Love also agreed to pay $35 a
week for support of the kids. He
further agreed to provide for the
children's medical and dental
care, their education and their
clothing.
Mrs. Love also gets the family's
Buick auto or its cash value and
tire of furniture and furnishings in,
the 50th st. home. A man's ches-I
ter drawers and a high fidelity'
unit are to go to the physician.
LENA MAE TII,LMAN. mem•
ber of the 1957 graduating
class of Bowman high school,
ViEksburg, Miss., was award•
ear a $150 scholarship by the
Vieksbure, chapter of the Jack-
son State college alumni Asso•
Mallon. Miss Tillman is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wal-
ter Tillman and a member of
Mt. Pilgrim MB church.
where she serves as president
of the Junior Choir.
New York—In a single second
the U.S. power and light industry
can generate enough electric en-
ergy to supply an average U. S.
family for live years,
Blair T Hunt will be the princi-
pal speaker.
The Memphis Underwriters As-
sociation is composed of approxi-




A summer school enrollment of
241 students frcm at least t e n
states was announced by Dean J.
0. Perpener. The present enroll-
ment, which is slightly less than
last summer in number, represents
a larger representation of states.
Among the summer school ac-
tivities planned other than class'
work are: an educational tour, led
by Prof. L. S. Avant, a series of
community son' tests under the
direction of Charles Jones of the
Music Department, hook revie,va
under the direction of J. W. Sloan,'
librarian, a summer school choir,
and the Annual Summer School
Picnic.
Other summer activities include'
the Leadership Training School
June 24-28 and the second Sum-
mer Session July 12-Aug. 16.
Bismarck—Lignite or brown coal







OERTEL BREWING CO, INC, LOUISVILLE. KY
men and women are the insurance
agents that represent the 'eves
major insurance companies of this
area.
The public is invited to this
mass occasion.
L. C. Sharp is president of the
Memphis Underwriters.
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
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ST. JAMES AME
It was Ushers Day at the St.
James AME church, Sunday. The
melodious voices of the senior and
No. 2 choirs blended beautifully
In presentation of a superb musi-
cal. The program, which began at
3:30 p.m., was headed by Mrs.
Janie Jones.
King or Queen for A Night matt-
ed the culmination of the day's
worship. The Little Wheel Chris-
tian club and choir No. 2 sponsor-
ed it.
The main attraction for the St.
James membership, Sunday, is an
out-of-town visol Members de-
sirous of going, the male chorus
and ushers, and the pastor, will
motor to Arlington, Tenn. to wor-
ship with Jones Chapel, a special
observation. St. James' pasto r,
Rev. H. McDonald Nelson, will de-
liver the main address.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
"None of These Things Move
Me" stirred the hearts of the St.
Jude congregation, Sunday, during
the morning worship hour. T h e
pastor, Rev. W. H. Mosby, present-
ed the thought-provoking message.
Music was rendered by the com-
bined choirs of the church.
The assistant pastor, Rev. A. H.
Charles, will preside over Sunday's
services at St. Jude.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
, For Father's Day, words of en-
richment were centered around the
subject, "A Good Summer and A
Good Harvest". A lovely interpre-
tation of it was given by the pas-
tor. Rev. A. McEwen
Baptismal was held at this fine
house of reverence, Sunday, also.
Eight candidates were baptized.
Rev. William is presently attend-
ing the National Sunday School
and Baptist Training Union Core
gress in Dallas, Texas. lie is as.
sistant Dean of the Congress.
Sunday will be Brotherhood day
at the church. A special guest
will speak.
MAGNOLIA BAPTIST
Tuesday's address at the Nation-
al Sunday School and Baptist
Training Union Congress was de-
livered by the pastor of Magnol-
ia Baptist church, Rev. Calvin T.
Nelson.
Worshipping with the friendly
members of Magnolia, Sunday, will
be the Olivet Baptist church. Rev.
E. W. Williamson of Olivet will of-
ficiate and install the male chorus.
The installation will commence at
3 p.m.
LANE AVENUE BAPTIST
"Landlord and Tenant" wis the
inspiring message that highlighted
services at the Lane Avenue Bap-
tist church, Sunday. The pastor,
Rev. J. W. Williams, delivered it.
Sunday will be regular day at
Lane Avenue Baptist church. The
public is always welcome to wor-
ship at this sanctuary.
Tennessee State Class
In 25th Anniversary
I NASHVILLE — The Class of '32
celebrated its silver anniversary
%luring Tennessee State universi-
ty's commencement season with
an informal reception in the spa-
cious home of Mrs. Ella Hender-
son Thompson.
Members of the class who greet-
ed guests during the evening were:
Dr. Hazael Welton of Cleveland,
Ohio; George W. Brooks, Clarks-
ville, Tenn., class president in
1932; Mrs. Annie B. Morrell, Pu-
laski, Tenn.; T. Ft, Hartsfield, Mi-
lan, Tenn.; and Dr. Frank Tharpe,
Clyde Kincaide. Miss Judith Dix-
on, Mrs. Amanda Todd Slaughter,
Mrs. Geraldine Bennett Fort, Mrs.
Mary Randolph Hardy, M r s.
Alma Dunn Jones and Mrs. Ella
Henderson Thompson, all of Nash-
ville.
As a part of its week end ac-
tivities, the class presented t h e
university with a sterling tea serv-
ice for the new women's dormi-
tory which opens in September.
The steering committee directing
the celebration included: George
W. Brooks president who made
the gift presentation); Mrs. Ger-
aldine B. Fort, secretary, Mrs. A.
...**111•11•111.0••••••••••••
A BIG FAMILY REUNION
was held recently in Orange
Mound at the home ol Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Alexander, of 856 Da-
vid at. Some of the young faik
attending the event were, from
left in upper photo: Thomas
Johnson, George Buckne r,
James Young, Miss Seta r i e
Higgs, Mrs. Roxie Taylor, Le -
verla Young, Geraldine Alex-
ander, Andrew Washington,
Cassell Walker and Steve liar.
den. The little girl on the front
in second photo is Barbara
Jean Boyd. Adults, left to
right in front, are: Miss Roxie
Harris, of Chicago; Will Rich'
mood, Mrs. Irene Richmond,
Mrs. Iva Harris, Mrs. Ernes.
tine Campbell, Mrs. Marguen
ite Hughes, of Alaska; Mrs.
Marie Harris, Mrs. Mettle Al-
exander, Jim Alexander and
Mrs. Lillie Walker. Back row,
same order: Willie E. Rich-
mond, Wallace Harris, Eddie
Lee Campbell, David liughes
and Floyd Boyce. (Withers
Photos)
MISS MARGARET E. YA'TES
Henn Jines, treasurer; Mrs. Ella
Thompson, Mrs. Mary R. Har-
dy. Mrs. Amanda T. Slaughter,
Mrs. Pearl Burton and Clyde Kin-
caide.
Ailing Ike Keeps Date
With Valet's Church Grou
I WASHINGTON — It was a proud celebrated his 43rd birthday, he
day for Sgt. John Moaney, last was dressed in a navy blue suit
Wednesday. His boss, who was and sported a flashy tie with
just recovering from an upset 
stomache made it a "must" on
his calendar of limited engage-
ments to keep a date with 33 of
the members of Moaney's church
in his hometown of Cooperville,
Md., on the Eastern shore.
The group, all spic and span
and led by the pastor of the De-
Shields African Methodist church,
the Rev. E. N. Foster, arrived at
the White House in a special bus
for an 11:00 a.m, appointment with
President Eisenhower.
The President talked to the visi-
tors in his study, telling them how
proud he was of Sgt. Moaney who
has been with him for 14 years
first in battle and military serv-
ice and then in the White House.
Moaney, who avoids publicity to
keep from giving out with any in-
timate secrets about his famous
employer, says he doesn't get to
church very often, because of his
duties; but he has been working
for two years to get the chance to
"show off his boss" to the home-
town folks.
A short stocky man who just
Outlines Legal
Job Of Brokers
NEW YORK — The legal as-
pects of a broker were outlined
to members of the United Insur-
ance Brokers Association of New
York during their closing meeting
of the season last week in the
Harlem Board and Trade of Com-
merce building.
Counsellor Harris, formerly of
New York State Insurance Depart-
ment, was principal speake r.
Fludd gave a report on the re-
cent Prayer Pilgrimage to Wash-
ington. Special guests were Mabel
Paris and William Prestwidge.
William A. West, vice president
of the association, presided in the
absence of Charles Frost, presi-
dent.
Baptists To Meet
DALLAS, Texas. — (ANP) —
Horace N. Mays, director, depart-
ment of Negro activities, Los An-
geles Baptist City Mission society,
will be supervisor of the goseral
division of the National Sunday
School and Baptist Training Union
congress, meeting here June 17-23.
He will direct the 11,000 or more
messengers and delegat( s to en•
roll in this mammoth school of
methods in the field of Christian
New York -- New York city has
about MO miles of developed water
front and employes an estimated
230,000 persons in the export and
import business.
"I Like Ike" splashed all over it.
In the group were his mother,




Miss Margaret E. Yates, daugh-
ter of Mrs. W. Horne Yates, of
1604 Brookins, and the late Duke
Yates, Sr., was named the most
conscientious student in her grad-
uating class May 20 at Gilfory
School of Nursing, Mississippi
Baptist hospital, Jackson.
She has been affiliated with the
psychiatry division at Melcom
Bliss hospital in St. Louis and is
to come to the John Gaston hos.
pital in Memphis as a registered
nurse,
A graduate of Douglass lii g h
school, Miss Yates is a member
of the St. John Missionary Bap-
tist church.
As proud as she was at receiv-
ing the award, Miss Yates said
the big thrill of the graduation
for her was having her mother
there with her. Miss ,Yates comes
Nkrumah Attends
Ministers' Meet
ACCRA, Ghana — (ANP) — Dr.
Kwame Nkrumah, prime minister
of Ghana, will attend a meeting
of Commonwealth prime ministers,
which begins in London on June
26, it was announced here this
week. He will be one of the four
prime ministers who will be mik
log their first appearance at the
conference.
The four t o p level Common-
wealth officials are Harold Mac-
millan, who succeeded Sir Anthony
Eden in January; H. S. Suhrawar-
dy, of Pakistan; Dr. Nkrumah,
Ghana and Sir Roy Welensky, new
prime minister of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland.
Dolores Moancy; his uncle, James'
Moaney, and a sister, Mrs. Ida
Goldsboro.
Mrs. Eisenhower joined the par-
ty for pictures and chatted with
them before they were taken on
a special 45 minute tour of the
White lictuse. The President as-
sisted photographers by helping to
arrange some of the six youngsters
in the party "so they can all get
in the picture," the Chief Execu-
tive said.
NOW! COKE IN BIG NEW KING-SIZE!
A great new buy in quality refreshment!
So good In taste— in such good taste, Bigger value, too! Now, why settle
for less than Coca-Cola ... the best-loved sparkling drink in all the world!
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Seeded under oudIcerty of Th• Coca-Cola Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn
from a family of 15 and she ex
pressed her appreciation to her
mother and others for the help
they gave her that enabled her
to remain in school.
Yes Madame,
There is always the question
—what to serve for dessert with
barbecue? Jack Sprat has the
answer—Use Jack Sprat pastry
for tender tarts, tangy wedges
of cheese, and juicy fruits. Put
them all together with iced or
hot mugs of coffee a n d you
have a wonderful ending to
your barbecue dinner as zest-
ful as the outdoors. With our
pastry recipe use all of your fa•
vorite fruit fillings.
DYER, TENNESSEE
Shakespeare once said "0 n e.
touch of nature makes the whole
world kin." Well, I don't know
about the whole world, but we all
know that these Tri-States are cer-
tainly kin with nature's touch of
rain.
Yet, in spite of it, life moves
on and all people, one way or an-
other, play their parts upon the
stage of life.
We have really had action in
and around this place this week.
First, let me get the religious
news over to you.
• • •
In the absence of Rev. Fowlkes,
the pastor, Rev. Mrs, L. M. Ewell,
of Union City, Tenn., presided over
the services at the Cumberland
Presbyterian church, on Sunday
last. She brought the morning and
evening messages and presided
over the afternoon service in which
four-year-old Mitcheel Walker
brought the message, using the 23
Psalm as the theme.
Accompanying little Mitchell
were his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Walker, Sister Maida
Branch, Rev. Rufus Smith a n d
Mrs. Lucinda Bogus, all of Rocks
Springs, Tenn, Mrs. Eddie Cavis
of Toledo, Ohio, was with him also.
Many out-of-towners were there.
From Rutherford came Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Alford, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Albea and daughter, Len-
thus Albea, Billie Joe Belmont,
Mrs. Lula Finch and Mr. and
Mrs. Lenthus Albea and daugh-
ter. From Trenton, Mr. a n d
Mrs. J. T. Moore, Mrs. Lindora
Moore, Miss Lurlie Word, Mrs.
Aline Venerable, Mrs. Alice Cope-
land and Mr. and Mrs. Crit Cope-
land.
• • •
Rev, Mrs. Ewell and Mrs. Wal-
lace McClain were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Hill Holland,
Wi fe Preseners
If you coat the bottom of your ice
trays with a light film of salad oil,
they won't stick to the freezer shelf.
They should be washed frequently
end re-oiled.
Sunday. Rev. and Mrs. D. E.
Bridgeman and Mrs. Edmonia
Skinner along with Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Ganaway of Trenton, were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Nolan and mother,
Mrs. Alice Coleman. Mrs. Bea-
trice Gentry and Raymond Bobbit,
of Trenton, were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Sylvester Burns, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alford O'Daniel
had as their dinner guests Sun-
day, her mother, Mrs. Pauline
Wright, along with Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Alexander of Rutherford.
Also Miss Faye Wright, Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Fisher entertained her ,
family Sunday in what was ate
most a family reunion which in-
cluded her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Fields, Mr. and Mrs. Char-
lie Fields, jr, and son, Mr. and
Mrs. Olice Fields and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Derald McDaniel and
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lawrence,
all of Dyer.
From Trenton came Mr. a d
Mrs. Chester Harris, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Alesie Coleman and Luther
Wright, of Rutherford.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence (Mar.
garet I, of Memphis, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Jerome Ellington Sun-
day. Mrs. Lawrence and children
are here for a few days.
Mr. Allen Wilkins of St. Louis,
Mo, is also a guest of the Elting-
tons. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Fields
and Sam Shelley attended the fu-
neral of Mr. Anderson !vie of
Ward's Grove, Trenton, Sunday.
Mrs. Lucy Overall and Mrs. Far-
rah Ivie are attending the Mission-
daughter attended the lewd of
Mr. Jim Thomas near Bolivar this
week.
The Missionary society of t Ii o
Baptist church reports a lovely di
meeting held in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Johnson, Monday
night. The Stewardess Board No.
Two of the CME church met with
Mrs. Essie Overall, and Rev. J.
H. Overall Thursday nigh t.
Homemade ice cream was serv-
ed.
Edward Brooks and J. D. Par-
tee, of Memphis, were guests of
Walter Nolan and Richard Harris
and mother, Mrs. Georgia Harris,
on Sunday last.
Willie Wynn attended Boy's State
in Nashville. Johnnie and Artie
Lee Gentry attended an American
Legion meeting in Lebanon Sun-
day.
A splendid Children's Day pro-
gram was given at the Baptist
church Sunday with Mrs. Addie
Gentry in charge, assisted by Miss
Marie Mayfield and Sylvester
Burns. Mrs. Gentry entertained the
children who participated in the
program on her lawn Tuesday
night.
• • •
Mrs. Ella lvie is still ill and
Mrs. Lena Blake is still shut-in.
• • •
The marriage of John Williams.
and Mrs. Elms Faye Wynn Nolan
took place Sunday in Corinth,
Miss. Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo LaRue
and Mrs. Virginia O'Daniel were
the attendants. Mr. and M r s.
Williams are at home on Washing-
ton dr. Mr. and Mrs. John Shaw
of Newbern were guests of Mr,
and Mrs. Samuel Phillips Thurs-
day. Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Burs
nett and sons, along with R. L.
Radford, were business visitors in
Dyer Thursday.
ary Institute in Jackson this week. Until next week, same time,













WILLIAMS SHADE & AWNING CO.
216 So. Pauline St. Telephone BRoadway 6-4431
CASH FOOD STORES
-
JACK SPRAT TART PASTRY
11.4 cups Jack Sprat flour
2 1-4 tablespoons cold water
1-4 teaspoon salt
1-2 cup shortening
Sift Jack Sprat flour and salt
into a mixing bowl. With a pas•
try blender cut in 2-3 of the
shortening until as fine as
meal. Cut in remaining short-
ening until the size of large
peas. Sprinkle water over mix-
ture, mix with a fork until
particles cling together. Pick up
in hands: shape into a ban. Roll
out 1-8 inch thick on a floured
board of pastry cloth. Cut
twelve 3 1-2 inch circles with a
cookie cutter. Place circles on
cookie, place a round table-
spoon of fruit filing in center
of each circle. Shape in squares
or rounds. Bake in very hot
oven 450 degrees F fourteen to
16 minutes.




YOUR CHURCH OR GROUP CAN BENEFIT BY
SAVING JACK SPRAT LABELS
JACK SPRAT LABELS ARE WORTH 1/2c EACH TO YOUR CHURCH
Hundreds of organizations throughout the Mid-South are taking advantage
of this easy way to raise funds. Just get every member started saving Jack
Sprat Labels. When you have saved a quantity of them, mail or bring them
to Air-Press Advertising Agency, Goodwyn Institute Bldg., Memphis.
SHINING PERFORMANCE BY THESE YOUTHFUL STARS ON THE BIG STAR
TALENT SHOW
Lv
THERE Is ALWAYS GOOD !Welling when the Big Star Talent
Show climbs the powerful WDIA airlanee each Saturday morn
ing at 30 for you are always assured of a top-notch show. It's
a continuing parade of gifted boys and girls who step before the
microphone of the Rig Star Talent Show to show the vast Mid
South audience what they can do. From these young stars come
the big ;tar., of the stars capital world. On last Saturday's show
the talented line-up included: Standing in front. Charles Clayton:
left to right — first row — Dorothy Kinnard, Melvin DordY
Barbara Griffin, James Clayton, Clorie Massey, Delores Burton.
Second row — Joseph Washington and Gerald Cunningham.
If you would like an audition tryout for the Rig Star Talent
Show, contact radio station WDIA any time for an appointment
























































































































































TEN . crowned Benjamin
Franklin king and Croa Mae
McGown queen the night of
graduation. Rev. J. W. Wil-
liams is church minister and
his wife crowned the ro) altY•
Certificates were presented the
CITED — A sustained super-
ior work performance award
and a check for $200 was pre-
sented to James Lewis, right,
of 3027 McAdoo, forklift opera-
tor at the Memphis General
Depot, by Lt. Col, John Hor-
ton, Quartermaster Supply Of-
ficer. The award was made
under the Army's Incentive
Awards Program which pays
cash awards for suggestions
and outstanding work perfol m-
the class members by Mrs. N.
L. Bradshaw, of Greater Mid-
dle Baptist. Gifts were present-
ed by Mrs. Queen Houston and
expressions of gratitude were
by Mrs. 1. B. Robinson. Mrs.
Earline Heard served as mis-
tress of ceremonies.
ance. Mr. Lewis, a 10 - year
Army Depot employe, was se
lected for the award based on
outstanding work production
during a six-month peorid of
time. While maintaining his
regular work Which Was heav-
ier than normal, he substituted
as acting foreman for three
months assuming the duties
and responsibilities of that job
as well as keeping up his reg-
ular work.
MI Graduates Number 102
Mississippi Industrial coltage
in Holly Springs, Miss., present.
ed the Bachelor of Arts and Bache
lor of Science degrees to 102 grad-
uates of the college, and 16 high
school seniors received diplomas.
Honorary degrees were confer-
red on Rev. G. Y. Trice, of Co-
rinth, Miss., a graduate of the
college, along w:th some other
ministers.
Bishop Luther Stewart of Hop.
kinsvillo, Ky., presiding prelate,
announced that the college noard
of trustees has elected Prof. E. E
Rankin, jr., president of Missis-
sippi Industrial to succeed t h e
late W. M. Frazier.




I WASHINGTON — (ANP) —The'
District Bar Association, with the
aid of the District Court, has re-
versed its decision to accept Ne•
groes into its membership.
Judge Robert N. Wilkin, a visit-
ing judge from Ohio, ruled Friday
that the amendment to the Assn-,
eiation's by-laws which allows Ne•'
groes to join was 'adopted illegal-
ly and therefore had to be thrown
out.
, He claimed that the passage of
the amendment required a two-
third "rising vote." Testimony re-
vealed that the amendment was
adopted by a voice vote which is
a violation of the by-laws and tho
Roberts' Rules of Order.
, The segregation amendment was
abolished in May 1956, w 11 e n
Charles S. Rhyne was president
of the organization. Later six mem-
bers filed suit asking the court to
nullify the vote on the ground that
it was illegal.
The Judge did suggest that if
the association wishes to repre-
sent and speak for all the law-
yers of the District then in all
fairness it ought to make all mem-
bers of the D. C. Bar eligible fat
membership.
Several Negro lawyers are re
ported as gaving filed applications
for membership soon after the ra-
cial restrictions were removed,1
but no action was taken await!
ing the outcome of the pending I
Suit.
college and attended Kansas State
university. He graduated with hon-
ors from Springhill college, Spring.
hill, Mass.
His wife, also a graduate of
Mississippi Industrial, is a teach-
er ia the city school of Holly
Springs and one of their three
children was among this year's




Rossie Johnson, lii, Gallatin's
Union High school top student,
got his introduction to college
life from Tennessee State uni-
versity's Scott Sanders, ani-
mal husbandry instructor, and
Dr. Henry L. Taylor, Agi lent-
tural Economics department
head, as the scholar-athlete be-
gan his freshman year during
FOR TEA TIME — When pi e
new mil,on-dollar dormitories
open aSwfennessee State uni-
versity in September, this ster-
ling tea service being present-
ed at commencement to Presi-
dent W. S. DRIES will enhance
the first summer session. The
6-4's hIgh•scoring forward of
Gallatin, Tenn., Johnson, who
is majoring in agricultural evo.
mimics, is Tennessee State's
first athlete to win a scholas-
tic scholarship. Union's M a y
valedictorian notched four let-
ters in baeketball, averaged 35
points per game, captors ii all-
district and all-state berths
the gracious living students
will enjoy in the new womens
dorm. A gift from the Class
of '32 celebrating its silver an-
niversary, the presentation was
made by the class president.
Tenne ;see Education C o
0. W. Pickett Delegate To SOP Confab
0. W. Pickett, president of the
Lincoln League Young Republican
Club which was recently revitaliz-
ed under leadership of Lt. George
W. Lee, is a delegate to the Young
Republican National Convention in
Washington June 19-24.
Another member, Ralph Lofton,
is an alternate delegate.
Primary Board, Mr. Pickett has at Young Republican group which
been connected with the local maintains it holds a club charter
GOP party for around 10 years.I after a state split, says she will
The Lincoln League GOP Club go to Washingto
n with a delega-
has the backing and blessing tion there.
state GPO officials including Atty. However, Howard Elliot, of
William K. Moody, a Young Re- Elizabethan, chairman of the
publican national committeeman.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Robert G.
state young GOP organization,
said "they have never been char-
A member of the Republican Parks, member of another faction- tered and not affiliated."
Sam logg,
HOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY
MAIN AND POPLAR MEMPHIS, TENN
and will be out to
1957 NAIA National
Tiger squad this fall. City boy,
the outside jump shot artist
Johnson found time to devel-
op his ieterest in farming thrn
the New Farmers of America.
Johnson served as state 4f.C.
retary for the NFA and in-





George IV. Brooks (left) of
Clarksville. Clyde J. Kincaole,
Tennessee State's assistant
athletic director who is also a
member of the class, assisted.
(Clanton III Photo)
New York—About 60 percent of
the nation's wholesale trade is
handled in New York state, especi-
ally in dry goods, clothing and
furnishings, jewelry and some
other merchandising lines as well.
Portland—The Columbia river,
the boundary between Washington
and Oregon, is believed to carry
more water than all other Ameri-
can streams located in the Pacific
coast region combined.
PARK FREE WHEN YOU SHOP AT SAM FORTAS
IN OUR OWN PARKING LOT ADJOINING STORE
Strong, durable, all-weather Velon web on these
STACK CHAIRS
.6.95 each
For comfort, dependability and for value ... you can't beat
these stack chairs. Made of light weight aluminum, hand
polished to mirror-like finish with backs and seats of all
weather velon web. Completely contoured king-size frame
for extra comfort. In green, pink or green and white com-
bination.
EASY TERMS ARE ALWAYS AVAILABLE
When You Shop at SAM FORTAS - Main & Poplar
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 5
Sot., June 22, 1957
Livingstone, Lincoln U. (Pa.)
Lose Prexies Same Week
During the same week, two col-
lege presidents submitted their res
ignation to their respective board
of trus'ees.
In Lincoln, Pa., Dr. llorace
Mann Bond resigned as head of
Lincoln university, a 10 -year-old
male school.
Meanwhile, in Salisbury, N. C.,
W. J. Trent stepped down as head
of Livingstone college because of
amputation of his right leg from
which he is recovering.
The board elected Dr. Bond
president honorarious for ule and




Immediate plans for the ectica-
tor involve the ccmpletion for pub-
lication of a history of Lincoln
university and prepaprations of
lectures at Harvard university,
where he has been appointed Al-
exander J. Inglis lecturer in ed-
ucation for the 1957-58 team.
Members of the faculty and the
student body were taken complete-
ly by surprise when news of Dr.
Bond's retirement was announced,
as were also members and offic-
ials of Lincoln's national alumni
organizations.
First indication of the impend-
ing change — and that merely a
rumor — was noted in a recent
story in the Amsterdam News,
which stated that the Rev. James
11. Robinson, nationally known pas-
tor of New York's Church of the
Master, had told his congregation
that he had been offered the presi-
dency at Lincoln university.
ROBINSON CHOICE A
POPULAR ONE
Rev. Robinson, a Presbyterian
minister and graduate of Lincoln,
founded the Morningside Conumi.
nit,/ Center in Manhattan, in 1935.
Today his church and the Center
provide religious guidance a n if
practical aid to more than 3,000
men, Yemen and children of ali
races. Rev. Robinson's friends and
members of his congregation were
jubilant at the prospect of Ii is
choice to succeed Dr. Bond as
head of the great Pennsylvania I
university.
Dr. Bond was the fifth president
which Lincoln has had in its cen-
tury-old existence. He is also the
first Negro to head the institution.:
He came to Lincoln on Oct. 8,
1945, from the presidency of Fort
Valley State college, Fort Valley,
Ga. Prior to that he had been hem+
of the department of education at
Fisk university.
GRADUATES IN 1923
A Lincoln alumnus of the class
f '23, ho receiseul•
D. degrees front the University of
Chicago, and the honorary degree
of doctor of laws front Lincoln in
1941.
During World War II, he was a
member of the joint educational
committee on recreation and wel-
fare of the war department and
co-chairman of civilian defense of
Peach county in Georgia.
Author of several books, he has ,
also written articles for education-
al and popular magazines. In 195E
he received third prize in I h c
Freedom foundation's college com-
mencement address competition
for his address on "A Half Century
for Heroes" — delivered at the
1950 commencement of Tennessee
Add college, Nashville. Earlier, in
1957, he won the Susan Colver Ito.
senberter prize at the University
of Ctuicago for the best c..s in
social science, and the award of
the Educational Reseacrch associ
ation for his book, "Negro Ed.
ucation in Alabama."
During President Trent's admin.
.Istration, the college obtained A-
rating and had its greatest expan,
sion.
Prof. John H Brockett, jr of
the chemistry department and iii-
rector of public relations, was se-
lected by the trustees to serve
as acting president until a success-
Or can be selected.
A committee was appointed to
consider and recommend a suc-
cessor. The committee consists of:
Bishops W. J. Walls, W. C. Brown,
R. L. Jones, Herbert Bell Shaw
and James W. Eichelberger.
Lisingstme college, observed its
Diamond Jubilee Commencement
this year with 83 graduates from
the college of liberal arts and two
from the Theological seminary.
The degree of Doctor of Divinity
was conferred upon the Rev. W.
E. Carrington of New Rochelle,
N. Y.; the Rev. F. R Blakey,
Winston-S:1cm. N. C.; the Rev.
Richard A. Council, Norfolk, Ia.,
and the Rev. S. S. Riggs, Laurin-
burg, N. C.
Among Diamond Jubilee Corn-
mencement speakers were; Mrs.
Abbie Clement Jackson, president
of Women's Home and Foreign
Mission Society, Louisville, Ky.;
Bishop C. Eubank Tucker, Louis-
ville, Ky.; Dr. S. E. Duncan, super-
visor of North Carolina Negro
High schools, Raleigh, N. C.
The Salisbury Post, a daily news-
paper, published single column
cuts of each of the 10 Salisbury
Livingstone graduates.
Oklahoma City — Per capita
consumption of oil products in the
U.S. is more than 660 gallons per
year, a rate that is at least 30
times greater than in any other
nation in the world.
VISIT OERTEL'S 92 GRILL
542 VANCE AVE. — PH JA 5-9502
We Serve A Variety of Beer - Soft Drinks - Lunches
and Sandwiches of All Kinds
"Come To Eat and Drink Where Friends Meet




krictito wett kittettinv &gat 61.id
"There they are. All my old friends in foods that I read
about in the women's magazines and that I hear about on the radio and
see on television. There they are on NATIONAL's amply stocked, easy
to reach shelves. If it is a new soup, a new frozen food, a new cereal, a new
washing powder, a new cake mix . . . I know that I will
always find them at my friendly neighborhood
NATIONAL Food Store. And I know that I
don't have to look too hard because every-
thing is so easy to get at. I don't have to
settle for something 'just as good' be-
cause NATIONAL has the nationally
advertised foods."
The lady is right.
NATIONAL has built its reputation
as the fifth largest food chain in the
nation and it has built it by serving
America's homemakers with the
foods that they read about and
hear about. Visited your own
NATIONAL Food Store lately?




Serving yes better ,









(„(YES YOU CAN... 111 ABou-f
-t HIS Rcom Yfou MEWED:
ADMINISTRATION BUILD- failed is shown in photo at
ENG on which arson attempt left. At right is charred re•
Cedine Bible camp, reputedly the largest of its type
for Negroes in the country, did not open on schedule this
year.
Easter Sunday two of the camps largest structures,
the dining hall-kitchen and the laundry-well house were
uestroyed together with all their
equipment by a fire of incendiary
Investigating police found con-
clusive evidence that an attempt
has been made to set fire to the
administration building also. Dam-
age done was estimated at $10,000.
Rev. Paul Zimmerman who is
founder and director of the camp
said he was at a loss to explain
the fires because he was not
aware of unfriendliness on the
part of people in the area.
The camp is located on Watts
Bar Lake on the northern edge
of Rhea County. In describing
its work, the Rev. Mr. Zimmer-
man said it adheres closely to
program w hich has a high Chris-
tian level.
Every detail counts for a Chris-
tian testimony for the young camp-
ers — whether it be recreation,
craft. Bible classes or mission
hour.
"One thing has been continually
kept uppermost in our program
— the winning of young lives for
Jesus Christ."
A total of 611 Negro children
were registered at Cedine last
year. About half were from the
Chattanooga area, where they be-
Lame eligible for a trip to the
camp by memorizing a certain
number of Bible verses in their
REV. PAUL ZIMMERMAN
Bible classes in the schools dur-
ing the scholastic year.
The man who is the guiding in-
fluence behind Cedine Bible camp
has always been an ardent be-
liever in missions—home and for-
eign. In 1929, while he still was a
student at Moody Bible Institute
in Chicago he applied for service
in Africa. but was rejected be-
cause of physical reasons. He was
rejected again later when he tried
to enter the mission field in China.
When the door seemed closed
to the foreign fields. the Rey'. Zim-
merman turr.ed to home missions.
He worked for a time as a city
Ratfri74 DoodleProf. 
AN ABANDONED CAR IS ONE OF -rnE viocts1 NAt ARDS -"‘"•••,
Ke,40•c-I!CAILDREN GOING TO AND FROM SCNOOL JUST
Coall RESIS1 PLAYING IN II. ALL Tt-IE LooSE REFUSE
IS COLLECT ED UNDERNEATH 'THAT ISN'T SANITARY
CIT !Irb AN OFTEN USED I-4IDE -OW( FOR 'NIEVES
AND ?MIAS. -1-541S E -SORE.. CRN SPOIL litE BEAU,
OF AN ENIIRt BLocit.! IF IHERE'S ONE IN YOuR
NE IGv413oRN400D...CALL YOUR NEAREST POLICE












NEW MESS HALL under con-
struction is in photo at left.
rescue mission worker in Chicago
and Aurora. Ill.
He later served churches and
churchless communities by estab-
lishing Sunday Schools and chur-
ches, and oversaw the construc-
tion of several new church build-
ings.
His health continued to fail and
on the advice of physicians the
Rev. Mr. Zimmerman sought a
smaller pastorate and came to
Grandview.
During his years as a preach-
ex, however. the Rev. Mr. Zim-
merman met the Rev. R. M. Not-
tage. a Negro pastor in Detroit,
and from him learned much of
the Negro religious problem in
America.
"He used to tell me, 'There are
so many who cross the ocean to
tell the Afficans of Christ, but
no one will tell my people here of
the grace of God that saves sin-
ners without respect of persons'."
the Rev. Mr. Zimmerman repeat-
ed.
This problem coupled to his do.
sires for mission work brought the
Negro children of the area to the
Rev. Mr. Zimmerman's attention,
In September, 1946, while work-
ing with the Tennessee Mountain
Mission of Dayton, Tenn., he be-
gan to visit the small Negro
schools in Roane and Rhea coun-
ties.
He told the children Bible stor-
ies and they were encouraged to
learn assigned Bible verses, for
which they received prizes. T!,e
ultimate prize was one week at
camp without cost to the child.
That first year 42 children re-
cited 200 Bible verses each — and
went to camp. Thirty-six of them
attended a small came. on Watts
Bar Lake — "Cedine." so named
because of the cedar and pine''
trees which grow thickly in the
area.
From that beginning the camp
grew steadily until tents and rent•
ed acreage were too small.
In 1950 an opportunity came to
purchase a 100-acre plot, and thru
the aid of interested Christians in
the area — and many from other
states — the land was bought. It
is the site occupied today.
As fast as workers, money and
materials could he obtained, the
camp grew. la each instance the
S's
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to meet a girl who has never had
a boyfriend. One who is easy to
get along with, between 19 and
32 years of age, weighing 160-220.
I am 20, 5 feet, 10 inches tall,
weight 238, Charles White, 1450 E.
64th st., Chicago 37, III.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with a young lady
between the ages of 18 and 24,
who is interested in marriage and
the better things in life. She must
be attractive and not over 135
lbs., brown or light in color. I am
34, 5 feet. 6 inches tall, weight 138
lbs. and am dark brown. I have
a very good job and I write, ar-
range and compose music. I also
play the saxcphone, trumpet and
trombone. Please enclose photo in
first leder. 1 will answer all se-
rious letters. Edward R. Ward,
40 E. Dameron, 812 E. 42nd st.,
Chicago 15, III.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
young man age 29, who wishes to
meet a young respectable lady.
No drinking, neat appearance
'also send photo in first letter
Possible marriage. Alfred F
Johnson, 220 West 116th st., Apt
4W, New York, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja
maican by birth, 24 years of age
height, 5 feet, 7 inches tall, weigh
168 lbs., dark complexion. I am
welder by trade. I used to wor
in one of the leading weldin
shops in Jamaica. I am now re
siding in the country and wool
like to find a nice young woman
one who is decent and intelligen
and honest to be my wife. Osea
a lonely Christian young lady I
would like to write Christian men.
I am 25 years old, 4 feet, 11 inches
tall, weight I00 lbs. I do not
drink or smoke. Am a member of
the Methodist church. All letters
will be answered soon. Miss Dor.
othy Ballard, 1632 W. Arcade pl.,
Chiczgo 12, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a very
lonely young man. I would like
to hear from young ladies between
the ages of 18 and 25. I love sports,
music, dances and shows. I spend
my Sundays at church. B. Barrett,
6158 So, Eberhart, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a di-
vorcee, 42 years of age, 5 feet, 6
Inches tall. Weigh 175 lbs and
brownskin with a pleasant dispo-
sition. I would like to correspond
with gentlemen, between the ages
of 44 and 57, who are interested in
marriage, I have no objection to
children. I promise to answer all
letters anti exchange photos. Mrs.
Ella L. Smith, 539 Claremont
Parkway, Bronx 57, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man only 45 years old,
weigh 150 lbs., 5 feet, 5 inches tall,
. light brown, with black curly hair.
Interested in women from 18 to
• 28. Must be willing to settle down
. and live a clean life. Mr. L. Mit-
chell, Box 1673 Louisville, Ky.
• • •
• Dear Mme. Chantel I am a
, reader of the Chicago Defender.
t I am a very lonely widow a n d
a would like to meet some nice
k gentlemen. I am 5.5, settled and
g have no bad habits, I would like
- to exchange letters as I am so
d very lonely. Would like to meet
, a nice farmer. Marie Marshall,
t 19714 South Gate, Warrensville
✓ Hts., 220, Cleveland, Ohio.
Prof. HERMAN
THE ASTROLOGE
IT IS GOOD TO BE ALIVE!
Reflection upon the past, ana-
lysis of the present, and dream;
for the future combine to make
up our daily Horoscope . . .
which has proven so helpful to
so many. This mighty conflu-
ence of information makes one
mighty river of Hope and Se•
runty. It guides us and prevents
our making, serious mistakes.
With this background as a
man's perspective, he should he
able to arrive at a relevant pro.
gram which parades his own
best self, and which draws sup-
port from the rich vitality of
life all about him, including the
Carpenters are at work on a
new cottage in photo at right.
buildings were erected by volun-
teer labor and no attempt was
made at any time to accomplish
anything except economy and
utility.
The volunteer workers who car-
ry on the program each June, July
and August are white students
from Christian colleges and Bible
institutes across the land.
Their needs, those °lithe camp,
and that of the full-time. workers
as well have always been met by
the free-will donations of Chris-
tians from almost every state in
the Union.
EXPANDING CAMP
During the last two years it has
been reported that Cedine Bible
Dear Mme. Charlie: I hcreby
beg to become a friend of pen
pals. I am a driver and motor
mechanic also specialize in elec-
trical work. I am dark, blacx eyes.
fine black hair, height 5 feet, age
47. I would love to have pen pals
between the ages of 30 and 31
with an educational background.
Camp is the largest Negro Bible
Camp in the United States.
Last October, at their annual
meeting, the board of directors
recommended as a 10 anniversary
project, the completion of several
structures and the erection of a
chapel. Work presently is going
on to complete the chapel by time
camp opens. Its plans call for it
to be a multipurpose building
which will be used for worship,
classes and as an activity build-
ing when the woather is bad.
Last year expenditures of the
Cedine Bible Camp totaled slight-
ly more than $25.000. This year
expenses will be greater, due to
the loss of the two buildings.
Four men in the Chattanooga
area are members of the board







Dear Mine. Chante: 1 want it
good wife. I am 5 feet, 5 inches
tall, brown complexion, weigh 160
lbs., 46 years old, with black hair,
Interested in girls from 35 to 60
years old. Mr. L. Mitchell, Box 88,
Cincinnati 29, Ohio.
• • •
I haVe two sisters who are nurses
and a brother who is a civil serv- Dear Mine. Chante: Will you
ant. Edward Patterson, 15 King at., kindly publish this letter, as I am
Jamaica, B.W.I. looking for a pen girl friend. I
am a merchant, 26 years of age,
• • •
gentle and shy with enviable
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a nice health, white complexion, height
young man of 21 looking for a 5 feet 8 inches. I don't drink or
faithful young wife between if smoke. Desirous of an ideal good
and 21. I want true happiness, natured life companion. It. K.,
love and companionship. I am 1754. E. 19th at., Cleveland 14,
tired of disappointments, heart- Ohio.
aches and loneliness. I have a • • •
steady income and promise any
,girl who is interested in me a hap- Dear Mme. Chante: I am a read-
py life. All letters will be answer- er of your column each week and
ed immediately. Will someone enjoy it very much. I would like
please write me good news today? to have someone to write to. I arm
Please do for my broken heart's
sake. Mr. Willie Frazier, Box 401,
West Memphis, Arkansas.
Mission, Inc., company which op.
erates the camp. Dr. H. D. Long
of Chattanooga is chairman, and
other area men are Harry C. John-
son sr., and W. E. Nash of At
hens and Charles A. Smith of
Spring City.
Missionaries for the Mission are
the Rev. and Mrs. Zimmerman,
the Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Flor-
ence of Spring City, Miss Velma
Coy of South Pittsburg and Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Neddo of Sale
Creek. Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Neagele of Spring City are as-
sociate missionaries.
"IVe need funds, but more, we
need prayer," said the Rev. Mr.
Zimmerman. "If our friends will
help our spiritual needs, we have





Starting from here, anyone can
find his way through life and he
will discover from the facts at
hand as well as from the in-
nate consciousness of his own
spirit, that life is GOOD, and it
is good to be alive.
* • •
J N. Dear Prof. Herman: It hag
been an inspiration to read your
column and to hear from you. It
has actually helped everyone in
my family. . . in one way or an-
other. We all take turns reading
that wonderful book "With God
All Things are Possible," and feel
that our family is growing closer
together for having done so.
Thanks again, for everything. .
and my sincere wishes for your
continued success. Sincerely, Mrs.
Janie Rogers.
• • •
R.R. Will he marry me?
ANS. Under the existing efts
eumstances it will require pa-
Hence in order for things to work
out as you would like for them
to. The fact that he was mar-
ried when you started this as.
sociation should have warn-
ed you about the future. some.
one usually gets hurt in a sit-
uation like this . . . and in this
ease, you may have to be the
strong one and be brave. I
would be glad to advise you fur.
ther if you will write in for a
private reply.
• • •
N.A. Will the convention be held
in our city?
ANS: No definite plans a r •
made as yet regarding the con.
vention for 1958. . .but you will
hear from the committee with-
in a few days, giving you all de.
tails regarding their future
plans. Your appeal to have it in
your city, Is being considered.
E.C. Do I have many Mende
where I work?
ANS: Because you make little
effort to encourage friendship
you don't have as many as
yotl might have. Try being a lit-
tle friendlier, and go out of "mar
way sometimes, to he pleasant,
you will miler a decided change
in sour co-workers if you will
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Contrasting Views On Jury Trial
Jury Trial Imperative
(From Memphis Commercial Appeal)
Reports from Washington within the
st several days have indicated that mem-
bers of the House from sections of the na-
tion apart from the South are inclined to
favor the jury trial amendment to the so.
cal:ed civil rights bill. It is to be hoped the
accounts are true, for 'that would betoken
the wider dawning of comprehension quit
inclusion of the traditional right of tgai by
jury for anyone charged with contempt un-
der the Administration bill is imperative if
justice is to be served.
The measure sponsored by the EISEN-
HOWER Administration in the name of
civil rights is so vaguely and broadly drawn
that it appears obvious that almost anyone
could be accused by almost anyone else of
almost anything. The measure proposes
penalties for those who have violated the
civil rights of others or are judged to be
about to do so. It is difficult to see that
anyone woted be immune to accusations
brought by any individual or organization,
no matter how prejudiced, biased or self-
(serving.Among the more remarkable arguments
made against the jury trial amendment is
that which holds that it would be difficult
to obtain convictions if contempt charges
were to be heard and appraised by a jury.
'The conclusion to be drawn in that those
who want the nebulous bill passed without
any guarantee of the constitutional right
of a citizen to a hearing by his peers want
to serve as a detective, prosecutor and judge
with an eye to as many convictions as pos-
sible.
It should be apparent to members of
Congress without regard to the section
from which they come that the Adminis-
tration is asking for a scatter-gun loaded
with slugs instead of rifle. It is true enough
that the South is the present target, but
such a weapon could be turned in any di-
rection, and, we have no doubt, would be
just as soon as the people of any area of
the cquntry dared differ with the factions
that ire upholdiog the legislation.
Ak The primary reason for advocating the
ury trial amendment, however, lies in the
fact that the Administration bills propose
to employ injunctions in support of all sorts
of rights, real and fancied, and without the
right to be tried by a jury, citizens could
be imprisoned by processes contrary and
repugnant to the Americaa way of life and
system of government.
Trial By Jury
The right of an accused person is a





Dr. L. H. Foster, president of Tus-
hegee institute, announced last
week the appointment of Dr. R.
W. Brown, former director of the
v..te. Good liberal-3 and good conservatives
uphold both. But in congress some of them
may be confused when Southerners tell
them they must not pass a zivil rights law
protecting the right to vote because that
law would take away the right to trial by
'try.
It is a false issue. The proposed legisla-
tion says that officials who try to keep
people from registering and voting may be
enjoined to stop the process by a federal
court. And if they disobey the court, they
may be sentenced for contempt. Now
whether a man has disobeyed a clear court
order is a matter of fact, easily established.
No fury is needed to protect his rights be-
cause they aren't in danger. Obviously, if
he obeys the court, the court is not going
to punish him for disobeying.
This principle is so well established that
it has hardly been brought into question
until now. In matters far less important
to us all than the right to vote, judges issue
injunctions and punish defiance of them,
all without the help of juries. Some of the
very states which profess to be concerned
over the right to vote have passed laws
forbidding the NAACP to engage in ac-
tivities such as assembly and propaganda,
which are constitutional rights. NAACP of-
ficials who engage in such activities are
subject to injunction, and to punishment
without trial by jury if they disobey.
The reason southern congressmen are
Insisting on trial by jury of persons charged
with violating civil rights injunctions is
that they expect douthern juries to acquit
guilty officials in disregard of the facts.
If you think they wouldn't do just that,
you haven't read about what happened re-
cently in Montgomery, Ala.
A jury there acquitted two young white
men charged with bombing four churches,
a Negro taxi stand, two ministers' homes,
and other houses. Were they guilty? Their
lawyer talked as if he thought they were.
The lawyer said their acquittal would
give encouragement to every white man,
woman, and child in the South who wanted
to preserve "our sacred traditions" of seg.
gation. He said a verdict setting them free
would "go down in history as saying to the
Negroes that 'You shall not pass.' " Clear-
ly, an acquittal could npt have such effects
if the accused were innocent.
The right of trial by jury is basic. It
is not threatened by long-established in-
junction practices. But it is grossly pervert-
ed wherever juries acquit men they know
to be guilty. If the civil rights law is
amended to permit — and encourage —
such perversions, the right to a jury trial
will not be strengthened but weakened.
Carver Foundation, as dean of re-
search at Tuskegee.
Dr. Foster said, "This arrange-
ment provides opportunity for a
major officer of the Institute to
work through all institutional de-
partments, as well as the organiz-
ed research units, to promote re-
search at the Institute."
During the academic year 1953-
57, Dr. Brown participated in a
program of study and research
in virology at the Yale University
School of Medicine, as a National
Science Foundation senior posb
doctoral fellow.
He received his B. S. degree
from Howard university, did ad-
vanced study at the University of
Chicago, and later completed stu-
dy for the master of science de.
gree at Iowa State college. Dr.
Brown received the doctor of philo-
sophy degree at Iowa State col-
lege in June 1936.




sk "IT NEEDS TWO OF US TO RAISE IT:"
IC1 A Ft K
- by NAT D. WILLIAMS
HOME CORRESPONDENCE known preacher, teacher, or busi-
Have you ever written a letter nese leader, they've heard about.
to your Congressman? They'll ask such an individual
Here in the "Shadows' it's dif- such an, ambiguous question as
ficult to recall, right off, the "What do the colored folk think
names of many colored folk who about so-and-so and such and
have ever' felt the urge or had such?" And the cullud man asked
the nerve to send a letter to the is' liable not to have any more
man and men who represent us idea than his questioner as to
in the governmert. the corrcet answer. But, flattered
And that's abether (ne of the by being asked, and moved by
big reasons why there is so little a more or less pardonable pride
respect for the Negro as a citizen. and natural ego, he'll come up
"Your folks" are played cheap with some far-fetched guess about
because they play themselves what you and I are thinking. Then
cheap. They fail to recognize or the Congressman or Senator goes
remember one of the oldest say- off convinced he has the right fin-
ings cuullud folks used to make • swer. . .until he finds out dd-
. and that is, "It's the crYin' ferently by hook or crook. Then
baby that gets the mlik." he ups and decides that all No-
Now, that isn't to suggest that groes are unreliable, ungrateful,
every letter sent to a Congress- misinformed, and flighty.
man or Senator should be a com- The best way to keep the Con-
plaint. Some of them could con- gressman or Senator straight on
tam n suggestions. Some could con- your thinking is to take a few
gratulate him for some strong and minutes, an ounce of effort, and
intelligent position he has taken a three-cent stamp and let him
on some issue that interests us. know what's going on in the back
But letters should be sent. And of your head. . .if anything.
they should be particularly sent There are sacks of things about
by the kind of folk who take
time out to read splurges like which to write your City 
Commis-
this. The mere fact that they sioners, State Assemblymen, na-
read Negro newspapers more or tional Congressmen and ,Senators.
less indicates an intelligent inter- They'd appreciate knowing your
eat in what's going on as it af- views on these matters. . .even
fects God's chillun locally, nation- if they don't agree or intend to
ally, and internationally, accept your suggestion. Try 'em
Many times local, state, and and see. send a letter to your
national lawmakers don't know Congressman. .even if you only
what large segments of their con- want him to send you a package
stitutients are thinking about va- of garden seeds. It'll at least let
lions bills and other proposals that him know that there is another
come before them. This is parti• live and interested Negro living
eulatly true about their Negro here among his other consteu-
constitutents. Too often the Con- ents. Not trying te run your busi-
gressman or Senator, in an en- nets. . .but just hoping to help
deavor to find out what cullucl us all in our wish to manifest
folk think about a given ins ,es, ha' fitness for first-class citizenship,
to resort to calling up some well- suh!
POPULAR NATIONS ARE aldng the road. The truth seldom
INVARIABLY WRONG gets a free ride.
The commonly accepted view Is Men are more interested in set-
always along the line of least se-
sistance. Wrong always takes that
path. The line of least resis-
tance cuts a crooked path. Right
and truth cut straight paths, paths
that encounter much opposition.
Straight paths run counter to pop-
ular views and opinions. Right is
opposed to traditions and'enstoms.
Man has the capacity for right
thinking and of right actions, but
he is inclined toward wrong. Men
has to make himself think and
do right. Therefore, right isn't
popular with man while wrong is
forbidden to man. Only the for-
bidden is sweet to him.
Have you ever stopped to think
why a lie will travel faster than
the truth? The reasons are these:
A lie is appealing because it is
dressed for any occasion. T h e
truth is necked and unattractive.
A lie has wings and can fly while
the truth must walk handicapped
by a clubbed foot. A lie is not
only nice to look at but it is
sweet to the taste. Another rea-
son a lie travels faster than the
truth, a lie can always get a boost
tings than they are in foundations.
They are more interested in what
things are sitting in than they are
In what things are sitting on. Coin-
monly accepted views are settings
geared to attract men and not to
change men. Popular views are
like taking a sedative for a brok-
en arm. Sedatives do not remcvo
the pain nor the cause of the pain.
They only make the sufferer
think lie is better.
Popular views like "The Survi-
val of the fittest," "Self Perserva-
tion is the first law of nature,"
"An eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth" are all reasonable
ones, but they are not right ones.
No one in himself, is fit to sur-
vive, no one can pieserve him-
self through his own efforts alone.
No one can take another eye or
tooth without losing all of his.
It is better to be right than it
is to be a King.
Man's greatest ambition should
not be for popularity. His great
ambition should be for fellowship
and service.
Adventure In Race Relations
By ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
A THOUGHT
Mixed theatrical troupes do
not encounter the difficulty in
securing accommodations in tour-
ing around the country they once
did. Partly responsible are state
laws prohibiting refusal of ac-
commodations because of race, a
more liberal attitude on the part
of innkeepers, but, most of all,
television.
Artists who were only names
to the general public during die
days of radio, are now 'dentin.
able personalities. There's no
mistake about Nat Cole, Harry
Belafonte, Sammy Davis, jr., or
Billy Daniels because they're
seen frequently on television.
But back in the days of radio,
it was possible for the voice of
a performer to be nationally
known without his racial identity.
Such was the case of a once
prominent vocalist, one of the .
first Negro girls to sing with a
white band.
She was nationally bailed a
new find after joining the white
band though she had been sing-
ing and had been well known
among Negroes for a decade.
But because of the segregated
pattern few whites had had the
opportunity of bearing her.
Upon joining the- white band
which was nationally known, she
was immediately presented to
audiences that might never have
heard her otherwise. And since
the band WAR a national radio
feature, her name and her voice
became quickly known through.
out the country.
When the band went on tour,
no problem was anticipated be-
cause she was the only female
in the outfit. If it were not
passible to house her in the same
hotel as the band because of her
race, It could be explained that
OR TWO
because of her sex other arrange-
ments had to be made.
But in the'case of one southern
town where the band bad been
booked, her problem arose. The
local promoter didn't know until
after all arrangements had been
completed that the girl singer
was a Negro.
"The people here just won't
stand for a colored girl singing
with a white band," he explain-
ed. The band leader was all for
cancelling the booking, but a
smart publicity man had a better
Idea.
He explained the problem to
the singer and decided he'd
make her something other than
Negro. Ile quizzed her closely
about her family and her ances•
ters hoping to find justification
for his fraud.
The only' information he could
get was that her maternal grand-
mother was an Indian. But it
was impossible to pass the girl
off as an Indian. Then a new
thought burst upon him. Why
not make her an East Indian.
He wrote a long and interesting
fabrication about the girl being
an East Indian, had her pose in
an Indian sari, put a caste mark
on her forehead and had her
photographed.
The story and picture were
sent to the local promoter who
had it published in the local
paper.
When the band arrived in town,
the girl was a social celebrity.
She was invited to stay in the
home of some white fans. She
stayed instead in the local hotel
with the band.
Her only problem during the
one night stand was to be able to
intelligently explain the caste
mark on her forehead.
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
A BOOK IS A BOOK — BUT
A SHOW IS SOMETHING ELSE
- I have just put in six weeks of contracted. If there is music, changeable as are producers, di.
very hard work — but the result things become even more difficult, rectors, and actors. Each time a
is a lot of fun, "Simply Heaven- Certain actors may not sing well, play finally achieves the stage, a
ly" which is my new show. I am so songs have to be switched minor mircle of collaboration and
primarily a writer of books, and around, and given to other actors coordination of utter opposites has
only about once every five Or who can sing them, and put into taken place.
six years do I take a flyer into other scenes for which originally Perhaps this fusion of so many
show business, the songs were not Intended, temperaments and so many per.
Each time I do, I swear I will In rehearsals, it is discovered /tonalities is what, in the end,
never do it again. Writing and that certain scenes do not play makes the theatre such an ex-
publishing a book is much sins- well. They have to be dropped or citing place to 'work. Perheps the
pier than writing and getting a
show produced. Book nubllshers
seldom suggest extensive revis-
i°1YOu write the book, turn in
the manuscript, a few months lat-
er you get the proofs, correct
them, in a few more months the
book comes out. And that is that.
But it is not so simple with a
play. You writs the slay. Rut the
very first agent or producer who
sees it has a dozen changes to
suggest right off the bat. Y o u
make a few changes, then show it
to another producer.
rewritten. And so it goes with a danger of spontaneous combustion
play until, in the end, if the somewhere at almost any moment
author has left about one-fourth is what makes the stage so M-
ot what he began with, he is triguing, so always interesting.
lucky. For certainly, in the threatre
Such cutting, shifting, changing during the production of a play,
and dropping seldom takes place there is seldom a dull moment.
even the 
longcre batioroi4 ofoi 1.000abook, not There are long periods in book
a pages. production In which nothing hap-
But even a short play of so pens, except waiting. In show bus,
pages may be revised and rewrit- iness, something Is happening
hmarudclhy mThostenil,l wthentitmhe, show opens athat, 
nind ctuhteanedndadditedlootoksso
at all as it did when originally the applause rolls across the foot
conceived, lights, the BIG moment corn
Unless an author is very pll- Maybe the show is a lilt!
able, he should never work in the course, if very little applauseHe in turn will have a great theatre. Authors who are resistant es from the audience, the big L
many more changes to suggest, to changes, often have nervous DOWN comes. The show is a flog
some just the opposite of the last breakdowns, fits and psychosomat- Either way, something isrevisions you have made. lc illnesses, and before opening penny! It is impossible to be bog•-"I*Finally some producer accepts night becomes to upset to enjoy ed. If the shows a hit, the afcl;the play. Then a director is chos- seeing, the curtain rise, is charged with praise. If it is 1-wwen. The director will then come I once knew a playwright whose flop, there's blame. Whatever hap,',-"`""
up with 50-11 ideas for revisions legs gave away on him — for no pens, the decisive day, or nights=which will make, he says, the play known reason — during rehear- is quite a night
more theatrical. sets. And I knew another who died Fortunately for all involved, rer""'"You make as many of those while his work was in preparation show, "Simply Heavenly" is a hit. —changes as you can without des- for the stage, The Chicago Defender's Jesse B.troying the sense of the play. Then Book writers seldom lose t h i Semple — plain old Simple —
casting begins. The director's ideas power of locomotion, or go to glory has come alive on the New Yorkabout actors to play the various while a novel is in the press. There stage, at the 85th Street•Theatre,
roles are usually diametrically op- is not to much nervous tension a block and a half off BroadwY.-posed to those of the author. But in the making of books as there Now it looks as if actors, midi.
finally all the actors are chosen. is in the making of plays, nor so ences and producers will be laugh-
Some may be very talented, but many personalities involved, log their way right through the
now to suit the parts to the actors so temperamental, volatile and





It seems that as soon as Cong.
William L. Dawson of Illinois step-
ped out of one bed in Bethesda
Naval hospital, Cong. Adam Pow-
ell of New York City crawled into
another one. Illness has brought
a pause in their careers and both
were stricken at a crucial hour
in the great battle in Congress to
enact some kW of civil rights leg-
islation.
It Is an Ironic situation that
these two men who have been in
the thick of the civil rights con-
troversy for most of their lives
should be forced to the sidelines
at this climatic moment. Provi-
dence plays a strange role in our
affairs. Those among us who have
been critical of both men m a y
feel that their absence might im-
prove the chances of passages of
the civil rights bills. That would
be, of course, most unkind.
When we speak of Dawson and
Powell in Congress, we find our-
selves inevitably led to make com-
parisons. For years they were the
only non-white representatives in
Congress, and when they spoke, all
the brothers listened, respectfully
or otherwise. Yet no two men
could be more unlike.
Legends developed about each
man, legends about their private
lives, their weaknesses and their
strength. White reaction to their
personalities were reported in the
Negro press, particularly that of
the Southern whites.
What whites think of a Negro
in public life often determines his
status in the colored community.
For a Negro to receive praise from
Talmadge, for instance, would be
a kiss of death. Of course, the poi-
son works both ways.
Thus on the basis of white re.
action, Cong. Adam Powell has
become more of a hero to colored
citizens than Cong. Dawson. I re-
member in his first campaign in
New York, some of Powell's sup-
porters were declaring that "we
need a man in Congress who will
answer Balm.*
The fiery oratory of Adam cas-
tigating the Moe and Hankins
was a heady brew for the brother
who was aching to put his foot in
a Dixiecrst derriere.
Congressman Nyman, who es-
chewed the role of a firebrand,
developed a following among those
who admired the "strong, silent
type" of a political leader who,
as the saying goes, "gets things
done."
Finally, both men seemed sat-
tilled with their roles in the Con-
gressional drama, which some see
as a tragedy and others as a com-
edy. Adam has continued to orate
and Dawson has continued to be
strong and silent.
Aceording to the general press,
most whites have come to regard
Cong. Dawson as "sensible and
safe," while they put down Cong.
Powell as "irresponsible and dan-
gerous."
It must be stated that many cit-
izens of color also share the se
views. It may be helpful here to
note that the NAACP will be found
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SO WHAT?
"A BANDLEADER? The Only Man To Make That Minh
Leading A Band Was . . . JESSE JAMES!"
regularly supporting moves made
by Powell and only rarely working
In behalf of a Dawson project.
No comparison of the two mea
would be satisfactory without some
reference to a few biographical
facts. In the first place, Cong.
Dawson is old enough to be Adam
Powell's father and this age dif-
ferential is perhaps important.
It 11 said that "in spring a
young man's fancy turns to love'
and there Is no reference to old
amen in this context. The. Illinois
Congressman, however, only be-
grudgingly concedes any advan-
tage in this regard to the Rover-
end from New York.
The difference in age is no great-
er than the difference in back-
ground. Dawson was born in 1888
in Albany, Ga., to parents of
modest means and Adam Powell
was born in New Haven, Conn. in
1908 to parents of wealth and note.
Dawson was nurtured and eduestb
ed in a jim-crow culture while
Powell was brought up and train- .
ed in New England in the best
Yankee tradition. Dawson got his
college degree from Fla k and
Powell got his from Colgate.
In our color-conscious culture
notice must be taken of the fact
that Cong. Dawson is an obvious
gentleman of color and Cong. Pow-
ell is whiter than most Dixieerat
Congressmen. The fact both are
regarded as colored is a tribute to
the imagination of the American
white man.
Despite wide defference, the two
Congressmen have some very fun-
damental characteristics in com-
mon. Both, for example, are deep-
ly religious and they rarely make..
a public statement without some
reference to their religious hen.
tage.
I believe they are sincerely de.
voted to the best interest of the ,
brother and neither would "sell
out" a cause, despite some fancy -
curving now and then.
Each in his own way knows
how to give a bigot a hotfoot and '
strike a good blow for a hapless




DETROIT — H. D. Palmer, pres-
ident of Fenestra Incorporated,
has announced an agreement OS
the part of this Detroit manufaes2"..
turer to purchase all the outstand.,--•;;
ing common stock of Davidson "-
Enamel Products, Inc. of Lima,
Ohio.
Manufacturers of porcelain
enamel products for 30 years. Das
vidson now is one of the cotes.
try's leading producers of pore*
lain enamel sheets for exterior rip.
plication on commercial and arch-
itectural buildings.
Under the proposed agreement
it will be operated as a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Fenestra un-
der the direction of the current
management, L. W, Ecke, presi-
dent, and R. J. DeVoe, executive
vice president and treasurer, who
are also the principal stockhold-
ers la Davidson.
•
sainted on June 20, 21 and 23.
Two other major productions,
"The Mousetrap" by Agatha
Christie and "Springtime for lien
nr" by Bern W. Levy will follow
in July.
g PEFENDER
Sat Death Of Jimmy Dorsey SpotlightsJame 22 1957 ('
IsHo Thil.s ywooD
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD — Burl Ives, with
apologie% yesterday turned doses a
national magazine that wanted to
photograpb him without a beard,
and for an odd reason.
Ives was shorn of his trade
mark of 20 years for the first
time when he went into his pres-
ent co-starring role with Sophia
Loren and Anthony Perkins in
"Desire Under the Elms," at Para-
mount. Make-up gives him anoth-
er, different beard.
After his first shave at the stu-
dio, he made a discovery. It.
walked down Hollywood Boulevard
and nobody recognized him. "I
love my fans, bless them," ex.
plained Ives. "But it was good to
have my anonymity back again.
I want to keep it available, and
I'd lose it if this unadorned face
appeared in print."
I must agree with hes, that
lama and attention is nice, very
nice, in fact, but there are so
many times that a little peace and
quiet is appreciated, when one can
pursue his or her idle momenta
without living to sign autographs,
etc. . .
Anna 'Cashel, dark eyes and all,
who came to Hollywood from her
native India via London, is being
horrowed by Caumbia Pictures
from M-G-M for the stellar femin-
ine role In "Reminiscences of a
Cowboy," with Glenn Ford and
Jack Lemmon. She will portray
the artistocratic daughter of a
illindean land Baron.
During a luncheon with Deborah
Kerr in the 20th Century Fox com-
missary recently, Harry Belafonte
revealed that he is purchasing
beach property near the Grenada
Country Club on the British Wekt
indica island of Grenada, where
he co-starred in scenes in "Island
in the Sun." Harry, a fan of the
star of "An Affair to Remember,"
had asked her if he might meet
her, and was invited to lunch,
along with Harry's seven-year-old
daughter, Adrienne.
By the way, Harry sent for and
received his tape recordings
equipment and spent his off-eve-
rings during the shooting of "Is-
land" taping music of steel bands
from the teen-age ones to the pro-
fessional groups on the British
West Indies island, lie made trips
into sonic of the remote moun•
lain villages of the island, where
natives let him hear and record
some ancient Carib folk songs to
add to his collection.
Jeanne Crain made her film
debut as a 15-year-old, pigtailed
youngster in "Home in Indiana."
Her latest picture was with Si-
natra, in the "Joker is Wild," and
since her reconciliation with her,
hubby, after some rather daring
and sensational threats and the
filing of divorce papers, she is
expecting their fifth child, comes
Decemher... Vera Miles, the beau-
tiful cameo-faced co-star of "Beau
James," is also expecting the
birth of her third child in Octob-
er Vera is married to Gordon (Tar-
San) Scott.
'The Bad Seed' Opens
Atlanta U. Drama Year
ATLANTA, Ga — "The Bad
Seed" by Maxwell Anderson will
be the first presentation of tar
Atlanta University Summer Thea-
tre as it opens its twenty-fourth
season, according to Baldwin Bur-
roughs, the director. It will be pro- Slate Building
; As a special offering of the 24th
e 
n there will be a special
v,
seaso
in "Problems in Techni-
cal Theater" for high school teach-
ers and others intereated in the
theater arts.
Fund Concert
Soprano hue) Brooks, Gain is
scheduled to appear in a benefit
concert Sunday, June 30, at the
11th Street theater at 4 pm.
Memory Of Sepia Vocalist Parade
THE DANCING EDWARD sit-
ters formed a part of the Tom-
my Dorsey show when group
was touring nation with stop.
at Chicago's larger houses and
the Paramount in New York.
They were billed as added at.
traction to the Dorsey °echos.
Ira, one of de best in the na-
tion.
Marilyn Monroe's Gown, Bask
And Vaughan Hits Rock Waldorf
NEW YORK—Luscious Marilyn
Monroe set off a near riot tonight
when elm showed up for the world
premiere of "The Prince and the
ehowierl" clad in a figure-mould-
ing gown.
' Sidewalk onlookers broke
through police lines, knocking
some cops to the ground in their
eagerness to get a peek at the
movie star, whose circulars flounce
and flaring train hobbled her steps.
Police and theater guards ringed
her with protective brawn and
uhisked her and hubby Arthur Mil-
ler into the lobby.
Thousands had jammed the side.
Studio officials at the event said it
was the firsts time Marilyn—who
stars in the film with Sir Laurence
Olivier—had not been late in six
years.
Following the premiere, t h e
benefit ticket-holders attended a
gala $50-a-plate champagne sup-
per-dance in the Grand Ballroom
of the Waldorf Astoria Here again
Marilyn stood out. However no
mores° than did the talents of
Count Basie. Joe Williams a n d
Sarah Vaughan who had been bor-
rowed from hotel's Starlight
Room" to guest star on an already
star-jammed program. Marilyn
dancing in that gown; Basic beat-
ing out one o'clock jump a n d
Vaughan singing "Butterfly"
were the night's sockos.
Mom Of 5 Gets Degree
After 15 Years Of Study
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (ANP) —A
35-year-old mother of five realized
her most cherished dretts_l a t
week here after 15 years of study
when she was handed a bache-
lor's degree from LeMoyne college
in the midst of 58 graduating sen-
iors,
The deeree culminated 15 years
of determination by Mrs. Clara
Marie Simpson, who in the course
of striving for a college educa-
tion had been delayed by any num-
ber of things, including a war
and bearing five children. She re-
ceived a bachelor of science edu-
I cation degree, "with honors".
cribe Looks Back, Mourns
bsence Of V heion' Stronm
walk in 
A 
-• front of New York's huge
Radio City Music Hall and filled
the foyer and wide staireays with
from virtually every walk of life
Some 1,000 ticket-holdera attune
turned up for the show.
had jammed the foyer to witness
the arrival of the Millers and oth•
er elegantly-dressed notables. Ma-
rilyn arrived on the scene in a
whistle • provoking champagne
beige silk satin gown matching
the color of her chinchilla stole and
specially-tinted hair.
As Marilyn, out of breath and
laughing gaily, climed to the mez-
zanine, the crowd followed in
her wake, taking their seats just
as the feature came on the screen.
a buzz of excitement as notable,
By E. A. WIGGINS
PARIS — The death of Erich'
Von Stroheini, Austrian-born lum-
inary of American and French
Motion Picture Industries, in his
home at Memento', 25 miles from
Paris, mourned by all members
of our group, who enjoyed Stro-
heim at "The Swing Club" in
Montmartre's Cite l'igalle was
owned and operated by Jimmie
Monroe (sleek husband of the stage
and screen star, Nina Mae McKin.
ney) prior the outbreak of hos-
tilities in 1939.
SINGER DANCER arthur
Duncan gained new laurels
Pride) night when he appear
Id on the Nl%('T show "Ti
as part of a program
that originated aboard the ss
President Cleveland a W I
mington. Calif. Duncan. a West
Unitas fasorite hits the road
noon for an ills- anion of east-
era terrain,
Monroes 'Swing Club- opened
at 4:00 A.M. was "headquarters"
for entertaining groups after their
night's work was done, with their
music instruments and followers
— crowding the club to capacity.
There was no orchestra at the
"Swing Club." Dance music was
provided by a "Pick-Up" and hun-
dreds of swing records by all of
America's TOP bands.
Entertainment was voluntary,
and varied from soloists to full-
fledged "Jam Sessions." The
prices of drinks were moderate.




Lots of lovely show girls from
the Folies Bergere, The Casino
de Paris and Can Can Dancers
from the Bat Tabarin, contributed
to the attraction and popularity of
the club.
Among notables who became
"fixtures- and contributed large-
ly to the success of the club were:
Una Mae Carlisle; Valada Snow;
Norma Davis: Garland Wilson;
Herman Chitterson; Compton Glo-
ver; Wm. Chase; Arthur Briggs;
Benny Carter; Bill Coleman; Wil-
lie Lewis; Isadore Langoise;
Brookins and Van; Eddie and Ol-
ga, Drayton and Lucille June
Cole and The Three Dukes.
Warren Watkins
Dies At Hines
Warren Watkins, 6343 Thronp st.,
well known Smiths:de bartender
and sportsman, died early Wednes-
day morning in Veterans hospital,
Hines. Ill., following a brief illness
Funeral arrangements had not
been completed Thursday morn.
ing.
Known in cafe circles as
W.," Watkins was born in Atlanta.
Ga Ile worked as bartender 'sod
manager in the Monte Carla
Lounge for Mehl years and during
the tarly months of 1957 held the
post as manager at Harry's Show
saminge.
San cif Mr. and Mrs. lawrence
techniques of combining live ac- Watkins, Warren had been a Chi'
thin documentary photography-with cago iTeident since 1921. He was
the animation of still photographs 37 years of age when he died
by means of camera movements.. Watkins attended Hartigan tie-
optical effects and elaborate sound mentary school and Wendell Phil-
and music tracks. The editing of lips high school
the picture is intricate and corn- lie is survived by his mother,
plea. There are in "The Naked Mrs Ruby Watkins; five sisters,
Eye' more cuts, dissolves, split Lucia, Lucille, Evelyn, Geraldine
; screens fades, irises and montage and Alice Watkins: and two hroth•
superimposures than in any °tints ers, Lawrence and Bernard Wat-
motion picture since, and pi rhapa kiss. all of Chicago
1 including, the masterpiece of D. Metropolitan leureral Parlor isW. Giffith, handling arrangements.
STRATFORD, Onto rio — Fill
details of the United States pro-
gramme at the Startford Interna•
tiona! Film Festival are:
"The 'Naked F:ye." which will
receive its Canadian premiere at
Stratford, is a film about the fun
and art of photography, narrated
by Raymond Massey and featuring
the work of Edward Weston, Mar-
garet Bourke-White, Alfred Eisen'
Maeda Weegee and other outsand•
ing photographers
Two and a half years in the
making, "The Naked Eye" was
written, directed and produced by
Louis Clyde Stoumen, as an inde
pendent production of Camera Eye
Pictures. 'rhe film introduces new
BILLIE HOLIDAY was one of
the several Sepia vocalist to
appear with Broadway bands,
occupying vocalist chair with
Arlie Shaw back in late thir.
ties. June Richmond Was with
Jimmy Dorsey at that time.
,triG ZAG
LZ.IG GY withJOHNSON
DETROIT — B. B. King's return
to the Flame Show Bar was a!
'must': he was asked for. Lurlean
Hunter's singing on the Nat King
Cole TV show was not only beauti.
ful but she was too. . „Bandleader
Red Saunders doing a hotel lobby
bit I would like to see Pigmeat
Markham get. Many yoks but
typical of life.
Card from dancer Tequilla! Hi,
Ziggy: Just a line to say 'Hi.' I'm
not a Broadway Rose, but I walked
down Broadway today and they
knew I was there. Singer Pete
Santo writing from the Windy City,
saying he likes it there and so does
Kathy.
The fabulous Tallulah in town...
Sunnie Wilson threw A farewell
party for Miller and Gibson's
YVONNE PIPER Is one of the
hopeful beauties in the race for
Miss Bronie America of 1958.
Yvonne and more than 1041 other
girls will compete for the title of
KW Bronze Chicago at the Windy
City Brom. Beauty contest, set
for 9 p.m. Friday, July 19, at Club'
DeLisa. Miss Bronze Illinois and
Miss Bionic America will he
crowned at a matinee ball, Sun'1
'highlights' Thursday...It's 'I do'
for Ines Clinscales and Duke of
the Four Tops. .Lovely Mildred
Cruzat in town to lend an assist
to big sis Mary Ann Bailer on her
annual recital. Her group was
runner-up in recent Delta Jabber-
wock.
Had a lot of fun out at Denby
high school watching the finals of
the city track meet as the guest
of Leroy Dues and Norm Young.
Had to listen to the Charles
Brown story of what a crack
track man he used to be. Boy he
drops some names including one of
whom I used to run with on South.
side Boys Club track team: Clar-
ence Cash. Then he had to listen
to my tale of the great days on
the cinder path. Ah, Eddie Tolan,
if you had only been there!
Singer Vanilla Thomas in Kansas
City with several objects. One is




Death of Jimmy Dorsey who
followed brother Tommy's passina
by seven months brings to mem-
ory a parade of Sepia vocalists
with white bands that began sec•
eral years back and ended a,
suddenly as it arrived.
Among the first to engage a .
Sepia singer was Jimmy Dorsey I
who presented June Richmondl
with his band for parts of two .
seasons. Among the top records!
of the time was "Rain On My Win-
dow Pane" disced by Dorsey with
' Miss Richmond on vocals.
This was during time of the
Dorsey brothers' split when boa, I
Jimmy and Tommy had bands.:
Jimmy, striving for the unusual
and spectacular, signed June Rich-
mond for his vocalist chair as the
staids of Broadway rubbed their
eyes. Only Lena Home's appear-
ance with Charlie Barnett and El-
Be Holliday with Artie Shaw kept
the Dorsey-June Richmond tieup
from being record setting.
Of course interracial band set-
ups were not unique at'the time,
but there were no other Sepia fe-
male vocalists in the picture. Pen-
ny Goodman had in his band Lion-
el Hampton, Charlie Christian, and
Teddye Wilson but they were in-
strumentalists. 0 n I y Barnett,
Jimmy Dorsey and Artie Shaw
had dared attempt the Sepia vo-
calist presentation at the time.
Both Dorseys, Jimmy and Tom-
my, were democratic in the opera.
tions of their bands and sho
ws.
The late Tommy for years e
m.
ployed ace arranger. Sy Olhver to 
k
have charge of the tunes (ha
red
by the band. Sy who also 
worked
as arranger for the late JimmY
Lunceford was one of the best 
in
the business and Dorsey ma
de
good use of his talents.
And in later years when the Dor-
sey brothers combined their tab)
ents jn 3 repeat twin-band setup
for television they found places
for Sepia talent. Among the la
tter
were Charley Shavers, ace hern-
man and a pair dnimmers.
The Dorsey brothers have been
a legend in music for many
many years. And in all that time
they majored in democratic prac-
tices. Tommy Dorsey's band and
stage shows have offered some of
the top interracial programs. FOr
years the famed Dancing Edward
Sisters appeared with the Tommy
Dcrsey band and shows in New
York's Paramount and various
other theatres about the nation....
The Edward Sisters were with TM
Dorsey through two seasons.
LATEST FAD FOR hep cat
musicians is the new Jam tie
fashioned by Balm Gonzales.
Here Sam Woodard, drummer
with Duke Ellington "digs"
the ties worn by Babs and
Freddie Smith,
Artist Who Braved Storm
Abroad Scores In Concert*
By E. A. WIGGINS i Shakesperian tragedy "Othel
lo," perbly after such a shocking ex.
which, enigmatically, caused a perience.
PARIS — Charles Holland of near riot; necessitated police in- They proposed cancelling the
Norfolk, Va., who is acclaimed our
greatest tenor on European Con-
cert stage since the colorful days
of Roland Hayes, reached his
zenith in a recent recital present-
ed by Messrs. M. A. de Valmalete
and Michael Ranier, at the Salle
Gaveau in Paris.
In Mr. Holand's well-chosen
repretoire which included works
by Haendel• Braluns- Verdi and
Cald'ara, he sang compositions by
Schumann and Schubert in Ger-
man; Searlatti and Bassani in
Italian; Faure and Duparc in
French with the same penetrating
warmth, ease and finesse, with
which he interprted five Spirituals
(arranged by Roland Hayes) in
English.
Melte Jacqueline Bonneau, who
accompanied Holland, was equally
masterful at the keyboard.
At the end, they actually pro-
longed the concert a full half hour
by thunderous applause and re-
peated shouts of "Encore," to,
which Holland and Melle. Flonneau
graciously obliged.
About 200 et the delighted au-
dience rushed back-stage to coil-
grattilate Holland personally.
Many had their programs auto-
graphed One middle-age Italian
Lady who reached Holland was
over-heasd to say: "You sang so
beautiful tonight, you made me
cry." A French lady in her turn
commented. "You are 8 magici-
an. You work wonders with your
voice,"
This magnificent triumph in
Paris contrast drastically with thi
odious capon 'rice that befell TIM-
land'g lot last November at the ,
Capitole — Opera House of TOnH
louse — where he appeared in the
tervention to restore — and main-
tain order.
Toulouse is an important French
Industrial city. Nearly 500 miles
south of Paris. Population about
350,000.
One of the Directors of the Capi-
tate had seen Holland in his initial
performance of "Othello" at the
Opera in Verviers, Belgium, one
year previous. His deep admira-
tion took the ultimate form of a
contract for two performances of
"Othello" at the Capitol in Tou-
louse.
The publicized presentations;
the rehearsals, the capacity at-
tendance, confirmed all expecta-
tions. But undreamed of hysteria
broke out when Holland appeared
in his role as "Othello," and some
estimated "forty odd" provacat-
ers (undoubtedly hired and in-
structed) scattered among the
audience, began, simultaneously,
to stomp and shout: "Throw hint
out!" "Throw him out!" "rhrow
out the Director'" "Throw out the
Negro!"
Defiantly, Holland and thc or-
chestra carried on, but were soon
drowned-out by the ever increas-
ing noise from the auditorium.
The Directors, fretful of the out-
come telephoned :he police who
arrived in great numbers; quelled
the pandemonium; remained in-
side and outside of the Capitole
while the Opera proceeded to its,
end amid applause, rimers, boas,
and cat-calls,
The Ilirectors apologized im-
mediately to Mr Holland for the
disturbance. They praised his'
courage. Marvelled at hie self- 1
control. His amazing ability toi
heve performed "Othello" so su.
second presentation of "Othello,"
at a financial loss to Holland. This.
he refused.
The all-white French Opera
group that performed with !Tol-
land also expressed their regrets-
about the scandalous rprising. So
did the French stage-hands. Every-
one admitted it was an unpreced-
ented occurrence, puzzling in its
cause and purpose.
At the second and last performs
ance of "Othello" at the Capitole,
a re-occurrence of the same mani-
festation started when Holland ap-
peared on the stage.
This time Holland stopped sing..
ing; stopped the orchestra: walked.
to the foot-lightts, calm, cool, and
confident, and said: "Ladies and
gentlemen, tonight, I request of
you only one thing, Let me do my
work! You trouble-makers out
there who don't want to see mea
should have stayed at home for the
benefit of those who do. If you
hope to ruin the show, you are
losing your time. I am here under
contract. and I am going to fill
that contract because I sin not
afraid of anything. Understand'?
I ant not afraid of tiNYTHING!"
That modest, unexpected, com-
mendable display of courage by
Holland, rang a bell. The entire
Opera House vibrated with the ap-
plause. The vandalism ceased. The
Opera proceeded normally. Each
act increased in success to the
triumphant end
New York — The Roekeferee
founflation had Its origin in 191$
and it began, with an initial en-












































































































*Suddenly June Days Are Warm .... And
Fashions Tike The Young Viewpoint
•
•
e HE SUMMER will be
colorful and easy-filled with
long, lazy days of leisure.
And never before has there
been such an array of wear-
able clothes, young in view-
;pint and in delectable col-
ors ranging from the bon-
bon pastes into the rich, true
hues and fabrics designed to
travel without creasing and
launder beautifully with lit-
tle or no ironing.
• A LADY can put down •
her book — for Young View-
point has designs on her —
and her dramatic entrance
into summer ... or anywhere
summer may take her ... is
assured! Her dress (top pho-
to left) is airy cotton eyelet
touched with two jewels at
the corners of the ever-flat-
tering square neck and comes
in either black or navy.
• HOW RIGHT they look for a summer garden party
. . . or a day in town! The lady at the left (bottom
photo left) wears a cool step-in rayon sheer with out-
lined coachman revers to lead a double row of buttons
into the soft front pleating, while the lady at the right
"has tucks . .. will travel" with nary a wrirk'e in her
(cottott and dacron) dress. Wearability ig the keynote
of the entire Young Viewpoint summer collection . .
and the styles are diversified enough to please all of
the "custom-sized" ladies. Aqua, Lilac, Melon or Mint
are favorite summer shades for these softly styled, so
wearable summer frocks.
• CONVERSATION-
AL PARTNERS (top photo
right) are talking about fab
rice! — theirs is the fabu-
lous new cotton and darcoo
wonder cloth that washe
beautifully and makes iron-
ing practically a thing of th
past. The lady at the lef
wears a simple square-neck
ed dress inset with bands o
Venise lace that finishe
with a soft bow . . . whil •
her companion's dress fea-
tures large tucked diamond
parading to the hen t from p
"diamond" set at the side o-
the intricate neckline. Out,
standing in design and so
easy to wear on summer'.
long, warm days, these two
frocks are from Young View-
point in New York, especial
ly designed for the woma,
5'5" or under, with a mature
figu re.
• WEATHER WILTS but a summer frock can stay
crisp and cool as sherbert. Stroll while feeling cool and
calm on even the warmest summer day in a tissue sheer
cotton (bottom photo right). The netline is intricately
draped and outlined with hand-drawn faggoting that
shows off well against the background of a delicate
hand-blocked print. It's of the garden party pretty
variety — the ideal choice for being a June wedding
guest, or for greeting your own guest in the cool com-
fort of your home, patio,'or garden on a bright-hot
summer day. It's the Young Viewpoint for summer —
delightfully cool, delightfully fresh looking, and a real
delight to wear again and again!
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., June 22, 1957
I Vacations away from home are
materializing for many daily. .
social news is almost completely
centered around the prosaic. . .
"Who went where. . .and why?"
One note of interest in the mails
was the wedding announcement oi
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wright, jr.
of the marriage of their daughter,
Miss Lena Elizabeth Wright to
John R. Redmond on Saturday,
June 1, at Washington, D. C. The
James MeRinnle, Mrs. Ann Hall,
William Weathers, Mrs. Faye Gen-
try, Mrs. R. Acey, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Smith, Mrs. Luke Weath-
er, Mrs. Rose Marie Roberts, Mrs.
Jimmy Black, Miss Marilyn Tuck-
er and Mr. and Mrs. W. Watkins
Mrs. Cawthon was a teacher at
Carnes school, and her husband,
a former teacher of art at Le.
Moyne college and Melrose High.
• • •
young couple are at home at 724 Where they went, includes news
Quebec pl., N. W., Washington, D. concerning Prof. L. B. Hobson's
anticipated trip to Ann Arbo r,
Mich., where he will matriculate
at Michigan U. this summer, as
will Mrs. Erness Westley who ex-
the Dunbar Art and Social club's pects to receive her Masters in
benefit for the Rachel Pamphlet music this summer.
Scout Fund, which sends deserv-
ing girls to the Scout camp each
summer. Members of the well
known club are Mrs. Clara
Parka, Mrs. Roosevelt Mickens,
Mrs. Jimmy Mitchell, Mrs. Ethel
• Harper, Mrs. Daisy Cartwright,
Mrs. Susie Hightower, Mrs. Rosa
Bracy, Mrs. Altura Lee, Mrs. Ev.
elyn Taylor, Mrs. Daisy Blackburn,
Mrs. Ann Stribling, Miss Loretta
Whitehead, president; Mrs. There-
sa Perins, Miss Naomi Gordan,
Mrs. Susie Hightower and Miss
Susie Blackburn.
Among the guests present for
the lovely gathering were M r s.
Joe Bennett. Mrs. Samellen Car- Mrs. West's parents.
roll, Mrs. Christine Robinson, Mrs. • • •
Loretta Kateo, Mr. and Mrs. Ho-
sea Arnold, Dr. Clarence 'Woods,
Mrs. Grace Anderson, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Shelto Guy C a r t•
wright, Robert Cotton, Mrs. Ann ceremony recently, are also head.
Brown, A. L. Plaxico, Mrs. Aron ing to Los Angeles to visit rela-
Haste, Mrs. Georgia Covington, Meg.
Mrs. Belle Pettigrew and Mr. and • • •
Mrs. Nobel Powell. THE YWCA TRIP
• . . The YW-Wives of the Vance
The West Coast has long been Avenue Branch of the YWCA left
Sunday week in streamlined bus-
es for their annual tour, which
this year takes them to Niagars
the nresent time are Mrs. Robert Falls. Stopping for breakfast at
Lewis, jr., who has joined her par- Mammoth Cave, in Kentucky, the
following morning, they then took
elf for stops which included Lou-
isville, Cincinnati, Cleveland, De-
troit, Indianapolis, Buffalo a n d
Evansville.
At the famed honeymoon spot,
on the American side they visited
Prospect Park, and other interest-
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Howell and ing sights such as Goat Island,
daughter Lynn Marie, who will re- The Cave of the Winds, Devil's
main there until the end of the Hole and the Whirlpool on the Ca-
month. We hear that the Howells nadian side.
are delighted with the fresh lem- Members who went on the tour
onade they enjoy daily thanks to were: Mrs. Verta Boyd, Mrs.
the bountiful tree in their back Isabelle Bridgeforth, Mrs. Zelma
yard. Boyd, Mrs. Bessie Claybrook,
Los Angeles will be the gainer Mrs. Clara Curry, Mrs. P. Clark,
In our loss of well-known Mrs. Ar- Mrs. Velma Callahan, Mrs. Arne-
nette Cawthon who is joining her,
Angeles, 
Dale, Mrs. M. Dulaney, rs.
husband Floyd in Los ges ,Bessie Edwards, Mrs. F. H. Eag-
where they will make t e i r .. ins Mrs Bettie Edwards. Mrs.
home. Mr. Cawthon is an artist Freeman. Mrs. Janie Forbes,
Mrs. Rudell Gerth, Mrs. A. Hall
Mrs. Elizabeth Harris, Mrs. A.
Hobson. Mrs. Susie Hightower,
Mrs. H. Helm. Mrs. Christine
Hawkins, Mrs. Sarah Horne, Mrs.
Joy Home, Mrs. Emily Hines,
Mrs. Eva Hamilton, Mrs. Edna
Mae Houston, Mrs. 0. Harding,




The garden of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Mitchell was the setting for
famed as a mecca for Memphi-
ans. . .and among our folk visiting
In Los Angeles and environs at
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis,
sr., visiting their daughters and
sons-in-laws. Mrs. Lewis, jr., will
return to Memphis and head back
to the Coast again later when she
joins the contigent going to the
Alpha conventions to be held in
L. A. this summer. Others include
of no mean stature. , and is cur-
rently engaged in commercial art.
Among the many courtesies ex-
tended Mrs. Cawthon before
her departure was the party given
by Mr. and Mrs. Thadeus Horn
on the eve of her departure, in
their lovely home on Greenview
Circle. Guests included Mrs. Ar-
nette Hirsch, Mr. and Mrs. How-
ard Fbbinson, Mrs. H. Blackwell,
Mrs. Bernice Barber is headed
for the U. of Iowa, from which she
received a scholarship to do grad-
uate study in math. .and Coach
Joe We, tbrook will enjoy the cool
climes of the U. of Wisconsin, bon-
ing up on science.. .and no doubt
picking up information on how to
continue to keep winning b a 1 I
teams.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West have
had as their houseguests Dr. and
Mrs. James Calloway (Mrs. West's
sister), of Cape May, N. J. . .
and The Wests head to Detroit for
their vacation where they will visit
More West Coast news concerns
Mrs. Freddie Dowdy and (laugh-
ter Barbara, who following their
lovely open house and blessing
RECEPTION AT CIIURCH
HONORS NEWLYWEDS—Rev.
and Mrs. L. A. Blake are
shown cutting their wedding
cake at the lovely reception
held on June 3 by New Salem
Baptist church, honoring Rev.
Blake, their pastor, and his
bride. The occasion was given
in recognition of the eight suc-
cessful years that Rev. Blake
has led the church, during
which time a new church was
erected and furnished.
Rev, Mrs. L. A. Blake
Honored By His Church
Rev. and Mrs. L. A. Blake were
honored at the New Salem Baptist
church on June 3, at 8 p.m. with
a wedding reception. Mrs. Blake
is the former Mrs. Nannie Wilk-
ins.
Rev. Blake has been the pastor
of New Salem for eight very suc-
cessful years. Under his guidance.
a $36,000 church has been erected
and furnished.
The reception was given to show
the congregation's gratitude to him
and his bride.
Receiving gifts were Mesdames
Marie Price Banks and Ella T.
Taylor. Hostesses were M e s-
dames Laura Glasper, Ada John-
son, Sallie Frazier and U. Pearl
Stephens.
Hosts were John Baker, Nicho-
las Johnson, Walter Brown, Joe E.
Raines and George Glasper. Oth-
er committee women were Mes-
dames Martha Price, Ruby Tay-
lor, Flora Knox, Lucy Haley and
Jerlean Lowist.
THE GUESTS
Some cf the guests attending
were Rev. and Mrs. C. M. Lee,
Rev. and Mrs. Eugene Waller,
Rev. E. L. Slay, Rev. and Mrs.
Leroy Mack, Mrs. Carly Blake,
Miss Margaret Blake, Rev. and
Mrs. W. L. Harris, Rev. C. E.
Young, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Blake, Mrs. Idella McNicholas, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Turner, Mrs.
Verlee Ewing, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Waddell, Mrs. Edd Malone,
Mrs. James Merriweather, MIES
Ethel Merriweather, Mrs. Nettie
Brown, Mrs. Bertha Foster, Mrs.
Callie Cos, Miss Mary Boyd, Mr.
and Mrs. James Baker, Mrs. Ar-
delis Grant and daughter, Mrs.
Roberta Holmes; Mr. and M r s.
Bennie Taylor, Rev. Vernon Moss
RECEPTION HOSTESSES —
At the Open Ifou,e Party held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs
John Dowdy, jr., 1481 Eloise
ave., June 2, members of
Mrs. Dowdy's bridge club, La
Belle Touhours, assisted in
making the party a testi% e
event. The home was blessed
by Elder Blair T. Hunt. Seen
left to right are Mrs. John
Dowdy, jr., Mrs. Daisy Jarrel,
Verline Jones, Mrs. Dorothy
Bowen, Mrs. Mildred Hall And
SOD, MeS. Elizabeth Lacey, Mrs.
Others include Mrs A. A. John- Elcle
L. Dobbins, Mrs. L. Greenwood,
Mrs. Addie Owen, Mrs. Willie Mae Li-, .,,,,,,, 
r,
Whitfield, Mrs. Freddie Wesley. / I U..11,C
Mrs Mary Wilson Mrs. Lucinda
Wilson, Mrs. Louise Westley, Mrs.










ICE as sei-at arms for twenty
years of the Tennessee Feder.
atlas of Colored Women's clubs
Mrs., Pearl Maples, of 1002
II ssippl blvd., was present•
Last Supper at the recent state
session — June 11 13 — in
Murfreesboro, Tenn. Mrs. Ma-
ples is a member of the Em-
manuel Fpiscopal church and
Is the daughter of the lite
Hester L Mush she
taught in the city schools more
than 30 years. She attended
the first session of the city fed-
eration in WM ins miss-
ed just four since then. She
decided to retire at the stale
meeting this month.
Mrs. LeEleanor Benson. Insets
left to right include Elder B.
T. Hunt, Mrs. Dowdy's pastor:
the host, John Dowdy, jr., and




An Open House party Itt as given,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John l
Dowdy, jr., 1481 Eloise ave., on:
June 2, at which the home was!
blessed by the hostess' pastor, El-
der Blair T. Hunt.
Colorful bouquets of vivid colors
were sent by the Mississippi Blvd.
church and other beautiful flow-
ers decorated the home, carrying
out the color scheme of red and
green.
The dining room table was over-
laid with a lace cloth and was
decorated beautifully with the re-
freshments carrying out the same
color scheme. --
HOSTESSES
Hostesses serving included mem-
bers of Mrs. Dowdy's club, La
Belle Toujours Bridge club, in-
cluding Mesdames Daisy Jarrel,
Juanita Beasley, Verline Jones,
Dorothy Bowen, Mildred Hall and
LeEleanor Benson.
AMONG GUESTS
Some of the guests present were
Elder Blair T. Hunt, Mrs. Eunice of the fresh vegetable va
rieties.
Snell, Mrs. C. E. Rowan, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Johnson, Mrs. Mag-
gie Coleman, Mrs. JAnella Atkins,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Morgan, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bowen a n
daughter, Mrs. Frankie Parker,
Mrs. Elsie Williams, Mrs. Claud-
ine Horne James Henderson, Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Turner, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Smith and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Cunning-
ham, Ivory Brewer, Mrs. Lover-
ette Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. leen-
ious Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Benson,
Mrs. Verline Jones, Mrs. Juanita
Beasley, Mrs. Matthew Jarrell,
Mrs. Dorothy Bowen, Mrs. Mildred!
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Johnson,
Hall, Mrs. Elmer Johnson. Mrs.
Eugenia Smith and Miss Barbara
J. Franklin.
Chicago — Consumers in the
United States eat twice as many
canned vegetables today per cap-
ita as a few decades ago, and
also consume about one-third more
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain —without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relievinn pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
Improvement was maintained in
cases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
make such astonishing statements
ga "Piles have ceased to be a 
problem!" And among thee* suf-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some se
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use ci
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret I.
• new healing substance (Rio-
Dyne ) — the d seovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bin-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on al
ports of the body.
This new healing substanee
offered in suppository or Manned
form called Preparation H.• Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation If suppositories eig
Preparation H ointment with
eial applicator. Preparation II Is
sold stall drugstores. Satisfadina
guaranteed or money refundid.
A 
°lot 0.11. an lei
and members of the Hill Chapel
MB chtuch.
New York — The George Wash-
ington bridge from New York to
New Jersey was opened for use on
October 24, 1931.
• • 6
Africa averages about 15.1 per-
sons per square mile.
Zetas Hold Picnic
At Sardis Lake
• The Alpha Eta Zeta chapter of
Zeta Phi Beta Inc. closed a most
successful year viith a picnic at
Sardis Lake.
The sorors and the guests were
clad in the latest fashions in sports
wear. We were highly honored to
have our first anti basileus, Dr.
Daniels with us, and she was nat-
tily attired in a striking pink and
sports. The young fry seemed
enjoy themselves as much as th
elders The menu CO1161311 Of bar.
becued chicken, baked beans 'stew.
chips, pickles, hot rolLs and cold
drinks.
Soror Carlotta Stewart's cabin
by the lake was our meeting place.
Santa Fe — About one million
cattle and more than one million
sheep graze in the vast range
lands of New Mexico.
• • •
blue outfit. 
Finland's population is about 9




At 580 Vance Avenue
IDEAL PLACE TO EAT—That
place is Joinn's Oyster Bar,
now open at VW Vane ave.
Top photo shows exterior of
the new restaurant and Mrs.
JoAnn Sanders t h e owner,
with a waitress. Second photo
gives a view of the attractive
interior of the Oyster Bar.
Mrs. Sanders beains welcome
MRS. JoANN SANDERS, Proprietor
to the public. Bottom photo Is
another view of the smart and
luturions dining facilities. The
restaurant specializes in oy
sters, shrimp, barbecue, chic
ken and broiled steak. Serves
three meals daily and will
serve anytime during open
hours. The Oyster Bar is open
from 8 a.m. to 2:30 a.m. It
also caters to small private
parties! Nice Waitress gives
"topnotch" service. You'll find
ice cold beer available, and
a beautiful bar with upholster.
ed leather. There's parking
space apt( oty. In addition
Mrs. Sanders has 17 newly fur-
nished rooms available f o r
rent.
VISIT JoANN'S OYSTER BAR
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
Summer is really here and va- Mrs. Jones now resides in Los An-
cationers have already begun to
be on their way.
Returning from Chicago And a
solid week of exciting fun are-twu
of Jackson's prominent dentists
and their wives. Dr. and Mrs W.
R. Bell and Dr. and Mrs. W. E. A.
McKissack were gueMs of the Chi-
cagoans and their four day whirl.
geles, Calii.
VISITORS ENTERTAINED
The lovely home of Mrs. Cora
Deberry was the setting for a get
together a old friends of Mrs
Hortense Golden Canady of Lan-
sing, Mich., niece of Mrs. Deber•
ry, and a get acquainted fete for
Wind of parties. 
Mrs. Howard Golden, wife of Dr.
The parties began on Wednes-
Howard Golden, who recently grad-
uated from Meharry Medical col.
lege.
The ladies attired in cool sum•
frier fashions on such a warm
evening included 111Ns Cynthia
President a Champagne Parts
Rawls of Brownsville, Tenn., Nles•
en by Mr. and Mrs. William S. 
giv-
dames Essie Perry, mother of Hor•
Martin at their home, 825 Drexel
sq. from 6 to 8 p.m. and the
grand Chicagoans' Ball followed
in the Tally Ho room of the Sher-
aton hotel with music by the great
S uke Ellington and his orchestra.The secretary-treasurer's break-
fast was Friday morning at the
Parkway ballroom given by Dr.
and Mrs. Charles D. Buford. The
day, May 29 with the President's
Cocktail Party given by members.
Dr. and Mrs, Albert S. Spaulding
at the Mirror Room of the Ilamil•
ton hotel. Thursday was the Vice
tense, Rosetta McKissack, Alice
Kirkendoll, Vivian Bell, Merietta
Hughes, Etta R. Williamson, Grace
Hurst, Nancy Lyons, Misses Dar-
lene Hutson, Lucille Fuller. Jua-
nita Peoples, Jessie L. Brooks,
Mary E. Taylor, Mable Golden,
Harris Houston and your scribe.
The dining table was ladened
with hors d'ouevres, pickles, olives
and sandwiches surrounding the
dinner dance by the club w a s h
Friday evening at the 
Boulevarduge punch bowl filled with de-
Boom of the Sheraton hotel. Cock-
tails were served from 7 to 7;45
p.m., dinner at 8 and the dance
following with music by Milton
Buckner and his orchestra.
Saturday climaxed the affairs 
charming Mrs. Golden as well as
with a barbecue at the home of 
the games they participated in.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Martin on FINAL MEETING
Drexel sq. Admittance to all at. Last Saturday afternoon climax.
fair was by social register. You ed the fiscal year of Beta Omega
can judge for yourself that the time Sigma chapter of Delta Sigma
they had was nothing but great. Theta sorerity with the meeting in
The Bells and NIcKissacks Were the beautiful new home of Soros'
special guests of Dr. and Mrs. Etta B. Williamson. The busi-
D. L. Claiborne of Chicago. ness was conducted by the outgo-
Also in Chicago recently was ing president, Soror Essie M. Per.
Mrs. Lula Bell Martin to attend ry. The installation of new on
the wedding of Laval Steele Will- cers took place at this meeting.
son, son of Mrs. Emma D. Wit. Soror Mildred Hill Hay of Browns-
titan and the late Mr. Eddie Wil- vide, Tenn will serve as the ne
w
son, formerly of Jackson. Mr, Wil- president for the folloveng year.
son was married to Miss Carol Other officers are: Cottrell Thom
Scott, daughter of Prof, and Mrs. as, vice president; Lucille Fuller,
Scott of Chicago. The marriage recording secretary; Victoria Pul-
was solemnizel in the chapel of Item corresponding secretary
the Chicago university on Jura. 1 Bertha Collins, treasurer; Anna L.
with the wedding reception follow- Cooke, journalist; Cyril Porter,
ing in the home of the bride's parlibentarian, and Winnie L.
parents, Mrs. Martin got a chance Nelson, chaplain. Sorors gave ex-
too to see many former Jackson- preesions of a very successful
ians who attended the ceremony. year. Those enjoying the wonder.
Mrs. Daisy Ruth Shaw is out ful service of Soror Williamson
of the city visiting many northern were Sorors Essie Perry, Vera
and eastern cities. She plans to Brooke, Mildred Hay, WiHie Bell
Rawls, Cynthia Rawls, Johnnie
Reid, Lucille Fuller, Lillian Har-
rison, Margaret Saunders, Grace
Hunt, Clara Bond and your scribc.
Sorors Hunt and Bond and Maye
Perpener were recently admitted
attend the NEA meeting in Phila-
delphia before returning to Jack-
son.
Recent guests of Mrs. Gevena
White cn West Chester at. was her
daughter and granddaughter, Mrs.
Ezell Jones, nee Jessie White, and into the sisterhood of Delta Sigma
her cute little one year daughter, Theta. Soror Perpener has now
Michelle. The two were also en- gone to Trim to attend summer
joyed by other members of the school, working on an advanced
family and many Jackson friends, degree.
limos punch which really hit the
spot in such humid weather. The',
come home made ice cream and
cake. Everybody enjoyed chattinr
with Hortense and meeting t h e
' The Orange Mound Civic and
Welfare Club, Inc., met in its reg-
ular meeting at the Union Pro-
tective building on Park ave. on
June 10, with C. D. Goodlow, pres-
ident presiding; and Mrs. Carric
Shields leading the devotional per-
iod
The last meeting In May was
held at the Alpha Church of the!
illAving God, where Rev. Victor Wil-
11,•111rdams is the minist)r. All who at-
tended this meeting enjoyed it im-
mensely. Food and money was do-
nated to a needy family, under
the supervision of Mrs. Gordon.
The club made plans for a
Friends' Night, to be held t h e
fourth Monday night, June 24, at
the Alpha church. Each membcrs
si to bring a friend and old mem-
bers are asked to return. That nite
the 48th Ward Jr. club, New Chi-
cago and North Memphis, jr. clubs
will have a panel discussion, "Arc
Negroes Ready For Integration?"
During the course of the regu-
lar meeting, Samuel Bradley and
Mr. Goodlow made interesting re-
ports on the meeting of the Coun-
cil of Civic clubs, and the duties
of Negroes to each other as a race.
The annual picnic got off to
a good start with Mr. Nesbit as
chairman, assisted by Mesdames
radley and Westbrooks as co -
— chairmen and Mr. Jones and Mr.
Owens as helpers.
The Orange Mound Junior Civic
club cut the Nursery yard grass.
and that organization expressed
appreciation for their efforts. Mrs.
R. Francis Gordon, leporter.
SANS PARIEL SOCIAL CLUB
A delightful meeting was enjoy-
ed by the Sans Panel Social club
recently at the home of Mrs. Sal-
lie Johnson, 774 Inks, with t h e
president Mrs. Myrtle Collins Bur-
well presiding. Plans were made
for their Spring Festival held at
the Flamingo Room. Following R
tasty menu, the members and the
president gave a Vote of thanks
to their many friends for having
a full house.
Al the festival, Mrs. Cornelia
Crenshaw was on hand to intro-
duce the members one by one.
She wore a baby blue gown of
peau de sole with a white fox stole.
Mrs. Walter Bankhead, formerly
e
irlisa Annetta J. Collins, was very
lovely in a pink lace over taffeta
wedding and reception gown. Her
mother, Mrs. Collins, wore a dusty
rose lace over taffeta.
Sonic of the out-of town guests
were Mr. and Mrs. James Mc-
Call of Chicago; Mrs. Willie Page
of Los Angeles, Calif.; Mrs. Jen-
nie Lee Moses, also of Chicago;
Mrs. Rena Moore, Mrs. Essie Spen-
ser, Henry Newsom of Little Rock,
Ark.; Charlie Bennett and Her-
bert Johnson.
The officers of the club are Mrs.
Geneva Bennett, business manag-
er; Mrs. Ophelia McFaden, assist-
ant secretary; Mrs. Roberts, fi-
nancial secretary; Mrs. Annie Mae
Jones, Mrs. Sallie Johnson, chap-
lain; Mrs. Mae Della Hall, treas-
urer; Mrs. Mary Howard, floral
treasurer; Mrs. Davis, new mem-
bers, and Mrs. Earnestine Grove,





NASHVILLE — A lowly dessert
Ina.dge with a spring-flower motif
delighted 84 players last week
when Mrs. Thomas E. Poag and
Mrs. Jeronfe I Wright entertain-
ed in the Present i:ORICE Center.
Id cream molds of roses, dais-
ies, and lilies and prices of plants
(potted) added uniqueness for the
ladies who had chosen to wear
colorful summer fashions for the
afternoon.
Mrs. Johnie Franklin Burke of
Florida A. & M. university at Tal-
lahassee, an out-of-town guest, won
first prizes. Other prizes went to
Mrs. John C. Hull, Mrs. Hubert
B. Crouch. Mrs. John Work, Miss
Nerissa Mance, Mrs. L. V. Mea-
dows, Mrs. Ellen 11111, Mrs. Mil
dred II. Freeman, Mrs. Henry I,.
Hollinsworth and Miss Mazie Ty-
son.
The hostesses were assisted by
Mrs. If. C. Hardy and -Mrs. J. H.
Watkins; with Lois Ann Poag and
Janet Pztway serving as junior
hostesses.
A NIGHT ON THE (VNTI-
NENT — The theme ot the
benefit staged by Memphis
Links, "An Evening on t h e
Continent", held Saturday,
June R, in the garden of Mr.
and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, on
South Parkway and Pillow
Si, is aptly caught by the pho-
tographers as he spied this
well-known group of society
matrons Left to right ara•
Mrs. Minnie Smith. Mrs. Wil-
liam Owen, Mrs. L. F. Bris-
coe, Mrs. Marvin Teeple)
(seen talking to Prof. J. D.
Springer), Mrs. Martin Greene
and Mrs. Carruthers Bland.
LINK OFFICERS: — Officers
of the Memphis Links a r e
seen around the gay umbrel-
la table laden with beautiful
gifts which were later given
as prizes to the holders of
lucky numbers, at their lavish
LITTLE ROCK LINKS AT.
TEND — charming contin-
gent of Little Rock, A r k.
Links motored over from the
"Wonder State" to attend the
lovely garden party of their
Memphis sisters. Seen left to
right are Mrs. G. W. S. lab.
president of the Little Rock
Links; Mrs Walker Jones,
Mrs. W. E. Hicks and Mrs. .1.
B. Woods. the guests of Mrs.
A Maceo Walker; Mrs. C. S.
Jones. president of the Mem-
phis Links; and Mr e Floyd A.
Thompson, the latter the house
guest of Br. and Mrs. W. A.
Young.
Copenhagen — The Baltic sea
covers about 163.000 square miles
and is up to 1,500 feet deep.
continental flavored party gly •
en Saturday week, for the ben-
efit of the NAACP. Left to
right are Mrs. LeRoy Young,
general chairman; Mrs. Fred-
erick A. Rivers, correspond-
ing secretary; Mrs. Philip
Booth, financial secretary and
co-chairman; Mrs. Cat f re y
Bartholomew, recording secre.
tam': Mrs. Hollis F. Price,
vice president; and Mrs. C. S.
Jones, president,
ARTHRITIS'
If you suffer from heartburns, indigestion, gas or sour
stomach, arthritis, rheumatism, KING SOLOMON will
prove to you why it is so for superior to any other prod-
uct on the market today for these ailments.
TRY KING SOLOMON
BONTANICAL MEDICINE!
Guaranteed Relief in 7 Days
or Your Money Refunded
POST OFFICE BOX 2383 . DeSTO STATION
MEMPHIS, TENN., OR CALL WH 6-44 1 6
Spokane — Many large lumber
and paper companies put their
timber resources in the U.S. under
a program to yield a continuous
growth of trees for purposes of a
systematic harvest operation.
Philadelphia — A church usually
becomes a cathedral when it is




Sat., June 22, 1937
WAY
With LEODA GAMMON
Are you' one ol those N1110 ci
ters to sophisticated palates? Then
here's a dessert you'll want to try.
"Peach Soo' Cream Pie" is a lus-
cious com...nation of golden can-
ned cling peach slices, thick sour
cream, and white wine baked in
a pastry shell. You can pick up
these fine flavored, juicy canned
cling peaches at your grocers OM%
and have them on hand for that
special occasion.
PEACH sOUR CREAM NE





I cup commercial -sour creani
14 cup white table wine
pastry for single 9-inch crust
Drain peaches thoroughly. Beal
eggs well, add flour, sugar and
salt, and beat until thoroughly
blended. Stir in sour cream and
wine. Arrange well - drained peach
slices in pastery-lined pie pan. and from 
externale en  ocroosokati
bfloacistosskbete.tu 7,11t "Makesf  Skin
pour egg-cream mixture over them 'Fry it. Skin
.One With prowillceotno Ski,vin  e 3y tai ;
Bake in very hot oven (450 degrees 
c
I') 10 minutes. Reduce heat to
•
moderate (350 degrees F.) a n
bake about 35 minutes longer, or
until set in center. Cool before cute
ling. Makes 1 (9 inch) pie.
This recipe makes good use of
two of this month's plentifuls, the
eggs and sour cream. Other food
items that will attract the budget
minded are chuck, short ribs, bris-
ket and stew beef. Smoked hams,
frozen perch, cod and whiting fil-
lets arc atti active in value and
represent good protein bargains.
Good vegetable values include
potatoes, greens, local beets, boll-
dig onions, yellow squash and lo-
cal snap beans.
You can serve your family a
good dinner, budget and nutritious






"Healthy Baby" Deborah &Own of Wand
YOU CAN TRUST CARNATION. It's the
safest, most nourishing and diges-
tible form of milk for your baby's
formula. More mothers feed Car-
nation to their babies than any
other brand. And more Carnation
is used in hospital formula rooms
throughout the world than all
other brands combined! Ready
made formulas that claim to be
complete cost almost twice as
much as Carnation - the proven
milk for infant feefling- the milk
every doctor knows.
BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COFFEE, TOO! ;
Creamy•smooth
Carnation makes a good
cup of coffee taste even
better! Richer and more







NCNW Turns Spotlight On Ghana A t Chi Tea
Show Films Of
New Country
Utilising in colorful and dramat-
ic manner its theme, "A Salute
to Ghana'. the National Council of
Negro Women Sunday turned the
spotlight oft the new republic at
its 10th annual International Tee
The Woodrow Wilson Room of
the Council on Foreign Relations
yes an effective setting for three
tables carrying nut the internation-
al theme and decorated to portray
the gold. green and red colors of
Ghana's flag.
Distineuinhed guests also includ-
Miss Molly Imlach, the Hon R
Branscornbe; Control of Liberia
William Jones and Mrs. Jones;
R.n-lfaim, Consul of_iiirael, Mrs
Mild e Breitrwr, representing Ger-
many; Jacques Cesar& vice eon.
eul of vrance; Philip J C. Tilt-
on, ehsneellor of the Netherland
The Ghana theme was further
enhaneed by the beautifully ap.
polntod tables. The International
Table was striking with its gold
cloth and centerpiece of huge
star ear 'PA In ice and the word
"Ghana" spelled out, depicted the
gold of the new common wealth's
flag.
Mrs. Eloise B, Johnson, a life
member of NCNW presided at the
tea service and Mrs. Cletule W.
A Holman served at the punch
bowl placed at the other end of
this table, which represented the
wealth of the country.
The second table, decorated In
dark green to represent the for.-
twits and farms ef the country,
was die First Friends of Ghana's
eontrIbutimi to the drama of the
tea The Ghana Ides et the third
table, red to commemorate those
who worked for Independence was
depleted In holies d'onevree in col-
Or% of the country's flag and cut
In the shape of stars and cres-
cents.
The hostesses, identified by wrist
corsages also in colors of the re•
public's flag, were Mesdames and
MiAllefi Ruth Bennett, Lillian Wit.
son, Lois Hillman, Mildred May.
berry, Marietta Bundy, Elaine
Floyd, Mifdred Tyler, Mesdames
and Mieees Lucille Williams, Ruby
Robertson were In charge of re-
freshments.
Table arrangements were han-
dled by Mesdames Georgia Bohan-
non, Genevieve Hooper, Alice Mc
Claskey and LaCurtis Smith. Mee.
dames Leo Frances Sparks, Mane
Johnson and Mettle S. Colin reg-
istered guests and Mrs. Josephine
Bradley was In charge of music.
Presiding st the Metropolitan ta-
ble were Elizabeth Webb, Lucille
Williams and Mrs, Beacon.
Sidney Williams, in the colorful
robe of the Moors, gave a cam-
era saga of Freedom, Culture, Art
Forms and Inepiration and movie,'
of Ghana were shown by Ray.
mond Williams
Other attractions causing a great
deal of interest were the display
of doll; from all over the world
dressed in native costumes and a
midget piano with a full key -
board.
Mrs. Marion Rucker and Willard
Cole, co-owners presented this
display. African art Was shown by
Bernard Colemen who recently
returned from Liberia where he
spent three years,
NCNW'm dynamic president, Mrs
Dorothy Sutton Branch, welcomed
gliesle and expressed the sponscr•
ing group's appreciation for the
support given the affair.
Alabama
BESSE M F R
By G. W. IVEY
Mr. and MI s Arthur W. Eaton,
int 9th aye . N , are the proud
Parents of a batty boy Arthur W.
Eaton, jr. horn May 12, 1957 at
the Lloyd Noland hospitel, Fair-
field, Al.. Mother and baby are
fine.
Mrs. Ethel L. Preston of Mo-
bile is in the city visiting her
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur W. Eaton, 1.121 8th
ase.. N.
Mrs. Lola M. Little, daughtsc
of Mrs Sarah Ilaeherry, 26 4th
at, N., is hack In the city after
spending • lovely time in Chicago.
Miss Dorris !Wherry, daughter
of Mrs. Sarah Hamberry, a home
economic,' stutent, along with 1.'d
other happy students, graduated
from Dunbar Inch, May 31.
The Famous Blue Eagles of fies•
seiner, the Golden Crystalettem and
the Heavenly Four of Birmineham
appeared before a large audience
in a mireical program at the CIO
Hall, May 26, 1951
The Eneley Jubilee singers of
Birmingham, the Five Swans and
the Delterairs of Bessemer. will
apcipear In a musical program
Sunday June In. at the Masonic
Temple, formerly the Star Thea-
ter, Carolina are between 20th
and 21st ate. This program Is in
the interest of the Masonic Trus-
tee Board of Bessemer.
The Big Three night Worstip
was held at the Ward Chapel AME
chnrch. Rev Omer l'arker ci Me-
tall., pastor of Wee•ing Al a r y
AME Zion church, South Halt, Ala.
and Beautiful Zion AMF 7mm, Tus.
caloose. Ala , delivered a wonder
ful message. Music was rendered
by the Big Three Choir Pulpit
guests Rev. Vasiiet and Rev An-
Omni. Rev V Wilhite, pastor.
Mrs Jessie McKinley, '27th et.
So An agent for the Booker T.
Washington Insurance co , wee tiered by the Rig Three choir.
June 1. when hit by A weeding 
Hampton Citeskilled instantly Saturday em ening. Rev 1, C Walker, pastor
automobile Funeral held al tire of 
Mr Sonnie Stewart an employee
 the Bessemer Rolling Mill was
hurt on the job recently lie is 
2 Of '37 Class
First Baptial, Sunday June 9,
' T"111 12 noon Rev. It C alker a Patient at the Lin,d Noland "NWT 
item'
ACCENT WAS ON GHANA
when the National Connell of
Negro Women held Its 10th an•
moil International Tea In the
AMONG THOSE PARTICI-
PATING in the National
Council of Negro Women's In.
Florida
SNEADS
By J. D. DEMPSEY
The Sneade elementary school
closed Friday.
Little Miss Edna Robinson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Robinson in preparing for college.
Mrs. Hollie Brown, wife of Mr.
Samuel (Yank) Brown, is ill. We
hope for her a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Priscilla Brown, visited het
husband. Pfc. Harry Brown last
weekend, who is a patient in the
veterans hospital, Tuskegee.
Mrs. Annie Williams who was
shot by her husband, John, at
Belle Glade, Fla is here with rela.
lives and friends and doing fine
to the delight of her many friends
and relatives.
Mrs. Mettle D. Simpson, wife of
Mr. Roosevelt Simpson was con-
fined in the Florida State hos-
pital. Chattahoochee, is at home
and doing fine.
Mr. John L. Smith and family
of River Junction And Mrs. Ludy
Dukes, widow of the late David
Dukes. spent Sunday afternoon
with Mrs Laura Lee and cousin
Janie Cuthbert.
Woodrow Wilson room of the
Council of Foreign Relations
in Chicago. Gathered around
one of the colorful tables with
the guest speaker, Hon. Rob-
ert Whyte Mason, British
Consul general of Chicago, are
(from left) Rev. Dorothy Sut-
ton Branch, president; M r s.
Jeanne D. Dago, Mrs. Mason.
Mrs. Hilda Brightner and Mrs.
Claude W, B. Holman.
"4.1 I./ X/ 71 't 4 J. , ,
"k x < r ,7
11-21"1‘).'.1,•/—%.).YX 
XYA.2"if
ternallonal Tea were Mrs.
Jeanne D. Dago, general chair-
man of the tea; Elizabeth
cgieffel.,
• r:
Webls, Mrs. Loulee Santiago,
program chairman; Mrs. Lea
Sparks, Hazel Bennett, Al-
db. 'I
LENA ME TILLMAN. mem-
ber of the 1957 graduating
class of Bowman high school,
Vicksburg. Miss., was award'
ed a $150 scholarship by the
Vicksburg chapter of the Jack-
son State college alumni Asso-
ciation, Miss Tillman is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wal•
(Cr Tillman and a member of
Mt Pilerim MB churc h,
where she serves as president
of the Junior Choir.
The Women's Day celebration  • • • •
Sunday, May 12, at St. Peter, Allt Mississippi
church, was a gala affair, spon•
sored by Mrs. Lassie Williams.
Mrs. Maggie Lewis. Mrs. Marga-
ret Robinson. Mrs Bessie Ken-
nedy, Mrs. Lula Jones and many
others. The Rev N. D. Rowers is
pastor, Miss Lillie Mae Blanks,
secretary.
terment. Oke Dale cemetery.
Funeral riles for Mrs Jessie
I. McKinley was held at the First
Baptist church So. Bessemer,
Sunday, June 9, 1947 at 1 p.m.
Eulogy by Rev. W. E. Burke, Mrs.
McKinley departed this life June
I. She leaves to mourn, a mother,
one sister, ono brother, two aunts,
six uncles, two nephews, four
nieces and a host of other 'Tim-
lives and friends. Smith and
Gaston Funerel Direetnre, Inter-
ment—Grace 11111 cemetery. Rev.
L. C. Walker, pastor.
Mlases Major Bell Williams and
Alma Joyce Clayton left the city
June A to spend their summer
vacation with relatives and friends
In Buffalo, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. James CohIll of
Joliet. Ill , are visiting their moth-
er and mother-In-law. Mrs. Willie
Slime 2109 3r(I Alley N. Mr. and
Mrs. Cohill are taking their chil-
dren Samuel and Willie Mae back
to Joliet to spend their summer
vacation.
Mrs Georgia Norwood of Greens-
born Is sick at the home of her
cousins, Rev and Mrs. Albert
Fields. 31(10 Arlington ave. Her
condition la Improved.
Mrs Bernice Ivory is sick at
her home. 2513 Gladstone ave.
Iler condition is reported as sat-
isfactory.
Our get well wishes are to
Brother Norris Richmond. Sister
Sallie CONTI. Brother Al! Ramsey.
Sister %tattle Harrington and
Sister Emma Pippins
Eight children were baptised at
the St John Independent Metho-
dist church Sunday morning, June
p Bce R G. Williams, pastor.
The Big Three night worship
st as held At the First Baptist
clewed, So Bessemer Rev R B.
Williams, pester of the S.. John
Independent Methodist church de-
livered the message Music ren-
pastor tinsel! al, Fairfield. Ala.
Funeral services of the late Mrs • • •
lithe N. Dickens was heti at the WEST BLOCTON
Word Chapel AME church flerk• I By PERCY BLACK
Icy ave.. Sunday. June 2, 1957
Eriloge by Rev. V Wilhite arra.: 'the Sit olive Sailors club rub-
Dickens less-ea to mourn her pass ! bored to Chatianooge, Tenn. June
trig her husband, three ebildrene 1 1,, slew Look Out Mountain; it
two Redeem. five brothers. Ii st e was a loyful trip In all!
grandchildren and a host of oth.. Philanthropic Lodge of Masons
er relati% end friend,. Smith Nuterser II will celebrate St Johns
end (lesion funeral directors lii Do, at Bans, chapel ewe eine
terment oake Dale cemetery. Rev. church. tune 23 sir Edu ard end Man,- Genesis 12:34-30 vs,
V. Wilhite, poster Pinker. W N ; Mr, Percy Black. 33. 1-4 vs.. Memory Selection. "As
Funeral service of the late secret art the Lord has forgiven you, so you
Brother William Akins was held Iv M w aleins and Willie Gene also must forgive.'' Colossians 3:13
111 the 11110101g ldhision• wartime, are spending their ya• vs. lesson review by the Supt:
ary Birdie( church. lapeeomb.1 cations In Detroit %Itch . with rela• Mrs. Emma Poriley. Mrs. Signor
Ala., Sunday, Aline 2, 1957 at I lives and friends The Soul Re. 1 M. Smeeley, was the weeks gueat
1 p.m. Eulogy by Rev W. N. viving Gospel silver. of firming-
 of relatives and friends at Pratt
Hunter Mr Akin!' departed this ham, Ala . rendered A musical at City, Ala The Missionary 
moss
life May 27, 1957 at 7 30 pot, at the New Hope AMF. church .1.1111C meeting of the Tuscaloosa district
Jeffisen ltiltnmsn hnspill He 'eines, • sponsored by the Miseionars AME lion churches wss 
in sea'
In mourn his passing, a wife, Mr. Board of the AME church. lion at the Banks Chapel AME
Florence Akins; one brother. one Sunday School of the AND.: Zion chiirch. Rev B L Smith.
brother Initial.. two nieces two church was called in order at pester
nesibews and a host of other rela 9 30 M.. JON' 9. with Mr Pei -
lives and friends Chambers cm Black suet . ui charge. Sub i Isenite 
is classified as a 10w.
Femoral director* la charge. In. ject of lesson -Reconciled to God grade coal.
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS. JR.
!t11,5 Msvdenc Bobo attended the
CH Club short course with home
demonstrator. Mrs. Jennie M. Tal•
Bert at Alcorn.
Mr Jewel Rogers, son of Mr.
N'tsV,r1,...4gers was taken to Dr.
y t 0 n's clinic at Oxford
for head treatment:. Jewel has
been confined to his twine under
the doctor's treatment for two
her; of the 1937 eradmitine class weeks.
at Hampton Institute were honor. Mr. J C Hawkins of Fort Ben-
Ni at recent commencement ex- 'nine. Ga . is home on a 30 day
exercises here They are: furlough. Iii; wife who has be‘in. 
Miss Odie Sweeney. a member with him since February, is visit.
of the staff of the national hnerd Inc her parents in the Spring Dale
of the YWCA in New York city,
A It Ilawkins of Detroit, spent
a week e eh his parents. Mr. and
Mrs Lesley Hawkins.
News reached here of the di sth
of Mrs Emma Miller of Padtwah.
Ky. She wae sister to Mr Drew
Kerr and Mr. Earnest Kerr GI
Water Velley
Mr cill Shaw left for Paduceh
two weeks ago to visit his brother
and •ister.
and Wendell A Robbins, a Kan-
sae City u Kan.) construction firm
owner. Roth were cited As out-
standing graduates of the school.
Ice McClaskey, and Mrs. El.





Mrs. Audrey Young of 3717
Crowley st. passed away Sunday at
6:15 p.m. Funeral held at Liberty
Baptist church, officiated by Rev.
W. T. Henderson, the pastor. Sur-
vivors are her husband, Lonnie;
six daughters; five sons; four sis-
ters, Mrs. Lucille Goodfair, and
Mrs. Tressie Hughes, who reside
here, one in Texas and one in New
Jersey; two brothers, Nathaniel
and Wesley Hubbard and a host
of other relatives. Mrs. Young was
born in Texas in 1916 and married
Lonnie Young in Arkansas in 1932.
Burial in Greedwood Cemetery.
Mrs. Cornellie Fairly is recover-
ing from her illness since return-




Miss Joan Vaughn, daughter of
Mrs. Francis Bradford departed
for Cleveland, Ohio, where she
will reside with a sister Virginia
Vaughn. She just received her di-
ploma from the Junior college
here.
Mrs. Allineal Norwood, accom-
panied by her daughter, Delores
Wanzo and two daughters is va-
cationing in Chicago and Indianap-
olis. Ind.
Miss Janie Davenport A-2C of
Elgin Air Force Base, Fla., is
visiting her mother. Mrs. Annie
Davenport and other relatives
Mrs. Ruth Patrick, an employee
at Dwight Illinois was home re-
cently.
Mrs. Gladys Hardy and children
of Springfield. Ill., spent t h e




lis mns. FANNIE MOORE
Mr Feed lovely left for Dc.
(roil lasi week where he will spend
his vacation before entering Jack
son college this fall His brother
Joe Louis. a tumor 31 Rust is in
New York for the summer
Mr and Mrs lion
at Jackson college, are home tor
• • •
MURPHYSFIORO
By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
Fern and Marvin Barber of
Elgin, Ill were week-end visitors
of their mother, Mrs. Alma Bar-
ber.
Walter Farmed- has returned
to Columbus. Ohio after visiting
relatives and friends
the summer vacation Mr. Self is
the son of Mr and Mrs. Davis
Self or Mrs Self is from Jack-
son.
The students home from college
ore Mrs Shirley Poe. and Miss
Bose Eva Williams. Toil:talon,
. Mr Earnest Smith and Robert
Banks. and Mrs. Clarence Pear-
eon, Jackson college; Miss
Taurean Itieses. Rust and Was
Nichols, Cohoms Jr college, Miss
Sarah Rich. Spelmare Atlanta.
Mr WtIliam Fields is home
again after spending the past sev
,eral years in Chicago.
George Emsweller and guest
motored down from St. Louis for
the week-end.
Richard E. Thorpe is vacating
in Grand Rapids, Mich,
Carl Lee motored to Cairo, Ill.,
over the )(seek-end.
Mrs. Mary Gavin Johnson re-





Mrs. John Burns is spending her
vacation out of town for the week.
Second Silam is holding its vs-
caritas Bible school.
Mrs. Joe Jackson, Mrs. Maggie
Andrew, and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Simmons are some of the teach-
ers.
The Holiness church gave a mu- Mr Alzona Hendirith of Spring-
steal program Sunday. Everyone hot has as his guest his brother
had a fine time.
Mr. Phil Johnson underwent a
serious operation a few days ago
but is improving.
Mr. and Mrs Thornton spent the
weekend with parents in Willard.
Mr. Clyde Brogden rushed to
Warren, Ohio to the bedside of his
mother. But found it wasn't so
serious as Was thought. Lewis
Turner of this city accompanied
him and had a wonderful time.
Mrs. Milton Givens' mother is
on her way home after visiting
her daughter who was recoving
from an illness. Mrs. Carmichael
spent a few days with daughter
in Farrell, Pa.
WILLARD




Sunday school opened on time
at all churches Sunday, but due
to the cold weather Hopewell post_
poned the baptizing until June 16.
Pastor Gerald brought the morn-
ing message at 3:30 p.m. Rev.
Jones of Corsicona delivered a
very inspring message. Rev. Jones
and Bro. Thomas motored together
to and from Corsieona.
Bible school will open at Hope-
well Baptist June 10 accompanied
by our white christian friends. Mrs. Bessie G. Albert, vocational,
Everyone is invited, home economics teacher and Mrs.
Little Miss Anna C. Shaw is, Alfonza Dunc
an, vocational agri-
visiting her uncle and aunt, Rev. I 
culture teacher at the Walker
County Training school attended
the first joint session of the N.H.A.
and N.F.A. State convention at
Tuskegee Institute from May 23-31.
Mrs. Ruby Steward of Waco sin. Going along to represent the NIIA
ited her mother, Mrs. Buchanan and the NFA chapters of the Wal-
Mrs. Shirley Martin left 
June' ker County Training school respec-Sunday.
lively were Lillie Mae Jackson.
12 for school. Geraldine Colvin, Mary Ann Col.
Buy your tickets for the Singing 
vin, Recoa ,Nir d
Convention Sunday June 16, Jim- 
win,  Bobby 
 Hankins,eaew Mabel Bald.




searching for talent. You may 
rper and Willie Thompson This
become a famous singer. Come 
highlight of the meeting was the
international taleet and fashion
session 
This was a very enjoyable
one Come all.
his mother in Waco. 
for the members and ad-
Little William Howard is visiting sews. It being the first time these
organizations met jointy.
from Detroit.
Rev. Jenkins of AME Zion held
his anniversary last week
Mr. and Mrs. Bertha Nobles of
Baptist Hill have as their guest
their daughter of Pensacola.
Second Silam rendered a Pro-
gram at Evergreen on Friday
night.
Mrs. Francis Chattiman of
Texas is home On vacation. She is
visiting many friends.
Mr. Charles Harrison is hack
after motoring his sister, Mrs,
Curry to Chicago.
Mrs. Gus Oliver has as her
tguest her daughter of Pineapple.
Mr. John Adam of Bay. St.
Louis, Miss., uncle of Mrs Serena
B. Jackson of Brewton was killed
by a train on June 3.
Mr. Willie Holley has as his
guest his granddaughter from Cia-
cinnati.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Syralin of
Rankin at. have their son and
daughter home for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Libus Johnson
have their daughter and son home
from school.
Mrs. Preal Lee's daughter sang
for members and friends at AME
church. Sermon was rendered by
Rev. Harps of Pine Grove Baptist
church.
and Mrs. Gerald of Dallas.





' Second Baptist church held its
annual tea Sunday, June 9, at the
Eastside Center and was a suc-
cess,
Mr. John Brumfield and wife
Earnestine and their children,
Lloyd, jr., Royce and Tonny spent
Sunday with their daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Bland of Rock Island.
Mrs. Lena Stratton, Madison at.,
is on the sick list. Also Mrs. L.
Walker and Mrs. Charles Boyett.
• • •
UNITY
By MRS. MONETTE E. VAUGHN
Mrs. Mary McClure of Mounds,
Ill., granddaughter of Mrs. Esther
Mae Simmons, died in St. Mary's
hospital in Cairo, Ill., Sunday
morning.
Miss Nancy Smith, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sallie Smith return-
ed to Chicago with her sister. Miss
Sallie Ann Smith.
Mrs. Clara Cook of Cairo, Ill.,
and sister, Mrs. Pearl Buckman
of Gary, Ind., were guests of their
mother, Mrs. Mollie Kyle, and
their brother and sister, Mr. and
Mrs. DeRoy Kyle, Sunday. Mrs.
Buckman is still here.
Mesdames Vivian Scott and Lor-
raine Samuels of Chicago, Ill.,
I and Miss Roberta Montjoy 01
Charleston, visited Mrs. Scott's
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vaughn
and mother. They also visited Mrs.
Bertha V. Wade and brother, Wil-
liam Vaughn They hest attended
the funeral of the brother of Miss
Montjoy and Mrs Samuel in
Charleston, Mo. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Webh at.
tended a funeral in Carbondale,
III., Sunday.
Rev. E K. Swanson, pastor of
St. James AME Cherch, was wed
to MIN% Evelyn Pearson last week.
They are at home in the parson-
tree of the St. Paul AME Church
of Sandusky, Ill.
Revival %emcee are in progress
at the Mt Zion Baptist Church.
Rev. I. H. Wiggins pastor, with
Rev. W. L Reynolds of Mounds,
III evangelist
Those on the sick list are Mee.
dames Carrie Winston. Hattie Win-
slow, Mary Crossland, and Pearl
Buckman; Messrs Robert Dickey,
Joe McCarty. Casey Kelly. and
Mr and Mrs James Sicknyin
Mrs Viola Jarvis is able to be
out again.
Mrs. Henry Hughs of Dallas is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Will Steward.
To our readers - please help us





By REV. A. BALDWIN
CEDAR RAPIDS
By G. H. MONTGOMERY
The June graduates of Cedar
Rapids were: Reginald Powell
Gibson, from the Roosevelt High
school; Constance Lea Rice. Pa-
tricia Irene Madlock, Kay Leon
Perkins, and Mary A. Brown, from
McKinlek and Donna' J. Chipley,
from the Wilson High school.
More than 700, of both races en-
joyed the mammoth musical at the
Memorial coliseum here last week.
Mrs. Evelyn Brown and son,
Bobby, have returned from Cas-
sopalis, Mich., and Milwaukee,
where they visited relatives.
Mrs. C. H. Copeland, wife of
the Rev. Charles H. Copeland,
1311 5th at, NW died June 4 fol-
lowing a brief illness. Born March
9, 1902. Other survivers are a son,
James H. Copeland, of Omaha;
three brothers, William Jewett,
of Des Moines; James Allen, of
Los Angeles, Calif., and Raymond
Brown, of Topeka; four sisters,
Delma Brooks and Dorothy Cody,
of Los Angeles, and Minnie Smith
and Grace Coleman, of Chicago.
Mrs. Coneland was a member of
Bethel AME church and served
as a Gray Lady for the Red Cross.
Rev. Theodore Hudson, pastor of
Bethel and the Rev. W. H. Ogleton,
of Burlington, Iowa were in charge
of the services.
Mrs. Laura Maude Clay, 1311
5th at. NW, a Cedar Rapids, rest
dent for 18 years, died June 5 fol-
lowing a sudden illness. Mrs. Clay
was born April 5, 1882. She is sur-
vived by several cousirs. Services
were held in Muscatine, Iowa.





Mrs. Vioia Thomas, Mrs. Carrie
B Harris and Mr Clifford Pullen
motored to Salem AB church near
Jacksonville. Ge Mrs. Thome Is
a District worker. She spoke to
the Junior Mission and the BTU.
The visi: was much enjoyed. Rev.
H. Newsome, the pastor preached
on inspiring sermon which made
everyone very happy
Mi-s Viola Thomas, Mrs. Currie
IS Harris a n d Clifford Pullen
Were dinner gueele el Mr and
lir, Artie Flower.
Dr. and Mrs. Alfonza Duncan
left Friday for Tuskegee Institute
to study this summer. We wish
them a pleasant summer.
Recreation program opeas ate
Walker County Training school.
The summer's recreation program
officially started Monday night,
June 3 with the opening of the
little league baseball season A
short ceremony was held before
the playing of the first game
Speakers at the occasion were Jim
Beech, Mayor of Jasper, Raymond
E. Faught, superintendent, Walker
County Board of Education and
Rev. Maurice L. Marling, chair-
man of the recreation board for
the city of Jasper. The first ball
was thrown by Rosa Kent Batty,
principal of the Frisco school and
the teacher of the year for Walker
county. The summer program will
consist of little league baseball
games on Monday and Thursday
nights - girls softball on Wednes-
day night and jun.or baseball on
will be adult baseball on Wednesill
Tuesday and Friday nights. Tiler
day afternoon and Saturday atere
noon. In the opening !senses Mon-
day night the Tigers defeated the
Cubs 10 to 8. the Phillies over the
Giants 11 to 7. Tuesday night the
junior league Indians defeated the
White Sox 13 to 9, and the Braves
defeated the Hedgers It to 10 in
extra innings. Prof. W. C. White
and Mrs. Annie M. Hannah, re-
creation supervisors.
Mrs. Eva Gamble of Buffalo,
N. Y. is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Laura Mixon and family.
Harold Andra Webb barn July
13, 1935 in Townley, Ala. departed
this life May 27, 1957. He was the
last child born to Mr. and Mrs.
Morse Webb. After moving to
Jasper, Harold entered the West
Jasper school, Sept. 29, 1941. Alter
completing his elementary work,
continued school until he graduated
from the Walker county trainin
school in 1954 under the leader-
ship of Mr. W. Clarence White,
principal. He leaves to mourn hie
passing a mother, Mrs. VieiaI 
Webb, seven brothers, six simile 's.
two uncles, one aunt and a host of
relatives and friends. The final
rites were held at the Walker
county training school, Sunday,
June 2 at 11:00 O'clock. Rev. A.
Baldwin officiating. smith and
Gaston undertakers. Burial in Oak
Hill cemetery.
The Webb children left for 'heir
homes in Mansfield, Cleveland.
Ohio, Tuskegee. Ala and other
points Wednesday afternoon Juno
5.
Barbara and Patricia Webb,
granddaughters of Mrs. Viola Webb
are spending their summer vac-
ation here with their grandmother.
We wish them a pleasant stay.
New York — New York city has
about 550 miles of des-eloped water
front and employes an estimated
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Methodists Plan 4 Leadership Schools
lennett To Be
Rost To First
Ship school in each of the four
Episopal areas of the Central Jur-
isdicion has been scheduled for
this iummer.
Pins for the schools have been
deveoped under the general di-
recto of the bishops and t h e
boars of managers of the areas,'
and epresentatives of the staff of
the ivision of the Local Church,
Geneal Board of Education.
Th Baltimore Area, of which
Bishp Edgar A. Love is the pre-
sidin bishop, will lead off with ,
its shoot June 25-30. The school
will le held at Bennett college,
the teaston has been announced
as ':hristian Teachers — Co -
Worlirs with God."
Phiinder Smith college, Little
Rock Ark., will be host to the
schot for the St. Louis Area, July
27. he school will offer seven
counts. Presiding bishop of the
St. Luis Area is Matthew C. Clair,
The New Orleans Area school
will be held July 8-12 at Gulfside
Assembly, Waveland, Miss. The
board of managers is headed by
Bishop Willis J. King, presiding
bishop of the Area.
August 5-10 is the date chosen
for the Atlantic Coast Area school.
The place will be Bethune-Cook-
man college, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Highlight of the school will be an
address, The New Birth of Free-
dom in the Local Church," by Dr.
Leon M. Adkins, Nashville, gen-
eral secretary, Division of the Lo-
cal Church. J. W. E. Bowen is
the presiding bshop of the Area.
The Rev. M. Earl Cunningham,
director, Department of Leader-
ship Education, and the Rev. Er-
nest T. Dixon, jr., of the Depart-
ment of General Church School
Work, Division of the Local Church




MriJ. E. Johnson received new
honor last week at the Alcorn
collep held 4-H Clue Annual Short
Counts. Similarly honored w a s
Miss lay Crosswell, retired State
Ls.ai1 of Home Demonstration
Work ir Mississippi. Both were
pres ed bronze plaques in recog-
ietairtif meritorious service to 4-1/43 Ifers
Mi.: Johnson, with her late
husbl, was instrunsersttffa—in
bring to Mississippi the first
Negrccounty agent, M. M. Hu-
bert, ho later organized the state
progrp and was its leader until
his 'lent retirement. The late
Senati Pat Harrison, then con-
gressan, assisted in the move.
Mrs Johnson was presented Ly
Jerry ;ray, State Vice-President,
Mr. erne] community and Pren.
tiss laitute representative. Pres-
ident D. Boyd of Alcorn col-
lege sited that Mrs. Johnson was
an elimple of the highest the
state kid produced in womanly
virtueand unselfish service to
youth
Jeffeon Davis County w a s
well rresented, securing a large
prctozion of the club honors.
Lealet in charge •vere Mrs. Deb-
ora 'olk, Home Demonstration
Age, and Eugene McCleod, Boys'
ICluteadcr. State Assistant 
Boys'
ClulAgent is from the Point Plea-
santommunity.
11H Lucindy Beatha Hooker, af-
.fedi ately known as "Aunt Cin-
dy," as interred Sunday at the
Nort 'ilver Creek Baptist church,
Rev. t. Griffith officiating. Born
a slat in Lawrence County near-
ly 100ears ago, she was hold by
the IfIcer family to the Williams
famillReared on Big Wittesand,
she lir moved to the Prentiss
comm dy. Though confined to
her he for many years, she
had a emarkable command of
her fa ies, remembering events
and da with clarity. Aunt Cin-
dy alw had a cheery word for
all, en 'raging youngsters to
learn al hey could and love ev-
erybody. e is survived by three
children, grandchildren a n d
eaome 30 more great 
grandchil-
dren.
Mrs. Her Woodard, daughter
of Gus tner, of New Hebron,
was also pied Sunday. She was
living in troit. Services were
conducted North Pleasant Hill.
, • II. •
OXFORD .
' By MRS. tBEL CRAWFORD
' The Com,nity Children's Day
began at S lijah Chapel Sun-
day. An e t that has existed
for a numb 4f years. This re-
ligious progr will continue until
the last of Jul when all churches
in the commtties will have had
their Childrei Day. It begins
with a sermt by the pastor.
Dinner served; one o'clock and
after dinner 1 Children's Day
program will ' the last event
for the day. sum of $75 was
raised during day's program.
Mr. and Mrs obert Roy of St.
Louis, Mo., sp last week end
visiting Mrs. 's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl llens. MrS. Roy
is a teacher in school system
in St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs Mallory Banks
had as their hou uests over the
week end, thei sons, Messrs.
Charles and Wil Prunty Banks
of Flint, Mich.
' Students home rom various
'schools are Miss tense Coharn
from Alcorn coil . Miss Atrie
Mae and Mr. Spen Coharn from
H. I. college, Mi hirley Tem-
ple from M. I. c e and Miss
Nettie Banks from ckaon.
Mr. Edward F argent. Mr.
Elzie L. Pounds Mr. Leroy
Hursey of Flint, ch., visited
Mr. Sargent's sist Mrs. Clara
Banks over the w end.
' Mr. George Bank. m the U.S.
'Army spent last We end visiting
his mother. Mrs. ssia Banks
and other relatives
The annual conf cc of the
Alb Methodist church nvenes at
W Grenada June Cs. . and Mrs.
R B. Crawford will leave Mondty
for their home at Aberdeen and




By HENRY S. BOYD
Monday, June 3, Bishop A P
Shaw of Los Angeles, delivered a
powerful sermon at Asbury Meth-
odist church.
Rust college choir under the
leadership of Miss N. Doxey and
Miss Van Burn furnished the mu-
sic. Tuesday Founders Day pro-
gram on Rust campus was very
enjoyable. Bishop A. P. Shaw
gave the address. Tuesday at
7 p.m. Alumni luncheon. Wednes-
day, June 5, 10 a.m, commence-
ment exercises. Address by the
Rev. A. Merritt Dretterich, execu-
tive secretary of Interboard Com-
mission Methodist church, Des
Moines, Iowa. Dr. L. M. McCoy
presided. One hundred fifteen
graduated. Dr. Smith, the new
president, was introduced by Dr.
L. M. McCoy. Rust summer
school opened Thursday. A large
number of inservice teachers at-
tending Rust and M. I. colleges.
The Methodist conference was
held at Grenada last week.
Asbury members worshipped at
Anderson Chapel Sunday. Rev.
W. C. Armstrong, pastor of Ander-




Mrs. Cora Langford died in her
home in Memphis last Monday
night. Her body was brought here
for funeral and burial in Pontotoc
cemetery.
Mrs. Joana Sloan is on the sick
list.
James Robert Kirk is in Mem-
phis hospital.
Miss Vivian Wright left last '
Saturday night for Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Bird Hobson, Mrs. Vivian
Wright ,Mrs. Cora Holsome and
Mrs. Lottie Ingram attended the
annual conference at Grenada,
Miss., last Wednesday. They en-
joyed it very much.
• • •
CANTON
Sgt. 1-C Calvin W. Wynn of the
U. S. Army is spending a few
days with his wife and children
and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Wynn.
Mr. Percy Thomas of East Chi-
cago, Ind., is here on vacation.
His wife, Mrs. Edna Thompson is
happy to have him home.
Mrs. Emma Cooper spent sev-
eral days in Chicago recently.
The Lucy Jefferson Federated
club met with Mrs. Aridell Jones
last Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Lillian M. Johnson was
hostess to the Emma B. Miller
Federated club Thursday night.
Last rites were held for Mrs.
Mollie Davis, Mrs. Maggie Dink-
ins and Mr. J. C. Cotton, Sunday,
June 9 from Pine Grove, Mt. Hope




By MRS. MATTIE MOORE
Mr. and Mrs. Merium White are
visiting his mother, Mrs. Mattie
White. They reside in St. Louis,
M.
Mr. Louis Hill is visiting his
grandmother. Mrs. McLain. He is
from St. Louis.
Mr. Lee A. Gates from Albany,
N. Y. is visiting his mother and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gates, jr.,
at Okolona.
Mrs. Gordon passed away June
7, 1957. She leaves to mourn her
husband, mother, father, three sis.
ters, two brothers and one son.
BADGER CHAPTER Number
Fi‘e, Order of Eastern Star,
served as host to the Unity
Grand Chapter Order of East-
ern Star, State of Wisconsin,
Prince Hall Origin during a
three-day meeting at the Y.
W. C. A., 740 College are., Ra-
cine, Wis., Mayor Jack H.
Humble of Racine was speak-
er. Mrs. Stella Stark was
mistress of ceremonies Mrs.
Vanessa Douglass was elected
grand chaplain and Mr. Ida
Higgins was elected grand as-
sedate conductress. Mrs. Ros-
ie Wiggins was chairman of
the program, which spotlight-
ed a 100-voice cherus and Mrs.
Helen Corbett as pianist. Lett
to right, front: Susie Smit 11,
secretary; Rosie Wiggins, or-
ganist; Ethel Harrell, Mar.
tha; Weldon Harrell, associate
patron; Allie Fox, Elah, chap-
lain; Natie Stephen. tihie Hill.
Edna Re% and Ella Robin-
son. Second row: Thelma Moo-
ney, Electa; Opal Works, con.
ductress; Josephine Broussard,
Ester; Mattie Simpson, Ruth;
Ethel Johnson, Ads. Third
row; William Douglas, senti-
nel; Venessa Douglas„k n n a
Hill, associate matron; Fair.
lene Fields, worthy matron;
Roosevelt Broussard, worthy
patron; Evelyn Ilullum, Mar-
shall, Lillian Weaver, Warder.
Tennessee
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Miss J. N. Hanka', has returned
to Louisville, Ky., after spending
several days in the city as guest
of Mrs. Alberta Jackson.
Miss Freddie Williams has re-
turned from Knoxville, T e n n.,
where she was a student at Knox-
ville college.
Miss Joyce Woolwine has re-
turned to Knoxville, Tenn., where
she was a student at Knoxville
college.
Mrs. Cora L. Long, from Wash-
ington, D. C., was in the city
occasioned by the graduation ex-
ercises of Langston High school.
Mrs. Martha M. Rhea has re-
turned from Washington, D. C.,
where she was a patient in Had-
ley Memorial hospital. She was
accompanied on her return by Mr.
and Mrs. Clenzo Miles, and son,
Avery.
Miss Erma J. Rhea has return-
ed from Charlotte, N. C., where
she was a teacher at Davis Ele-
mentary school.
Miss Wilhelmena Bundy has re-
turned from Greensboro, N. C.,
where she was a student at Ben-
nett College.
Mrs. Ruth Prather has returned
from Birmingham, Ma., where she
spent a few days.
Jimmie Miller, from Bessemer.
Ala., is in the city as the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Crenshaw,
and family.
Rev. E. W. Norris is on the
sick list.
Mrs. Sarah Hamilton has been
indisposed.
Rev. W. R. Williams, ex-pas-
tor of Popular Street AME Zion
church, of Philadelphia, Pa., has
made his debut in the city as the
new pastor of St. Paul AME Zion
church.
Baptismal Service WIS held at
Thankful Baptist church on the
morning of June 2 with the pi.s-
tor, Rev. J. F. Birchette, jr., in
charge.
The marriage vows of Miss Vir-
ginia Jewel Earnest, and George
Howard Hamilton, was spoken Sat-
urday June 1 at 4:30-p.m., at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Staughter, 1564 E. Long St., Col-
umbus, Ohio. Miss Earnest is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pearley
Earnest, 405 E. Fairview ave., this
city. Mr. Hamilton is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hamilton,
Lorain, Ohio. Miss Earnest is a
graduate of Langston high school,
Lorine, Ohio and is now serving
with the U. S. Air Force at Lock-
bourne Air Base, Columbus, Ohio.
Spokane — Many large lumber
and paper companies put their
timber resources in the U.S. under
a program to yield a continuous.




Mrs, Tennie Wood passed away.
Her funeral was held at the Mid-
dleburg Baptist church Sunday
June 2. Rev. C. Murphy officiated.
She leaves a son and several
brothers and sisters to mourn her
passing.
News has been received of the
death of Mrs. Anna MeNeal in
Memphis where she had been a
patient several weeks in the hos-
pital. Plans for the funeral are
indefinite. She was secretary for
Springfield Baptist church.
A number of students are home
from school for summer vacation
including Jean A. Fentress, Bettye
and Neddye Rawls.
Back Full Rights
ATLANTA, Ga. — (ANP) —The
board of directors of the South-
ern Conference Educational Fund.
Inc , has urged Congress to Sup-
port and pass the Administration's




By SADIE E. BLAKELY
New Light Missionary Baptist
church, 520 Arkansas st , Helena,
Ark., celebrated the 9th anniver-
sary of our pastor, Rev. E. E.
Franklin beginning Wednesday,
May 29, ending Sunday, June 2.
Motto, "In All Labor there is
Profit," ill Proverbs 23A. Rev.
E. E. Franklin, pastor; Mrs. M.
M. Woodridge, clerk. Give truly
to this faithful ardent worker.
On Sunday, Sunday school and
BTU guest churches were New
Hope, Beautiful Zion a n d
Silver Cloud. All praised
the service. Song was renderea
by the choir. Welcome, by Mrs.
Clara Jackson. Response by Miss
Beatrice Brawn. Two numbers by
New Hope choir. The pastor and
ministerial alliance, Rev. G. I.
Mazizue Two numbers by centen-
nial choir. Two numbers by New
Hope Choir. Song by Beautiful
Zion ckoir. Sermon by Rev. J. W.
Webb. Rev. A. L. Woodson pre-
sented program. Those on p r u.
gram were Miss Dorothy Beak,
Miss Mamie Eubanks, Rev. D. S.
Allen, Distrct and State workers,
Rev. J. M. Watkins, First Baptist
choir, Sermon by Rev. H. Y. Word,
pastor of the First Baptist church.
Guest churches, Star Bethlehem,
Mt. Olive, Southland, Ark.; Spring
Lake Wofford Chapel, pillow and
Galilie. Song was rendered by the
choir Welcome by Mrs. Beatrice
Duncan. Sermon by Rev. A. L.
Patterson, pastor of Mt. Olive B.
Church. Program was presented
by Rev. T. R. Redmond. Deacon
and trustee board was on pro-
gram. Guest churches were Great-
er First Baptist church, West He-
lena; First Baptist, Helena; St.
Matthews Gumbottom; Macedonia
Onedia and King Solomon, Hele-
na. Praises were sung by the
above churches.
On program King Solomon choir,
Rev. J. L. Fealberson, Mr. Mit-
chel Woodridge and Rev. R. L.
Butler pastor of Greater First
Baptist church, Rev. S. J. Jones
took up the offering.
Rev. C. E. Williams' program
was presented by Rev. R. L. Russ,
Program Committee: Bro. C. C.
Johnson, Bro. Hainey Johnson,
Sister Myrtle Funchess, Sister
Mary E. Johnson and Sister W.
G. Campbell.
Attendance Rally Day, June 2.
First Baptist church, corner Car-
anza and Chicago Street, \V e s t
Helena. Rev. H. Y. Ward, pastor;
Bro. Rochester Johnson, clerk.
Sponsoged by the church and Sun-
day school. Bro. Fletcher Thomas,
superintendent, Sis. Rosie E. Har-
ris, secretary. Guest churches,
Greater First Baptist, True Vine.
Second Baptist, St. Paul, Galilee
and New Zion. Selection by the
choir. Welcome by Mrs. Cynthia
Brown, offering by brothers V\ al-
ter Tiggs, Charley Jackson, True
Vine; Will Andersin, St. Paul,
Little Rock Road; John A. Alli-
son, Second Baptist and E3aw
Williams, Galilee, Mistress A
Ceremonies, Mrs. Noami Phil-
lips.
Mrs. Evgine Wocdard of Chica-
go, Ill., motored here to visit moth
er and friends. He has returned
home. His sister, Miss Ca rrie
Lee Lodd accompanied him as far
as St. Louis to visit her brother,
Mr. Hue Dee Woodard.
Mr. Travis Hill of tbe A I r
Force visited his father and moth-
er, Mr. and Mrs. Hill of this city.
DeVALLS BLUFF
Mt. Olive Baptist church, pastor
and choir visited Fellowship Bap-
tist church, Des Arc, Arkansas
for the corner stone laying by the
Masonic Brothers with the Eastern
Star Lodge No. 475. Rev. R. W.
Rogers, pastor.
We on the northside of DeValls
Bluff are glad the water is almost
off the road.
Mrs. Henry Newson and Miss
Bobbie L. Harris left Tuesday
June 4 to attend Sunday School





The Zion Traveler Baptist church
had services the first Sunday in
their new church.
The Precious Grove Baptist
church and choir sang from their
Indiana
PERU
By M. L. CROSSLAND
Rev, R. W. Jackson, pastor of
the Waymon AME church was
honored with a party by employees
of the Bell Telephone Company,
who retired after fifteen (15) years
of service.
Buddy Joe Penn, a student of
Purdue University is home for the
summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Cursey were re-
cent Kokomo visitors, guests of
relatives and friends.
George Jackson, son of Rev. and
Mrs. R. W. Jackson, is taking his
basic training at San Diego, Calif.
Ile is in the U. S. Marine Corps.
Mrs. Charles Bulds and son Jun-
ior, are visiting in Peru. They are
guests of her parents, Rev. and
Mrs. R. W. Jackson, Mrs. Bulds
lives in New Jersey.
Wisconsin
By SUSIE SMITH
Mr. George Collins, 82, passed
away May 20 after an illness of
several months. Mr. Collins was
born in New Albany, Miss., came
to Racine in 1954 and made his
home with his daughter, Mrs.
Maude Starks, 1141 Washington
ave. Surviving are three sons,
Nathaniel, Robert and Jessie of
'Racine; three daughters, Mrs.
Maude Starks, Mrs. Ann Davis
and Mrs. Margaret Ammons of
Racine. One nephew, William
Dye; two nieces, Mrs. D. Berry,
South Bend, Ind., and Mrs. Media
Barkley, New Albany, Miss.;
Thomas William, nephew, Grand
Rapids, Mich., and Mrs. Robert
Petty, Chicago.
souls and Brother Willie Baker
delivered a wonderful prayer. Also
Brother Harrison Jones. Rev, F.
A. Simpson is pastor.
The body of Sister Carrie !swell
was taken to Jonestown, Miss.,
for funeral and burial. Funeral
service held at the Gomwood Bap.
tist church. Jackson Funeral Home
In charge.
Philadelphia — A church usually
becomes a cathedral when it ill




By B. H. VARNADO
The month of June has long
been traditionally the month of
beautiful brides and weddings. The
first was that of Miss Minnie
Gloria Washington, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Washington,
sr. to Mr. Samuel Hawkin, P.. of
Natchez, Miss. Rev. H. C. Clay,
pastor of Asbury ME church of-
ficiated at the exchange of vows
in the presence of a large company
of relatives and friends in the Mt.
Zion Baptist church, Sunday, June
2. Mr. Will T. Fitzgerald of Nat-
chez was best man, Miss Leatrice
Washington, sister of the bride
was bridesmaid. Other maids
were Miss Doris Almo and Miss
Maxine Powell. Others attended
were Mr. Hozy Burenstine, jr.,
of Jackson; Mr. Benjamin Turner,
Vi'est Point and Mr. Lenard Battle,
Carthage. Out of town guest and
relatives attended were Mrs. Min-
nie Washington, McComb, Miss.;
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ashley,
McComb; Mr. John McComb,
Summit, Miss., Miss Myra Mc-
Comb; Misses Melissia and Cor-
delia McComb, Mr. Samuel Haw-
kins, sr., father of the groom,
Natchez, Miss, and many others
that space will not allow. Little
Nola Joe Starling, flower girl.
The second wedding took place
Sunday, June 2, at 4 p.m. This
was the wedding of Miss Grace
Lee Slaughter, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Asa Slaughter to Mr.
Wallace Green in the home of the
bride's parents. Rev, C. Goodloe
officiated in the exchange of vows.
Mrs. Thelma Calbert served as
maid of honor and Mr. Frank
Wilkes as bestman. Many, many
relatives and friends witeessed the
af air.
Last rites were said for Mrs.
Minerva Diamond at Mt. Hope
Baptist by Rev. W. L. Jones,
pastor. She leaves to mourn ,her
passing, her husband Mr. Norvel
Diamond, two sisters, Mrs. Viola
Caldwell of this city, Mrs. Mary
Dortch, Chicago and brother, two
step-children of Detroit and a host




5-FC George E. Williams of El
Paso, Texas is visiting in the home
of his mother, Mrs. Bertha Wil-
liams.
Little Curtis Bernard Bradford
Is a patient at the Methodist hos-
pital in Hattiesburg, Miss. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Bradford.
Miss Bertha Jean Bradford is
visiting in the home of Rev. and
Mrs. Willie D. Bradford in New
Orleans, La.
Mrs. Halsey will leave for Wash-
ington to attend her daughter's
wedding Rosie Lee Halsey.
Mrs. Helen Dixon is still ill.
Mrs. Carrie Simpiton from Ala-
bama is visiting her daughter,
Mary Ann.
Miss Della Marsh Is visiting In




By ALICE BROWN SMITH
Greetings folks from us to you:
Summen is definitely here and we
are trying to keep cool. A long
distance call from our mom (Mrs.
Cecile Brown) in Dallas, Texas in.
forms us that she will take in
Los Angeles, California, before she
returns this way. Her first destina-
tion was Austin, Texas where she
witnessed commencement activi-
ties at Anderson High where her
son and baby brother Professor
Roscoe Brown is Vice Principal.
Her letters indicate that she has
been honored at a round of teas;
brunches; dinners and sightseeing
PARENTS COUNCIL MEETS
--Some of the members of
the National Countil of Ben
nett College Parents are shown
follouin., their annutil meeting
on the college campus, (,re(-n.
hero. N. C. Al left in front
row is Joseph T. Harrington
of New York, who was nom-
inated to head the organira.
(ion tor next yr. Next In
Harrington is Mrs. Minnie
Smith. Greensboro, cerise.
spending secretary, and direc-
tor of co•curricular attic dies
at the college.
trips all the way. In Dallas she
was houseguest of her girlhood
friend, Mrs. Bessie Garvey
Haynes.
Tragedy struck in our midst this
week. Our little 10 year old cousin
Sammie Lee Gaines was drowned
while swimming in the pond on his
father's farm Thursday morning.
Last rites were held Monday.
A getwell note to Mrs. Jessie
Taylor, who at this writing, is a
patient in the Afro Hospital in Ys.
zoo
wC ityTheweekend found us in Natch-
ez for the Annual Convention of
the IBPOE of Elks. Our business
was to serve as one of the judges
for the oratorical contest. Winner
in this event was DeCalvia
Hughes, of Forest, and a graduate
of E. T. Hawkins High School.
Natchez was Jumping with Bills
and Daughters throughout the
three days session. National offic-
ers in attendance were: Grand
Daughter Ruler, Nettie Carter
Jackson and Grand Secretary Lil-
lian Lowe of Staten Island, New
York; Grand Chairman of Edu-
cation, Bettye Steele Turner of
Tuskegee Institute, Alabama, and
Grand Inspector Simpson of Louisi-
ana.
Orchids are due Rosa Sanders
of Greenwood and Delores Palmer
of Greenville for their wonderful
presentations in the oratorical
contest. From Greenwood we ran
into, Adele Gillam; Mr. and Mrs.
Hilton; the one and only Mrs.
A. D. Taylor; Mrs. Lucile Rober-
son and of course State President
Bill Edd Cochran hails front
Greenwood.
Busy people at the Convention
were: Sarah McNemer Harvey
who was kept busy at the regis-
tration desk; Professor A. A. Al-
exander, who did a bang-up job
with the educational program, he
is State Chairman you know; Dot.
tie Edwards who was busy work.
ing in the interest of eductition,
she hails from Greenville.
From Meridian we spied Bills
lovelady and Otis along with
daughter Hattie Lott. There's a lot
to be done and schools can latch
on to some fine scholarships
through IBPOE really, there'll
gold in "them thar hills." In be-
tween sessions we counted the
cadillacs just for the fun, believe
most of 'em were from the coast.
It was Meridian for the Method.





Conference of the Methodist
of laymen; pastors officers and
Just folk 
Church at St. Paul drew hundreds
school of Missions of the
Mississippi Conference will be
held at Gulfside June 24-28. Ladies
interested should write Mrs. C. H.
Dubra in Gulfport immediately. It
is a must for W. S. C. S. officers.
• • •
PICAYUNE
By SLEEPY NOSEY PAIGE
Mrs. Annie Bell Robinson at-
tended the graduating exercises at
Alcorn last week to witness the
graduating of her son Alfredic,
who is completing his course in
Industrial Arts.
Mr. and Mrs. George Abram of
Detroit, Mich., were called to the
bedside of Mr. Abram's father,
Mr. Issiac (Ike) Abram who is a
patient in the V.A. hospital in
New Orleans.
Mr. and Mrs. John (Dry Bone)
McMillon are the parents of an-
other little son born last week is
the local hospital.
Mr. Robert Christmas of Chica-
go spent last week here visiting
his mother, Mrs. Allice Kahn,
his sisters, Mabel Bogans and
Charline Christmas.
Mrs. Junita Goff and Mrs. A.
M. Johnson sponsored a musical
program in the auditorium of
George Washington Carver high
school for the benefit of the PTA.
Mrs. Endia Miller of Meridian,
Miss., spent last week here visit-
ing her mother, Mrs. Delia Wil-
liams.
Mrs. Marrella Anderson of Chi-
cago spent two weeks here visiting
In the home of her son, Eeriest
(Junior) Anderson.
The Baccalaureate service of
Carver high school was held Sun-
day evening, May 16 with the Rev.
D. L. Ray, superintendent of the
Methodist church, Gulfside Dis-
trict, as speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Sterling of
Cleveland spent last week here
visiting Mr. Sterling,' sister, Mrs.
Sadie Vanderville.
When old Sleepy made his round
last week at the local hospital
he found only four patients con-
fined to the hospital. They were
Mrs. Minnie Lee Bender, Eva
Vince, Willie Janet, jr. and Mrs.
Zulla Millinder.
Mr. and Mrs. Roudalph Vander.
ville have opened their cafe and
snack bar at Slidell, is.
Mrs Gertrude W. Bender anti
brothers. Walter, Albert and Luth-
er Williams were called to Long
Beach, Miss., to attend the fun-
eral of their aunt, Mrs. Adline
Cain, 72. Mrs. Cain, a long time
resident of Long Beach was the
sister of Mr. Richard Williams
of Lumberton. Besides her broth-
er, she leaves three daughters, one
on and a host of other relatives
nd friends. Baylous funeral home
was in charge .
'14 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., June 22, 1957
MEMBERS OF THE GORINR
COLLEGE CLASS of 1951 pos.
ed after graduation exercises.
Seated on front row, from left
are: Mrs. J. A. Beauchamp,
class organist; Mrs. Vassie
Brister, physic • therapy in•
structor; Mrs. Willard H. Isom,
cosmetology; Mrs. Laura TVus.
secretary-registrar; Mme. Cold
S. Young, president founder;
Rev. D. M. Grisham, minister
of CentenaryMethodist
church, commencement speak.
er; Mrs. Mattie Martin, cos-
metology instructor; Mrs.
en C. Nunnally, cosmetology
instructor. Second row, same
order: Miss Dorothy Harris,
physio-therapy; Mrs. Annie Vi-
ola Hunt, Miss Mable Frances
Davis, Mrs. Greta Sophia
White, Mrs. Melba Gates, Mrs.
‘'ernia Lee Higgins, Miss Vi-
vian Mackin, Mrs. Katie Mae
Thomas, Mrs. Flc.rida M a e
Gipson, Miss Ida Bell Price,
R. C. teacher training; Miss
Helen Lorain Russell, plwsio•
therapy; Miss Nancy ('rump,
cosmetology grad. Third row,
left k. right: Mrs. M. Clark,
. Mrs. Dorothy Mary Burford,
Miss Linnie Louise Jackson,
Mrs. Barbara Nailey, Mrs. El-
len Martin, Mrs. Hattie Pearl
Simpson and Mrs. Mary Per.
kiss. Back row, same order:
Mrs. Georgia Mae Davis, Miss
Nellie Mae Steele, Mrs. Alber.
ta Maiden, Mrs. Clara M a e
Johnson, Miss Clementine Tor.
ner, Mrs. Julia Young, Mrs.
Charlie Louise Lewis, M r s.
Vera Z. Petterson, Mrs, Men.
nip Mae McCoy and Miss He-
lois Evans.
First Half Winners Of Semi - Pro
League Announced This Week
gy ALEXANDER DELOACH, JR.
I Well, the first half of the semi-
pro league is settled and here are
the top tealis:
Memphis Dodgers in Division I
with a 6-1 record; Orange Mound,
Division II, 0-2; Letter Carriers,
Division Ill, 7-1; and Hunter Fan,
Division IV, 6-1.
The genie of the week was play-
ed at Lincoln Park where t h e
Memphis Dodgers took the meas-
ure of the South Memphis Chicks,
5-4. •
In other games the Tate Red
Sox defeated Old Timers, 10-6;
Dermon Gems edged Hyde Park,
10-8; Ellendale tripped Mallory, 10-
5: and the Trojans beat liumko
twice, 11-8 and 13-6.
, Last Friday night Orange Mound
defeated the Hardwood Stars in a
doubleheader, 6-1, while the Klon-
dyke team beat Orange Mound, 1-
0. Hardwood Stars upended Gold-
smith, 8-2; Compress Blues stop-
ped Cordova Cubs, 18-2; Dadgers
defeated the Beavers, 12-6. and
the Greyhounds beat Memphis
Rams, 14-12.
TEAM STANDINGS
How the teams stand;
Division I
Memphis Dodgers, 6-:tt Compres
Blues, 3-2; :Magnolia Eagles, 4-3;
West End Stars, 2-4, and the Bea-
vers. 2-5.
Division II
Orange Mound, 6-2; Hardwood
Stars, 5-3; Klondyke, 4-4. Grey-
hounds, 3-5; Memphis Rams, 2-6
and Goldsmith, 1-7.
Division III
Letter Carriers. 7-1: Hyde Park,
8-2; City Gems, 5-3; Ellendale. 4-4;
Memphis Chicks, 3-5 and Mallory,
2-6.
DIVISION IV
Hunter Fan, 6-1: Tate Red Sox,
5-2; Memphis Trojans, 4-3; Black






There Is • r  why people
lik• t• do business with us. It
is eur prompt, friendly service,
cow 00000 treatment end desire
to help you.
Op./. Thursday and Friday Night,.
Until 8 P. M.





Noma Owned . Home Operated
Comm. J. D. Williams said
teams play a split season with the
first hall winners playing t h e
second half winners for the city
the! title, Mr. Williams also announced '
that the city .winner will meet
the Nashville city champs in a
seven game series for the state
crown. Nashville won it last year.
VW TOUR HEADS FOR NI-
AGARA FALLS — Among the
more than 80 Memphis ladies
who took in the annual Vance
Avenue 'YMCA Tour, this year
slated for Ni,. Ian Falls, wet e
Mrs. Addle Owen (left to ri!.:110
executive secretary of t h e
branch, Mrs. Belle Pettigrew





Re'.'. R. L. Reid died at age,
70. The funeral was held at Wood-
lawn Baptist church. He Was pas-
tor of Mercy and Spring Hill and
former pastor of Morning star
Baptist church, Ripley. lie was
a well-thought of leader.
Rev. A. L.' alcCargo. of Stem.
STARTS SATURDAY!
JUNE 22
4 BIG DAYS 4'
IT VOLL BE REMEMBERED
UKE TRENAMO!
A bank for itirsivol few 
frontier
epic. con squall
IstaManel timmes• Id woo
'memos,. • S.0 won • 1.0%. woe
COMING WEDNESDAY ATIdCSCa°rH. U0C;SIAIRDA ;Cir
Jean Simmons - Paul Douglas
"THIS COULD BE THE NIGHT!"
Evangelists
Form Caravan
Evangelists of Memphis have
organized a soul-saving caravan to
help out churches spiritually, fi-
nancially rnd with their member-
ships.
They are available to go any-
time, anywhere.
Appointments may be made by
calling or writing Evangelist L.
M. Mellts,, 823 Mississippi Blvd.,
Phone JA 5-0574; Evangelist A. M.
Ballard, 339 Lucy, Phone Wil 8-
0153, or Evangelist M. V. Reed,
357 Silverage, Phone WH 8-5734.
phis, delivered the sermon. A large
number of ministers from adjoin-
ing counties were present.
The state federation of clubs and
societies held the annual meeting
in Murfreesbero, Tenn. last week.
Mrs. Almcla Walker, Mrs. F. A.
Rhodes and Mrs. E. C. Carroll,
all of this county, were represen-
tatives of the H. A. club.
Rev. E. G. Carroll left f o r
South Bend, Ind., Wednesday eve-
ning on business.
J. %V. Taylor and .Junior Taylor
were at the bedside of their grand-
mother. Mrs. Heddie Wills.
The Royal Sewing club met with
Mrs. Ellen Sanders. Ten members
were present. Mrs. Sanders serv-
ed delightful refreshments after
the meeting. Officers of the club
are Mrs. Mary S. Wardlow, presi-
dent; Mrs. Ellen Sanders. secre-
tary, and Mrs. L. B. Wardlow,
I treasurer.
Words of the Wise
Only those who have the
patience to do simple things
perfectly ever acquire the skill






Today we are living in an im-
patient age. Most people are in a
hurry and are very impatient about
everything. They expect to Maul
this morning and harvest this aft-
ernoon. How many times have you
heard some person say "I don't
have much patience."
The Bible teaches us that pa-
tience is a virtue, Let us exam-
ine ourselves and determine whe-
ther or not we have this virtue
of patience.
Too Many of us are like the man
who; had a goose that laid a gold-
ern egg, every day. Ile was iii !
satisfied to get one egg every da,
therefore, he killed the goose think-
ing he could get all the gold
at once. To his disappointment, lie
got no gold at all. He was im-
patient, just as many are today.
Some motorists are so impati-
ent they can't wait for the red
light to change. They run t h c
red light and often cause serious
wrecks and accidents. Many homes
and marriages have been broken
just because the husband or the
wife lacked patience. Many peo-
ple are no further ahead today
than they were 10 years ago be
cause of the lack of patience. Most
of the time they are good work-
ers with ability but lack the PI-
tience to stay on the job long
enough to advance themselves.
They forget that heights of great
men reached and kept were not
attained by sudden flight, but they
while their ccunpanions slept were
toiling upward in the night. Yes,
my friends patience is needed in
all areas of our present day life.
We must not reasonably expect
many things that have become a
way of life, even though they are
unlawful, to change over night.
For hundreds of years kings and
queens ruled the world with com-
plete authority and power but fin-
ally the people were given more
rights and voice in their ov.n gov-
ernment. Many of the privileges
and rights that we enjoy today did
not come about all at once but
over a period of years.
Our father God, who is all pow-
erful and almighty, took six days
to create the heavens and t h e
earth and all things therein. He
could have just as easy spoke the
world into existence at once, but
He did not. The writer is of the
opinion that God wanted to teach
us a lesson in patience.
The six-week summer school
program of the Baptist Industrial
college and seminary at Hernan-
do. Miss., starts Monday, June 24
and will end Aug. 2.
The program will offer courses
In college preparatory work for in-
dividuals who have not finished
their high school work as well as
college work in elementary and
secondary education with majors
in religious education, sociology,
history, music and business ed-
ucation. Special electives are also
offered in the field of science for
persons desiring work in that
area.
For further information write to
Miss Arline Patton, registrar.
CHATS WMI FELLOWS —
Melvin Brown (second from
left) who was elected Boys'
State governor at the fourth
American Legion sponsored
Boys' State Encampment at
Tennessee State university,
chats with some of the fel-
lows soon after he took office.
At left is Frank Moss, of
Clarksville, Tenn. Third tam
left is Joseph Petway, jr.,of
Nashville, and James Holies
of Memphis stands at extras.
right. (Clanton III Photo)
Little Known Facts
Once Owned 13 Banks,
Factories In Miss.
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Why pin-point the Negro In Mississippi? First, it was
one of the leading slave states. Second, it is in the heart
of the South. Third, the Negro reached a higher point
politically there than any where else in the country.
The story of the Negro in Mississippi May be divided
into seven periods as follows: (I)
Colonial and Territorial, (2) inden-
tured servants, (3) slavery, (4)
the Civil war, (5) Reconstruction,
(6) great business surge and (7)
the present.
The first Negroes seen in what
is now Mississippi were not slaves
but were found there living with
the Indians. They were there when
DeSoto arrived. Where they came
from, no one knows. It is prob-
able that they escaped with some
of the Indians from Spanish slav-
ery in the West Indies.
The first ones brought there by
Europeans were indentured serv-
Evergreen 0.ES ants. After serving for a specified
Tea On June 23
The Evergreen Chapter No. 107
OES holds its Annual Tea Sunday,
June 23, from 4 to 7 p.m. at the
Lela Walker Club house, of 719
Walker ave.
Mrs. Hattie Marable, chairman,
extended an invitation to the pub-
lic to attend the affair.
Other officers of the group in-
clude Clarence Cochran. W. P.;
Mrs. Nellie J. Osborne, W. H. and
Mrs. Hazci. Wilkerson , secreta-
ry.
time they would be freed. When
real slavery was introduced these
free Negroes became a problem.
The masters were afraid they
would make trouble with t h e
slaves. The slaves were divided
Church Raises
$779.98 In Pennies
Union Baptist church, 208 Tun
Icy st., raised $779.98 in pennies
in a recent drive. Mrs. Amanda
Neely was top producer with 4,25C
/Armies and Mrs. Lillian Jones
came in second with 3,385 pen-
nies.
Rev, J. W. West is minister.
111 1 PPY SINGERS ARE 3 of
the is5 youngsters who attend-
ed the two-week Vacation Bi-
ble (lasses held at vit. John
Baptist church. The classes
end this Friday. Singing to-
gether, from left, are Ysonne




554 SCOTT PH. CL. 2-9463
Verne Mae Tucker. of tin Pon.
(Moe: William T. NUJ/Joie!, jr.
II, son of Prof. and Mrs. W.
T. McDaniel, of 2502 Supreme
and Glenda Kay Mitchell, 9,
daughter of Mr. and M r s .
Daniel Mit( hell, of 1092 Ham-
ilton. During the too weeks
the youngsters, divided into be-
ginners, primary, junior and
intermediate groups, had Bible
study, Bible stories, music,
arts and crafts and recrea-
tion Miss Mary F. Cott-in serv •
ed as principal. (Newsou Pho-
to)
 immiLOOK WHAT'S HERE!hinum
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into groups. The field hands form-
ed the lowest group and the house
servants the highest. During this
period Mississippi had four social
classes. The slave owners, t h e
poor whites, the free Negroes and
the slaves. The free Negroes had
to carry certificates of freedom.
These had to be renewed every
three years. They were restricted
in jobs, could not sell goods, etc.
The planters distrusted them and
passed laws to curb their activi-
ties. They passed a law against
more of them coming into the state
and at one time tried to get rid
of them, but there were always
free Negroes in Mississippi.
It has been said that some of
them owned slaves. It was hard
to keep records on them since
some were freed because of good
deeds done, some because they
were children of their masters.
There is a story that a large
slave holder had a daughter who
did not believe in slavery and when
he died she freed all of them and
paid their way out of the state.
During the Civil war Mississippi's
Negroes fought on both sides. It
is said that most of them were
with the Union, especially after
Sherman arrived. Many of them
stayed home and looked after the
master's family.
The Reconstruction perio d,
sometimes called the golden age,
saw the Negro rise to his highest
point. One Negro ran for nomi-
nation of vice president of the
U. S. He was from Mississip-
pi. Two Negroes have been 11.1.
S. Senators, both from Mississip-
pi. Two or three Negroes have
been Lieut.-Governors. 0 n e of
them was from Mississippi. Mir
sissippl also had a Negro sec-
retary of state and state su-
perintendent of education. Ne-
groes have presided over both
houses of the state legislature
and several were county sher-
iffs.
The most outstanding men of
that period were;
B. K. Bruce — ran for president
of the U. S., was a U. S. Sena-
tor, Registrar of the U. S. Trees- ,
ury.
Hiram R. Revils — first Negro
U. S. Senator.
John It. Lynch — Congresman,
official in Navy Dept. under 'resi-
dent Benjamin Harrison, Maar in
Army during Spanish Amrican
war, presided over Nations Re-
publican Convention.
A. K. Davis — Lieut. Govrnor,
served as acting governor wice.
James Hill — Secretary ofllate.
T. W. Cardozer — State uper-
intendent of education.
J. J. Spellmon — Colonel iState
Militia.
PICTURE CHANGES
The Negro lost out in Issis-
sippi politically when theState
Constntution was changed Si the
soldiers were withdrawn fro the
ballot boxes. He went out wh the
Republicans. According to Jlin R.
Lynch, the only line drawn firing„.,
those -days was a politicOline.111
He said he was elected btause
he was a Republican, not Meuse
he was a Negro. He said tther
there was no line betweenwhite
and black, rich and poor, ative
and outsider. Revils was ected
to the senate by a legislatut that
was predominately white tt Re-
publican.
After the Negro lost o po-
litically came the grea ad-
vancement in business, 4one
time the Negro in Mlsslssl had
13 banks, several small stills
and factories, stores of alltpes
and built two or three mall
towns. Jackson with a pdua-
(ion between 7,000 and 10.01 had
Iwo Negro banks and sin Ne-
gro lawyers. Today with pop-
ulation of more than MAO
there is no Negro bank an )nly
three Negro lawyers.
One writer has said th Ne-
groes own a greater percitagein,
of the total wealth of Jacksi thanW
any other American city. le de-
cline of the great businessurge
came from several cause Lack
of experience, outside pssure,
the great migrations, etc.
The Negro in Stississip today
like the Negro in most arts of
the South and some smaliarts of
the North is at the cesroads.
Booker T. Washington ad. "the
only way to keep a madown is
stay down with him.'tSensible
people are not willing tdo that.
Leading white people.ncl lead-
ing Negroes will marchh the hill
together or down it serately.
Daniel Webster said!We have
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Born at John Gaeton Hospital
JUNE 8, 1957
A son, Emmett Earl Hamer, jr.
to Mr. and Mrs. Emmett E. Ha-
nn*, 1156 Pearce.
A son, Rodney Keith Baker, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Baker,
1999 Person.
A daughter, Marcia Lynn
Bradley, to Mr. and Mrs. James
11. Bradley, 474 Baltimore.
A son, Alvin Gene Turner, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ray V. Turner, SEC
Mason.
A son, Willie James Edwards,
to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Edwards,
2990 Forrest.
A son, Steven Avis Davis, to
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Davis, 31
Farrow.
A daughter, Carlene Cain, ta
Mr. and Mrs. Miller Cain, 3361.
Germantown rd.
A daughter, Pamela Cassandra
Murphy, to Mr. and Mrs. Booker
T. Murphy, 1621 Fields.
A daughter, Audrey Yvette Price
to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Ca
Price, 1928 Swift.
JUNE 9, 1957
A son, Albert Williams, to Mr.
and Mrs. John 1', Williams, 1685
Kansas.
A daughter, Gloria Jean Brown,
to Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Brown,
5034 Bowling-Hughes rd.
A son, Malcolm Jackson, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lenwood Jackson,
3404 Weaver rd. •
A son, James Charles Shannon,
jr., to Mr. and Mrs. James Shan-
non, 1088 Woodlawn.
A son, Alphonia Crawford, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Crawford, 1159
Grant.
A daughter, Marie Bohanner,
to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy J. Bohan-
ner, 980 Lane.
A daughter, Brenda Kay M i t-
chell, to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
S. Mitchell, 2175 Kansas.
A daughter, Jacquelyn Canary
Young, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
H. Yeung, 992 Florida,
A daughter, Rita Denise Lang-
ston, to Mr and Mrs. Albert Lang-
ston, 1141 Severson.
A daughter, Wanda Fay Living-
ston, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward E.
Livingston, 1545 S. Orleans.
JUNE 10, 1957
A daughter, Louella Allen, to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Allen, 1213 Loo.
ney.
A son, Rodney Hawkins, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Hawkins, 3782
Boxtown rd.
A daughter, Paula Ray Coleman,
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Coleman,
519 Pototoc.
A daughter, Barbara Jean Car-
penter, to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Car-
penter, 386 Plum.
A daughter, Carolyn Jean Woods
to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Woods, 303
Modder.
A son, Other Lynn Bradshaw, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Bradshaw,
1053 Tupelo.
A daughter, Yvonne Dense Wat-
kins, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E.
Watkins, 252 Ayers.
A son, Stanley Dunbar, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Dunbar, 68
Looney.
A son, Robert Lee Lobbins, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jodie Lotrbins, 304
W. Person.















Mr. and Mrs. Granison Ervin, 598
Jeanette.
A son, Jeffrey Nelsim, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Nelson, 2572 Per-
ry rd.
I A son, Larry Wayne Agnow, to
I Mr. and Mrs. 0 Neil Agnow, 845
Haynes.
A son, Preston Lee Gross, to
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gross, 2483
Winona.
A son, Emmitt Johnson, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt Johnson,
355 Dixie Mall.
JUNE 11, 1957
A son, DeLawrence Nathan Lott,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Lott, 749
Olympic.
A son, Jarvis Lynn Brownlee.
to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Brown-
lee, 1435 Ledger.
A daughter, Vicki Jo Livingston,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Living-
ston, 1475 Gabay.
A daughter, Angela Denise Alex-
ander, to Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Alexander, 2575 Donald.
A son, Morgan Gary Williams,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Williams,
164 Rowe.
A daughter, Joy Fay. Mitchell,
to Mr. and Mrs. Argentry Mitch-
ell, 912 Willoughby.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Horace
T. Jefferson, 1010 N. Third.
JUNE 12, 1957
A son, Gregory Gene Bonapart,
to Mr. and Mrs. Fuezell Bonapart,
171 Silvernge.
A son, Hayward Brown, to Mr.
and Mrs. Percy L. Brown, 370 S.
Lauderdale.
A son, James W. Hunt, jr. to
Mr. and Mrs. James Hunt, 2526
Kate Bold rd.
A daughter, Pamela Bentley, to
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Bentley, 12C7
Thom as
A daughter, Virginia 1..PP Lump-
kin, to Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L.
Lumpkin, C71 Walker.
A son, Gerald Franklin Antho-
ny, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Antho-
ny, 1036 Patton
A son, Lennus Lee Lewis, to Mr.
and Mrs Willie F. Lewis, 396
Gracewood.
A son. Gregory Knox Cox. to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cox, 1043
Tupelo.
A son, Terrell Lerod Partee, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lavron Partee, 1903
Ball rd.
A son, Lavorn Green, to Mr and
Mrs. Charles Green, 3362 Roches-
ter
A son, Leonard Levester Mosley,
to Mr. and Sirs. George Mosley,
580 S. Lauderdale.
JUNE 13, 1957
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Garland, 1580 Sunset.
A son, Louis Sylvester Ray, jr.,
to Mr. and Sirs. Louis Ray, 1323
Keltner.
A daughter, Shelia Joy Jimer-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jim-
erson, 856 Michigan.
A daughter, Rose Emma Dun-
lap, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dun-
lap, 836 Michigan.
A son, Carl Stanley Huggins, to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Huggins, 276 W.
Colorado.
JUNE 14, 1957
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Amos
C. Pearl, 542 Plum.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Crenshaw, 224 Ingle.
A son, Larry Darnell Ambrose,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Ambrose,
588 Chapin.
A daughter, Dessie Lee Thomas,
to Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo A. Thom-
as, 590 Vance.
A son, Charles Edward Parker,
to air. and Mrs. Willie Parker, 67
E. Raines rd.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Wilton
Winters, 1426 Hyde Park.
A son, Leroy Atkins, to Mr. and
Mrs. Langston Atkins, 317 Silver-
age.
A son, Richard Reginald Feta
guson, to Mr. and Mrs. David C.
Ferguson, 593 Polk.
A son, Gerald Anthony Taylor,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Tay-
lor, 773 Porter.
A son, Kenneth Earl Carruthers,
to Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Car-
ruthers, 193 Reno.
A son. Larry Keith Pinkins, to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pinkins, laJ5
Bingham.
A daughter, Reola Denice Lusk,
to Mr. and Mrs, Herbert Lusk,
1073 Delmar.
HOURS WORKED PER WEEK
IN MANUFACTURING
Will Shorter Hours
Cause Output To Drop?
News of a possible shorter work
week in the years ahead has stim-
ulated widespread interest in the
trend of hours of work. The chart
shows how average weekly hours
have changed since 1919 in the
manufacturing field where nearly
17,000,000 people are working to-
day.
In recent years, factory workers
lenerally have operated on a 40-
'or basis, which is 4 or 5 hours
a week less than the average in
the Twenties. This has been made
possible chiefly by huge capital
investments in industrial machin-
ery and equipment — over 110 bil-
lions of dollars in the past dec-
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put per man-hour of work. People
can produce more goods in fewer
hours.
What about future trends in
hours of work? A leading iadus-
trialist answers it this way: "Any
individual has at all time a choice
between more abundance a n d
more leisure. The longer anyone
works the more goods and services
he can enjoy. The same is true for
the American people ag a whole.
We have available for consump-
tion as a nation only what we can
produce as a nation."
He emphasizes the point that
'regardless of the progress of tech-
nology, automation, and other sci-
entific advances, it will always be '
true that the more hours or days
we work, in the aggregate, the
more we will have. This cannot













Gat feet relief, A-000 kills
Crabs, Lice, and their eggs
—in minutest
Early to use—like a sham-
poo. Not a greasy ointment.
Won't irritate your skin—
won't !gain your clothes.
Washes right out.
Go to the drug store and
buy A-I100 today?
11-210 BETTER— by IlleaELSON
•
IN BABY CONTEST — These
cute youngsters are among fi-
nalists in a baby contest spon-
sored by the New York Yan-
kees team of PDR Council, the
Civil Liberties Department, ot
Anna S. Church Temple No.
695. The baby contest is part
of a Famil.y Day of Fun plan-
ned for all members of the
family to be held at 4570 Get-
well rd., between Lanier and
Shelby dr., Saturday, June 22,
Irons noon until. There is no
admission fee and the public
is invited to an evening of re-
laxing fun. Plenty of barbe-
cued chicken and pork will be
available. Baby in Inset Is San-
dra Vallee Myles, Other girls
on front are Anita Brooks, left
and Lynn Owens. The other
contestants, reading left to
right, are Daniel White, jr.,
Major Aubrey Ilulbert,
Phylis Marie Neal, standing in
for. her brother Peter Neal.
Wanda Jeanette Wright, held
by an older sister, Armour
Crump, and Milton Jones. An-
other contestant, Tony Mora




How much ice cream did each
American average eating in 1956?
It averaged slightly more than
18 pounds, highest since 1948, and
the fourth highest annual per cap-
ita consumption on record, says
Leo W. Smith of the U. S. depart-
ment of Agriculture's Food Dis-
tribution Division.
Back in 1909 — in the early
days of commercial ice cream pro-
duction — per capita consumption
In America was only 11/2 pounds.
Twenty years later, as produc-
tion and general usage increas-
ed, consumption went to over 10,5
pounds. During the depression
years of the early 30's, there was
a decline but consumption began
to increase in 1935. In 1916 — the
highest on record — per capita
consumption ran to 22.8 pounds.
Since 1952, it has averaged arourid
17 pounds.
TOTAL PRODUCTION
Total production of ice cream in
1956 was reported at 650.9 mil-
lion gallons. This was 4 percent
greater than the 628.5 million gal-
lons in 1955, says. Smith, and the
second highest on record since the
1946 total of 713.7 million gallons
Six southeastern states, in 1956,
had a combined production of 71.2
million gallons — or about 10
percent of the total. Production in
these six states in million gallons
was: Virginia, 11.2; North Caro-
lina, 13.4; Georgia, 8.7; Florida,
16.2; Tennessee 13.5; Alabama,
8.2.
Pittsburgh — High-gloss, dur-
able enamels, suitable for both
inside and outside use, are made
by using mixtures of heat-treated
linseed oil and elastic copal var-
nishes, according to new formulae.
ment edict, collective bargaining,
or any other arbitrary method.
In the past, people have taken
some of the rewards of progress
in the form of more leisure, but
most has been taken in the form
of more goods and services and
higher standards of living.
••••••••••••••••••••114
Recipe of the Week
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By TOMMY PARK ER
Mrs. Alma 'Jones, of 103 S. 16th
st., and a student at Lealoyne
college, left on last Friday for
Washington, D. C., as a represent-
atn.e of LeMoyne college at an
interracial conference meeting.
Mrs. Jones is majoring in suck-
logy at Lealoyne. She is the daugh-
ter of Mr and Mrs. John Jones, or.
Miss Betty Ann Williams spent
several days with her uncle and
aunt Mr. and Mrs. Vernice Gam-
ble, of 700 S. 18th st. Miss Wil-
liams is a '54 graduate of Wonder
high school and is now attending
Tougaloo college in Tougaloo,
Miss. Mesdames Lelia Coldwell
weekend with their sister, Mrs.
Vernice Gamble of S. 18th at.
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Hadfield,
of 404 N. 8th at,, drove to Elaine,
Ark., last week. They were guests
of Mrs. Sarah Hadfield, t h e
grandmother of Mr. Hartfield. Mrs,
Mary Catchings, of 115 S. 12th
at., had as her guests Mr. John
and Mr. hloddy of Little Rock,
Ark.
Members of the colored wom-
en's Auxiliary of Crittenden Me-
morial hospital gave the colored
nurses a beautiful 10-Cup Automat.
ic Electric coffeemaker. The Aux-
iliary also sent Mrs. Ettore East,
of 435 S. 10th St., to the Doctor
for treatment.
Mrs. Myrtise Stewart, of 429 S.
10th at., is on her vacation
in Mississippi, visiting relatives
and friends Mrs. Stewart will be
gone for a week.
Miss Ora Mae Cofey, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Cofey,
• of S. 10th St., returns in July.
Az4eoePeadto, •• Miss Cofey is a '55 graduate of
•
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST
•••••••••••••••••••••• S
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There are all sorts of quick and
easy foods on grocer's shelves
these days, but the real fun of
cooking is in making something
out-of-the ordinary and specially
good from these time-savers.
Take my Pet Milk recipe for
HASH SLICES WITH CREAMED
PEAS, for instance. It's made with
canned corned beef hash, canned
peas. Pet Evaporated Milk, and
seasonings — that's all. And yet.
It's so delicious that no one would
ever believe you'd whipped it up
in 'a hurry from ingredients on
your pantry shelf? The creamed
peas especially are unusually goixl,
when you fix them the Pet Milk
way. You see, Pet Milk is double-
rich, twice as rich as ordinary
milk. So, when you make cream
sauce with Pet Milk, you can dil-
ute it with the liquid from the
canned peas to get more favor. ..
more of the valuable nourishment
in the liquid too. Notice, too, that
you brown the hash slices and
fix the creamed peas in the same
skillet, so it's almost as easy as
fixing a one-dish meal. But the
real proof of the meal is the
pleasure you'll get from seeing
your family enjoy it—and I'll pro-
mise you they will!
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY -
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she la
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
elf at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATI
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.m. tel p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Re sore




Here's my recipe for Hash Slic-
es with Creamed Peas, made the
Pet Milk way. .1 hope you'll
try it soon.
HASH SLICES WITH CREAMED
PEAS
1-lb. can corned beef hash
4 Tablespoons Hour
1 teaspoon dry mustard




2.3 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
Cut corned beef hash into four
slices 1 inch thick. Roll slices in
a mixture of 2 tablespoon flour
and the dry mustard. Brown slow-
ly on both sides in hot fat. Drain
peas, saving liquid. There should
be 1/2 cup. If not, add water to
make 'a cup. Remove browned
hash slices to a warm platter.
Keep hot. Blend into fat teal in
skillet 2 tablespoons flour, the salt
and pepper. Stir in liquid off peas.
Boil and stir 2 minutes. Stir in
the milk. Add the peas. Heat un-
til steaming hot, but do not boil.
Serve over the hash slices. Makes
4 servings.
Lane college, Jackson, Tenn; Aft-
er studying for 2 Years in Den-
mark where she took Danish lit-
erature and history at the folk
school. Since Sept. 8, 1956 she has
traveled to Norway, Sweden stud
England. aliss Cofey attended the
Hulbert school in Hulbert, Ark.,
and attends church at the Morn-
ing Star MB church where she
was a member.
The North-Eastern Arkansas Dis-
trict meeting of the Church of
God in Christ is convening June
26-30 at the Church of God in
Christ in West Memphis, South
15th st.
Opening session on Wednesday
will consist of fasting and pray-
ing. atinisters and other workers
are urged to report of the first
day and bring church reports and
food quotas.
Thursday, June 27 is state Sup-
ervisor's Day, Mother L. Ca Day
In charge. Women of the district
arc especially appealed to for mak-
ing themselves participatnts.
Friday, June 28, State Overseer's
Day, Bishop M. Jones in charge.
Saturday, June 29 is Women's
Day with Supervisor Baby Flex in
charge. There will be a talent pro-
gram at 9 p.m.
A full day of activities is sched-
uled for Sunday, June 30 with
Sunday school at 9 a.m., general
services at noon, sermon at 1:30
p.m., and dinner at 3:30 p.m. In
the evening there will he, the Will-
ing Workers Hour, general serv-
ice at 8 p.m.. king and queen
contest at 8:45 and sermon at
9:15.
Elder Famous Smith is district
superintendent.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
ar LOVYSIllit 1. CLARK
A Dedication Program was held
recently for the grand opening of
the swimming pool at Southside
Park. On rand to welcome us was
former Mayor Jack Porter and
William Fogg, president of the
Chamber of Commerce, who de-
livered th3 Dedicatory Address.
Mayor Raleigh Rich presented
the key to the park. Park Com-
mission members are: B. C. Wil.
hams, chairman; Mrs. C. T.
Cobb, Mrs. W. L. Purifoy, Mrs.
W. A. Owens, Mrs. Mary Elkins,
Overtis Wilson, Charlie Freeman,
Albert Kirkland, Rev. 0. D. Wash-
ington, Roger Ingram, Ca t o
Brooks, sr., John Clark, Rev. E.
L. Neison, Dr. E. C. Clay, Dr. J.
E. Burke and Aammie Green, M.
0. Livingston is pool manager;
Miss Hazel Warren, checker mid
Bob Joplin, lifeguard.
Tho Eureka Civic and Social
club neld its installation of officers
in an elaborate ceremony recent-
ly at Orange Cafe. The officers
are: Mrs. Victor Starlard, presi-
dent; Met. John Isom, vice presi-
dent; Mrs. M. 0. Livingston, sec-
retare-treasurer; M r s. W. N.
Moorehea I, assistant secretary;
Mrs. E. P. Shannon, financial sec-
retary; AP's. Lloyd Ingram, his-
torian; Mrs. Albert Stewart, par-
liamentarian.
Girls' Clubs sponsors: Mrs. E.
P. Shannon, Mrs. W. N. Moore-
head, Mrs. Joseph Suggs and Mrs
M. 0. Livingston. Mrs. Shann)n
served as installing officer.
• .1 •
The Semper Fidelis club met at
the home of Mrs. B. C. Williams
last week. The highlight of the
evening was the presentation of
the Mary C. Booker Trophy, which
was awarded at the recent meet-
ing of the Ark Association of Col-
ored Women in Fort Smith. This
trophy is awarded to the club do-
ing the most outstanding work
during the year. The Semper FL.
delis club won the trophy in 1954,
also.
• • •
Correction please! Miss Fannie
Lofton was elected corresponding
secretary of the Arkansas Assts.
elation of Colored Girls in its re-
cent meeting at Fort Smith, In-
stead of president as reported last
week.
C's
Among the teachers away In
school this summer are: Mrs.
Margaret Stewart, Mrs. Virginia
Stewart, Mrs. Ida Baker and Mrs.
Joy M. Aldridge, who are attend-
ing Philander Smith college. Miss
Charlene Warren is studying at
Fisk university.
Pvt. Percy, L. Malone, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Malone, has
been assigned as Topographic
Computer with the 21st Engineer
Co. (Base Photomapping) 30th En-
gineer Group, Presidio ofSan
Francisco, Calif. Before entering
the service Pvt. Malone was em-
ployed as a design engineer by
Macomber, Inc. in Canton, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Cobb are











411 5. Parkway, West
Gilbey's Ginis the4oneghLdistffledia









of Gilbey's Gin proves
you'll like it best!
Gilbey's Gin
Try lt and see why
'the world agrees on ̀GILBEYS please' .1
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BLOOMFIELD BAPTIST
CHURCH'S VACATION BIBLE
SCHOOL was held June 10
through June 14 with Rev. L.
S. Hiles as principal and Mrs.
Riles as his assistant. Sunday
RUST GRADUATES — Rust col.'
lege at Holly Springs, Miss., grad-
slated one of its largest classes in
commencement exercises which
ended Wednesday, June 5. T h e
large class is seen in top photo.
In other picture are exercise par-
Cements, including the institution's
retiring and new president. Left
to right are: President RanSins
of Mississippi Industrial college,
Holly Springs; Dr. A. Merritt, ex.
ecuthe secretary, the interboard
commission of the Methodist
church, of Des Moines, Iowa, who
was commencement speaker; Dr.
L. M. McCoy. retiring as president
of Rust sollege after 32 years in
the post; Bishop A. P. Shaw, of
Los Angeles, Calif.; Dr. E. A.
Smith, president-elect of It n at
college; Mn. Lillian Rogers John-
son, superintendent Negro schools,
Clarksdale, Miss., and H. C. liar.
per, of the YMCA. (Mason Photos)
School teachers who were ac-
tive as superintendents were
Mrs. Azlee Williams and Mrs.
Arend Ford, beginners de.
partment; Mrs. Melisaa Dan.
iel and Mrs. Lucy Benson, pet.
many department; Mrs. Irma
Bishop and Mrs. Sarah Nel-
son, intermediate department;
Mrs. Effie Williams, junior de.
urge Rust College Class Hears
partment, and Mrs. Cosine
Holmes and Mrs. Alma Yates
served as a social committee.
Miss Hattie Marie Green was
pianist, Mr. and Mrs. E. Wil.
Clytee Brown, Erma Lean Bryles,
Augusta Almeta Burton, Elcenia
A • • i 
Donald Burton, Mary Ella Cal
Dr. A. ulettericii In Address fey, Mattie America Cammon, Co.etta Gilliam Cozoper, I o w aHolmes Casey, Bessie Sparks
Rust college Commencement ex - Emma Eliy, member of the Rust Vallie G. Fields Charles Lindsay Crayton, Louise Cansler Crawford,
June 5. The address was deliver- college trustee board; Mrs. Lil Grant, Ida Robinson Henley, John Nancy Miller Dickey, Ethel Grit-
ed by Dr. A. Merritt Dietterich, lien Rogers Johnson, member of! Elias Johnson, Dimple Hendersou fin Dugger, Frances James Dug.
board Commission, Methodist the board of trustees; Dean V.. Lester, Mettle Bell Logan, Rosie ger. Leola Goens Durham, Hem
church, Des Moines, Iowa. Carter, dean of. Mississippi Indus- Lillie McGhee, Evelyn Fondell rene Juanzetta Elliott, Mary Mel.
"The Inside Story," which dealt trial college; E. A. Bishop, prin. Thomas, Clifton Reive Whitley en Evans, Laura B. Fields, Ma The ninety-first Baccalaureate
with. inner feelings, attitudes, ap• cipal of Easom high school, Cor- and, Dan Ella Williams. Ola Fields, Mary Lee Fleming, Service of Rust college was held
predation, motivations, u n d e r- inth, 'Miss., and assistant to the The candidates for the Degree Wvrinie Dorris Foster. Irma John -
hams, song leaders, Mrs. Irma
Bishop, Bible drill leade r.
Class work included it
study, art, handcraft and car
pentry, the latter taught the
boys by James Brown. 'R. D.
' Dotson, superintendent Of (he
Sunday School, was credited
with contributing much to the





ATLANTA — (INS) — Integra-
tion was the primary issue Mon-
day as the 91st annual conference
of North Georgia Methodists be-
gan in Atlanta.
An amendment allowing Negro
churches to transfer into white
conferences, will be submitted to
the 1,250 delegate convention for
a vote. The proposal has already
passed the General Methodist
Conference for approval.
In order for the amendment to
become law, it must be approved
by two-thirds of all voting dele-
gates in the 103 Methodist annual
conferences.
The North Georgia decision is
not expected until later in the
week. Eight conferences in the
southeast have not yet acted on
the proposal.
standings and values. Dean of Rust college, (Summer
Dr. Dietterich received his A. B. sessions) Rev. S. L. Sweeney, su-
degree in 1922 from Wesleyan uni- perintendent of the Holly Springs
versity, Middletown, Conn., h I s district and Rev. I. L. Rucker, Tommizine Betts, Carrie Louise
S. T. B. degree in 1926 from Bos- pastor of Asbury Methodist church, Brooks, Effie Marie Davis, Ezell non Henderson, Abigail Herring,
rton University School of Theology, Holly Springs. Foster, Constance Allen Johnson, Levannah Brunt ;al on, Sarah
Simpson college, Indianola, Iowa. 
' Laurean Rieves, Joanna Rose. Elisabeth James, Sallie Grahamand his D. D. degree in 1356 from 
LAR&E CLASS
PLATFORM GUESTS
Platform guests present for the
commencement address: Rev. E.
A. Smith, the newly elected pres-
ident of Rust college: Mrs. Grace
Sharpe, sister of F. N. Eaton, and
a strong supporter of the school;
Bishop A. P. Shaw of Lee Angel.
head, Margaret Lee Bays, Olivia Reid, eallie D. Robinson, Beatrice
Dilworth Scott, Lula Mallory
Smith, Rozella Birts Smith, Julia
Creold Stevent, Vanilla M a e
Sykes, Lydia Robinson Talbert,
Ora Taylor, Ernestine Walker, Eth
el Lovelle Ward, Johnnie M a e
Watts, Augusta Mae Wheatly
George Washington Wheeler, Dai
s) Franks Wicks, Maenetta Avery
hart Williams and Jessie Dancer
Wilson. •
of Bachelor of Science in Business
Education were 12 in number, they
are: Clara Mae Bardley, Luz. a
. man, Velma Jean Smith, Leola
This was one of the largest grad- Trigg, and Margrette Triplett.
uafing classes in the history of 1 Candidates for the Degree of
the school. There were 13 cans.,- Bachelor of Science in Music Edo-
dates for the degree of Bachelor cation (2) are: Delma Ozelle
Marthalean Bush, John Campbell, Smith and George Smith. I 
art Macon, Martha Mae McDonairs
Charles Louis Covington, Eddie . Ira Williams McFarland, Aurelia
Kennard, Cody Miller Lee, Cladel OTI1ER GRADS McGaha, Euneda McGlawn, Hat.
Miller, Ruth loda Palmer, Laura Seventy-five candidates received' tie Bernice McMullen, Bettie Elois• '
Trotter Reeves, Robert Chall Rog- the Degree of Bachelor of Science. Mims, Nellie Lee Minor, Rachel
era, and James Andrew Tucker.
es, Calif., who delivered the Col- . in Elementary Education, the y l Anna Moseley, Pearl Marie alur--lege Annual Sermon and the Foun- . were: Gustave Adams, Alice Vir I dock, Lillie Lue Thelma Thelma
ders Day Address: E. E..Rankinl, 
There were 14 candidates for ginia Allen Elmira Allen, Ora Leal Mae Pickens, Deliah Reddite, Wil-
jr., the newly elected president of 
the Degree of Bachelor of Sc.. Minds Allen', Elmira Thomas Bank. ham Noah Redmond, Theodoreence in Secondary Education, they 
Ola Mae Bryant, Mable S m it li
Carlisle, Merlin Dean Conoway,
son Fykes, Demetra Taylor Gor-
don, Mildred Louise Graves, Lola
Mae Grice, Lottie Mae Harmon,
Edna Morgan Hawkins, Iola Shan.
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Confirmed by top medical author-
ities throughout the world.
Introductory Offer.
Treatment $500 - $8 00
Save $2.00, for double treatment.
Send cash or Money order. No




Jenkins, Mary Ann Johnson, Viola
Joansen, Bente Ford Janes, Ker-
thalia Lee Jones, Mary Etta Kim.
brough. Ruth Stover Lenoir, De.







BLOWD1G ROCK, N. C.—North-
ern "hypocrisy" in race relations
was assailed by Gov. Frank Clem-
ent of Tennessee in a speech be-
fore the North Carolina Bar As-
sociation last week.
Governor Clement said the "fin-
ger of accusation" the North
points at the South should be point-
on the campus, Sunday, June 2.
The speaker for the occasion
was The Rev. Ernest 'I'. Dixon,
Department of General Church
Work, The General Board of Edu-
cation, Methodist church, Nash-
ville, Tenn.
The ninety-first Founders Day
Convocation was held on the col.
lege campus, Tuesday, June 4. The
speaker was Bishop Alexander P.








keep in touch with home
by Telephone
By all means, keep a
picture record of that
wonderful vacation. And
tell the folks back
home all about it by
telephone. Wherever you
go, let Long Distance
add fun and peace of
mind. ICs so easy to call,
so low in cost.
It's Twice As Fast
to Call By Number
t'.-;c:auttrn Belt
Dear Carlotta:
It seems I have tried everything,
but still I cannot get my wifc out
of her nagging and non-forgiving
habit. Please tell me what to do.
Worried.
Dear Worried:
Go at this problem scientifical-
ly. Keep a chart of the things
about which she nags the most.
This will show her pattern of com-
plaint. Make a real effort to im-
prove yourself at these points
Consult a qualified counselor in
order to analyze and understand
the persistent irritant in her mind.
Her life is probably limited to you
as her chief interest. Help ex-
pand her life until she shifts her
preoccupation from you to other
challenging activities.
Dear Carlotta:
Is it right for me to feel hurt
and humiliated when my husband
dances with another woman and
I have to sit on the side lines
and watch? Our marriage is a
happy one, but I am terribly jeal-
ous when it comes to daneuag.
What can I do. Ann.
Dear Ann:
Of course it isn't ri2ht for )0a
to feel hurt. Don't mope with jeal-
ousy on the side lines, Become
the best dancer on the floor, so
that your husband would raticr
dance with you than anyone. Also
other people. Use some real strat-
egy. Better conquer the insectir• •
ity that sparks your jealousy.
Dear Carlotta:
How can I tell two of my friends
that they are visiting us too of-
ten? They conic on the average
of 3 or 4 times a week and bring
their child, who is a little
Upset.
Dear Upscl:
Expand your circle of friencli*
inviting other people in. You ar;
apparently filling a need in the
lives of your persistent friends,
but they need other contacts too.
Get them involved in a larger
group. Don't let them be an-
noying, problem. Think of them as
an exciting challenge. Even t h e
little "imp'' who evidently wants
attention, can become a fine child
if his energies are expertly chan-
netted
Spingarn Medal
To Rev. M. L. King
DETROIT — Dr. Channing H.
Tobias, chairman of the NAACP
board of directors, 'will deliver
the keynote address at the N. A.
A. C. P.'s 48th annual convention
which opens here June 25.
Other speakers scheduled f o r
the six-day meeting include Wal-
ter Reuther, president of the mil-
lion-member United Auto Workers
Union, and Joseph Rauh, nation-
al chairman of Americans f o r
Democratic ,Action. They w i 11
speak at the June 26 session.
The closing session on Sunday,
June 3, will be addressed by Roy
Wilkins and Thurgood Marshall,
NAACP officials.
At the session on June 28, the
42nd Spingarn Medal will be pre-
sented to the Rev. Dr. Martin Lu-
ther King, leader of the success-
ful Montgomery, Ala., bus protest
movement.
The annual Freedom Fund Din•
ner is scheduled for Thursday
night, June 27. Branches will re-
ed at Chicago, where he said po-
lice were called out to protect a
Negro family which moved into a
white neignborhood.
He also called attention to De-
troit, where he said, white mobs
"threatened a defenseless Negro
woman" who moved into a white
neighborhood.






• for $1,000,000 to carry
 on sums raised in the ea,
the Fight for Freedom this year.
Awards also will be made to bran-
ches for outstanding performance.
Daytime sessions of the Conven-
tion will be devoted to As•ociation
business and to instructional work-
shops for the delegates. The work.
shops, under the direction of ex-
perts, will deal with such aspects
of branch activities as efforts to
eliminate discrimination in hous-
ing, employment, recreation, trans-
portation, health facilities as well
as with public relations, fund rats.
ing, membership campaigns.
Words of the Wise
• big corporation is more or
lens blamed for being big; It is
caly big because it give serv-
ice. If it doesn't give service, it
gets small faster than it grew.
—CSVilliam S. Knudsen)
olina and Tennessee would be will-
ing to "stand up and be counted.'
on the matter of wrongs and rights
in racial problems with any and
all other states of the Union.
Minneapolis — Hail storms may
cause several times as much prop-
erty damage in the U.S. as torna-
does in a year.
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